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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM

The church in the northwestern states of Nigeria is
It has not made much

in the Muslim' dominated states. The

impact

church in Kano State is the story of failure
It has had

no

population.

apparent impact

on

the

and,

or

the

indigenous

predominately Muslim population.

as

such, raises

predominantly

In that the attitude of the church

facilitated the missionaries

over one

The

or

the

church from

history of the

some

Muslim and

religious

hundred years old.

interesting

Hausa-speaking

violence hindered

or

evangelizing the

early missionaries

British Colonial administrators and Emirs of the Northern

had

a

difficult time with the

Region before they were

lands to build mission stations and churches in the uninhabited

granted

issues.

areas

of the

cities.
Mr. Bako Musa in

arrived in Kano
the

leadership

were

an

interview told

from the Church

Within the three

Lokoja.

impression

that the Hausa

people

that the first Christian missionaries who

Missionary Society, (C.M.S) who

of Canon Robinson in 1 894.

returned to

me

They only stayed

months, Robinson

were

ready and willing to accept

Not until 1901 did the

C.M.S, under the leadership of Tugwell

intention of asking for

permission

Tugwell

and his

the Emir

Aliyu

colleagues, including

Babba who ordered them to leave the

Robinson had been received
Kano for

a

Walter Miller and

period

of up to three

some

a

a

false

the Christian faith.

come

to Kano with the

station. The attempt failed.

Dudley,

were

humiliated

by

city.

six years earlier and

months, but Tugwell

under

there for three months and

gave the C.M.S

from the Emir to build

came

was

was

given

a

allowed to stay in

hostile

reception

and
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given

three

days

to leave the

city of Kano. The missionaries wondered what

was

responsible for the sharp change and contrasting attitude of the authorities. Tugwell and
his

colleagues

Caliph

embarked

of Sokoto

an

their mission at the time when the British declared the

on

"enemy." They

also declared the Northern Emirates British

Protectorate of Northern

Nigeria

force to control the

effectively under Frederick Lugard.

area

the Emirs and the British

things when Tugwell

colleagues

worsened the situation for the

came

(30).

From that

administration and the missionaries
not allowed

by the

Lugard instituted

Northern

Region

a

the
that

approval

Crampton,

point,

was

some

way that

not

not

were

they did

allowed them. After

in his

the

position of

says, "The British

book,

the

spread

the

gospel

in the Muslim

regulations concerning missionary

they became less

activities in the

favorable to the missions. The

promised

interfere with the Muslim

religion.

He also

to convert Muslims until such

his

successors

missionaries from the Muslim emirates.
of administration, which aimed at

might

relationship between the British

and also

Lugard,

of

not like their

areas

attempt

use

relationship between

adhered

They

preserving,

also

a

time

sought

strictly to

adopted

among other

as

the

policy

the Emirs that the
and obtained

of the Colonial office in Britain to make the missionaries take

they would

the

not cordial until the 1930s. The missionaries

excluded the missionaries from the Muslim

government would

changes

because

British administration to

emirates.

in

The

on

colonies cautioned the missionaries that their ventures

result into bloodshed"

were

time had embarked

to Kano. The Colonial masters also

early missionaries

ventures into the northern emirates. E. P. T

Secretary of State for

same

at its lowest ebb. These

was

and his

in 1900. At the

a

pledge

the administration

policy of excluding

the "Indirect Rule" system

things,

the customs,
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and social structures of the

institutions,

opposed. Nevertheless,
not

altogether relaxed

thought
Emirs

was

also the

the British.

organization

Crampton

of the indirect

states that

missionaries into Muslim

areas

These and many others

attempted

to

in Kano State, in

spread

the

the

spread

gospel

particular.

gospel

Nigerians

As

Lugard' s

might
were

successor

lead to

the

a

experiences

areas were

areas

developments

to

of the

(32).

missionary bodies

of Northern

Nigeria,

created

strictly for Hausa

nonindigenous

northern states. As

general,

and

Muslims and other

meaning New Towns,

took

over

the

were

reaching Muslims
and the economy

gospel

planted

a

in most of

few churches in order to

of the Lord Jesus Christ.

leadership

focused and confinued the

with the

gospel

with the

people

gospel

passion

reaching

of different ethnic groups,

expatriate
of their

but met with stiff resistance. As

expanded, people relocated

rather than

Along the

of the church from the

from other parts of

the country for business to these states. Churches in the northern states
the

in

who

Colonial administration's attempt to

the missionaries

early believers

came

disturbance"

"Allowing the

Nigeria.

indigenous people

founding fathers

authority of the

result of many attempts from the missionaries to

reach the Muslim communities with the

missionaries. These

the

declared in 1924,

religious

in the Muslim

Defying these difficulties,

years, the

areas was

Rule, meaning ruling the people instead of

outside the walled cities, called Sabon Gari,

the Northern states in

from the Muslim

religion threatened

to the Muslims and the British

stop the spread, residential

were

reaffirmed from time to time because the colonial rule

that whatever threatened the Muslim

so

to which the missionaries

policy of excluding missionaries

the

but

conquered

prefer to reach

the Hausa Muslims of the

including the businessmen,
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to the northern states for business

migrated
States

were

of the

result of the

northern

planted

core

more

pre-colonial

Muslims with

churches

comprising Christian

north of the country

Emirs, did

era

99 percent Muslim. This dominance

early missionaries

activities. In the

northern

region

at that

to

conjunction

penetrate the

eighteenth century,
region

Jesus Christ. Because of many pressures mounted

to

civil servants from other

civil servants. In past years

when the colonial masters, in

not allow the

missionary

was

Mission made many efforts to reach the northern

ruling the

some

transferred to federal government services in the northern states, the

missionaries
most

ventures, and

on

with the

core

north of

the Sudan Interior

with the

gospel

of the Lord

the colonial masters that

time, and the requests made

was a

to the

Queen

were

of England

grant permission for mission activities in the northern region, the missionaries got

permission to
The

go to the northern

prohibition

Islamic rule in the

core

them. For that reason,
the country. After

region.

of mission activities

because the colonial rule found that

north worked well for their interest

they did

not abolish Islamic rule

gaining independence

recent years, the northern state

as

by collecting their taxes

they did

and until the country turned to

prescribed

in the

Qur'an and

in their various states. The church did not accept these

the consequences of Sharia laws

hardships

and

persecution

in which Muslims

Christians and

rose

burning

up

on

in other

for

regions

of

democracy

in

governments declared Islamic Sharia laws (the sacred

law which sets out the way of worship

practice)

was

on

against Christians

They caused

Prophet's

laws, bearing

non-Muslims. These laws have

Christian churches.

the

brought

several

in the northern states,

in mind

untold

religious crises,

killing,

and

maiming

churches and Christian homes and property. Such hatred of
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Christians

by the

Mushms has weakened the church's

Mushms of the northern states with the

reaching non-Muslims

with the

gospel

passion for reaching the

gospel. Today,

with little

or no

Hausa

the church concentrates
attention to

on

reaching the

Hausa/Fulani of the northwestern states.
The

founded

Evangelical

by the

seventy-six
pastors, and

Church of West Africa

Sudan Interior Mission

District Church Councils with

over

six million

worshippers

mission agency with five hundred

neighboring
colleges,

countries. ECWA

and twelve

as a

secondary schools and

and

teacher

of one of the

over

all

a

Today it

is

over

comprised

the country. It has
church

an

the country.

permission

theological

self-sustaining

Recently,

to establish

indigenous

four

It also has established many

across

a

primary and

the

Nigeria

university bearing the

founding fathers, Bingham University. Organizationally,

Presbyterian by government.

incorporated trustees,

It is

comprised

district church

of

planting within the

major seminaries,

institutes. The church is

offerings.

ECWA

denominational church

four thousand churches, five thousand

church has three

colleges

University Commission granted

in 1 893.

is

missionary couples doing

theological training

through the giving of tithes

name

(SIM)

(ECWA)

of a

general

church

ECWA is

council, including

councils, local church councils, the local church

boards, the departments, units/institutions, the registered members, and elected

appointed

officers of the different

governing bodies.

The ECWA vision statement states, "ECWA envisions to be

Church
the

or

guided by the Holy Spirit, self-sustaining

society spiritually, socially, economically and

and effective in

an

a

dynamic global

meeting

the needs of

agent of change towards Godly
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living" (ECWA

Constitution

5). Evangelism to all humankind, therefore, is

one

of its

emphases.
The ECWA mission statement,
says, "ECWA exists to

Gospel

to the

churches and

(15).

This

.

caring

for the

is achieved

preach

public worship

through

a

other

the

Bible, the inspired and infallible Word of God,

through Jesus

Muslims of the

core

unpardonable interference

leave

me

the

same

Implications

northern states in

in their

God.

alone to mind mine

made churches in the
Sharia laws all

Christians

witnessing

over

core

or

Lord; and,

and welfare work of the

for Muslims

Nigeria

are

get

seem

out

Evangelism

extremely hostile

any attempt to convert to

religion because they

They

(15).

to be

saying,

of the state."

Muslims.

to the

Christianity

as an

say Christians and Muslims

"Mind your

Going through

own

such

business, and

hostility has

north become unconcerned. The Muslims have enacted the

the northern states in order to buttress their stance

converting their
to

our

to reach the Muslim communities

missionary enterprise. They reject

or serve

Christ

through publications, radio, television, pulpit

Sharia Law and Its

worship

following objectives:

evangelistic, educational, medical,

means

social services"

strong body of Christ's followers for the advancement of the

church and further these interests

Christian

Strategy Planning

by communicating the

needy in the world through advocacy and

of God the Father

3. To promote

or

years

God and to achieve His purposes

and teach the

2. To maintain

ministry,

10

lost, discipling and equipping believers, organizing them into local

goal

1 To

glorify

according to ECWA,

against

fellow Muslims to Christ. This act inhibits Christians fi-om

Frequent killings

of Christians and refusal to broadcast
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Christian programs from the national media houses
out of

spreading the gospel

been

very

a

are

all

means

message to the Muslims of the

important political

within its jurisdiction. Sharia is

tool. Its
a

and judicial tool

granting power

to Muslims at the expense of others who do not have

protection

north. Sharia Law has

is to eliminate all that is not Islamic

objective

political

core

of scaring Christians

a

similar

and

protective

tool.
Musa

non-Muslims
1

.

Foray Marah lists the following religious implications of Sharia laws for
as

follows:

NonMuslims should become Muslims

2. Christians
3. No bell

are

not allowed to

ringing,

in Churches

or

be

governed by the

preach openly or to
or

Christian

homes,

convert

no

Islamic laws.

Muslims.

loud Christian

singing

or

Church music.
4. No

one

repair

must

church

roofs, buildings,

5. No Christians should hold any

be ruled

edifices.

of leadership, and all of them should

by Muslims.

6. In the lands owned

new

position

or

places
7.

by Muslims

the

non-Muslims,

are

not entitled to build

of worship.

Sharia, the Islamic law should apply to all aspects of life and

not

just

religious practices, (39)
All of these

implications except for,

enforced, but the others

are

"no bell

allegedly

caused

by

churches" have not yet been

enforced in Kano State.

Christians in Kano State claim that
crises

ringing in

Muslim

they have

religious

been victims of several

religious

zealots and the Muslim dominated state
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government. According to the Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) Kano state
branch

(10),

the Christian

their faith. The

community

in Kano State has suffered

hardships because

alleged hardships, they claim, include, harassments,

destruction of their worship

places,

of Nigeria. Below

examples

are some

and denial of their

rights

and

arrest and

privileges

as

of

torture,
citizens

the CAN cited in order to support their

allegations.
First, the
for which

Kano State Muslim-controlled government took

they paid no compensation.

Akin to this

allegation,

that the Kano State Muslim government continued to

refusing to employ Christian trained
the Christian

primary schools,

which

taken

over

claimed that Christians made many attempts to start

secondary
facing in

schools in order to

help minimize the

the state, but such attempts

were

deny Christians

community in

Christian

Television

Authority (NTA)

only.

This denial

often been

private

Christian

CAN fiirther

primary and

education crisis which

they were

very often frustrated.
Kano State discriminated

provided

Nigeria

Muslim programs for its Muslim viewers

that the Christian viewers of NTA Kano had very

due to the

alleged

refusal of these media houses to

with Christian programs. Of the radio Kano programs, CAN

they were not significantly different

equally discriminatory against

rights by

children, particularly in

their programs. CAN claimed that the

obviously suggested

totally disregarded

provide them
that

Kano

their

by the government.

Second, Christians claimed that the media houses in

against the

Christian schools

the CAN also claimed

teachers to teach Christian

were

over

from the NTA Kano programs.

the Christian listeners. Of all the

complained

They were

weekly Radio

Kano
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programs, CAN

complained that there

Christian program

Third,
state

on

some

government

or

forty-three Muslim programs

and

only one

Sunday.

of the churches in Kano State had been demolished
the Muslim

of such acts of religious
the Christians.

are

cormnunity.

intolerance,

They were the

were

Three

either the

by

which had been victims

churches,

cited in order to support the claims made

by

Assemblies of God Church Kachako in Sumaila Local

government. Saint Stephen's Anglican Church, Tudun Wada Road Kano, and the
ECWA Church Tudun

Murtala,

Kano.

Fourth, Muslims had physically and violently assaulted Christians

propagating
religious

their

faith, which was always carried

crisis in Kano State seemed to have taken

Christians

were

reported

to have

suffered not

also from the hands of the government

constitutional

Fifth, the Muslim community in

protested against building

of churches

example

written

by the

right

The inter-

manner.

from the Muslim

owners

right

CAN

community but

alleged that District

to

give witness

to their faith in

even on

plots

for which

areas

piece

as

public.

they had legally

following such protests,

of occupancy for the

up

of the state
obtained

the government

of land in

of the withdrawal of certificate of occupancy is contained in

question.
a

Kano State Commissioner for land and survey for the church

Kano-Wudil Road.

Police

arrested, tortured and locked

Kano urban and rural

certificates of occupancy. CAN observed that
would withdraw the Christians'

peaceful

were

two occasions in 1 982 the forceful

on

confiscation of Christians' property and their

they were expressing their

only

a

they

very serious dimension because

a

security agents.

Officer, Mutari of the Police Force ordered

One

out in

as

letter

along
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These

are

of what has

examples

happened in the name of Sharia law

persecution that has characterized Kano State

as a

hotbed of religious crisis

and the

throughout

the years.
The
reader

implications

why witnessing to

can see

cumbersome and life
for

reaching the

to lives and

of Sharia law

on

Christians

Muslims in the
The devil

threatening.

Muslims with the

gospel

uses

are

core

developed

north in

in this

Nigeria

can

study,
be

this threat to deaden Christian

of the Lord Jesus Christ.

but the

passion

Despite these threats

property, the Nigerian church and individual Christians need

to remember

the word of the Lord in John 16:1-4:
all this I have told you so that you will not go astray. They will put you
out of the synagogue, in fact, a time is coming when anyone who kills
you will think he is

because

offering

a

service to God.

they have not known the

Father

They will

do such

things

I have told you this, so
that when the time comes you will remember that I warned you. I did not
tell you this at first because I was with you. (NIV)

In several

instances, Jesus did

persecutions they will

go

not leave his

through

disciples

here in the world

in

as

or me.

ignorance

as

to the hatred and

he said in John 15:18-21

:

if the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated me first. If you
belonged to the world, it would love you as its own. As it is, you do not
belong to the world, but I have chosen you out of the world. That is why
the world hates you. Remember the words I spoke to you: 'No servant is
greater than his master. If they persecuted me, they will persecute you

also. If they

treat you this

who sent
What is

take

us

teaching, they will obey yours also. They will
way because of my name, for they do not know the One

obeyed

my

me.

happening

in the northern states and Kano State in

by surprise because these

are

particular should not

the fulfillment of the word of God. Christians

should, therefore, learn to take consolations from such happenings rather than

becoming discouraged.
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Implications
With the

waves

should draw upon the

of rehgious crises it has

experience

martyrdom and be able

of Persecutions to Muslim

of the

order to encourage Christians to face
out to

the church in

Nigeria

early Church history of persecutions

accormnodate

to

experienced,

Evangelism

or

tolerate the

persecutions and

happenings
not restrain

and

in the country. In

them from

reaching

Muslims, Robert Tuttle Jr. says
Jesus

predicted it, anticipated it, and experienced it. There was never the
promise to be delivered from frouble, only defeat. Trouble was assured.
Zechariah wrote, "Strike the Shepherd, and the sheep will be scattered."
They scattered all right, but the result was the spread of the gospel
throughout a good part of the world. After Stephen was stoned.
Christians left Jerusalem in droves. The Acts of Thomas records the
rumor that the Twelve actually drew lots to decide their destinations.
Within 30 years most would be martyred. The point is that most left with
the intent and purpose of obeying the Great Commission. Eusebius
wrote that

they "went
(107)

forth to the whole earth and their words to the end

of the world.
Such

on

knowledge

with the

of the word of God about

evangelization

of their beliefs. We

ought

of the northwestern states

to remember the words

charged Timothy: "You, however,
purpose,

should

cause

despite Muslims'

of Paul in 2

know all about my

the church to go

zealous

Timothy 3:11

teaching,

pursuit

when he

my way of life, my

faith, patience, love, endurance, persecutions, sufferings, what kinds of things

happened

to

me

Lord rescued

in

me

Antioch, Iconium and Lystra, the persecutions

from them." These

The concept of God

history has
The

persecutions

as a

are

comforting words

missionary and

an

I endured. Yet the

for the church in this age.

evangelist

in the realm of human

its root in the Old Testament. This concept and truth informs this research.

missionary movement, of which the

Church is

a

part, has its

source

in the triune
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God himself. This

missionary movement later

gave birth to the

concept of mission Dei,

popularized by the missiologist George F. Vicedom:
He, God, is the acting subject in mission. God the Father
and God the Son is both the Sent

sent the son,

and the Sender.

Together with the
Father, the Son sends the Holy Spirit, who in turn sends the Church,
congregations, apostles, and servants, laying them under obligation in
discharging His work. (qtd. in Verkuyl 3)
Alexander N.

Abonyi captures

this idea

so

one

well:

Because the Triune God is the

ontological initiator of the gospel
message. His people are called upon to participate in it. To participate in
Christ without the corresponding participation in His mission is
contradictory and unacceptable. God has put in place all that is required
to fulfill the task of World evangelization. The task is now in the hands
of Christian

The mandate of reaching

and

men

must work in

one

women.

The Missio-Dei and the mission-ecclesiae

continuum in order to achieve the

people with the gospel

is clear.

Therefore, Christians, especially in Nigeria,
which the Christian mission rests.

Only then

of evangelizing the Muslims of the
difficulties

or

encouraging
the

gospel

oppositions stifling the

Christians

in order to

a

shall

must understand the

they be

blessing to

despite

work. John R. W. Stott, in the

buttresses the idea that:

globally,

grounds

on

able to persevere in the task

northern states of Nigeria,

core

goal. (2)

we

course

must go to the

the

of

people with

them.

automatically. If God has promised to
bless "all the families of the earth," he has promised to do so "through
Abraham's seed" (Gen.l2:3; 22:18). Now we are Abraham's seed by
faith, and the earth's families will be blessed only if we go to them with
the gospel. That is God's plain purpose. I pray that these words "all the
families of the earth" may be written on our hearts. It is this expression
more than any other which reveals the living God of the Bible to be a
missionary God.. How dare we adopt a hostile or scornful or even
The nations

are

not

.

gathered

in

.

indifferent attitude to any person of another color or culture if our God is
the God of "all the families of the earth"? We need to become global
Christians with
terse

plea

global vision,

in John

10:16,

for

we

have

"I have other

global God. Listen to His
sheep that are not of this sheep
a
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pen. I must bring them also. They too will listen to my voice, and there
shall be one flock and one shepherd. (The Bible in World

Evangelization. 9)

Evangelism, then,

is God's solution to

people's estrangement

from and

subsequent

reconciliation to God.
If the nations
power of sin and

evangelized.
people

Satan, and have

Edward R.

cannot

going to

are

come

Dayton

come

a

to the

light of the gospel,

be delivered from the

part in the eschatological kingdom, they need

and David A. Eraser contend in their

to salvation without

to

be

writing that

evangelization:

Evangelization is central because all the other activities of the church
derive from it. Evangelization is indispensable because it is the process
of offering salvation in its ftillest meaning to people. This activity calls
people to faith in God and in Jesus Christ. (46)
With the

same

church has

no

passion

and

two ways to

emphasis, George
evangelization

W. Peters also contends further that the

of humankind:

In the recent times in

Nigeria, we have witnessed new waves of
opposition.
evangelization is not an elective in Christianity that
we may choose to do or not. It is rooted and grounded in etemal
verities..
These verities are in the very being and thought of God, in
the character of Christianity, in the aim and purpose of the Christian
Church, its unity, and its needs. (25)
World

.

In recent times in

.

Nigeria,

Christians have witnessed

new waves

of opposition within

Christianity itself, unprecedented nominalism, liberalism (watering down the truth),
universalism, and religious pluralism contending with
efforts

being made.

A spate of anti-Christian

one

another to stifle most of the

militancy grows

from outside national

boundaries. Wars, diseases, and social problems tend to frustrate most of the efforts

being made,
the

and the scant human and material

evangelization

effort make little difference.

resources

that Christians contribute to
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My aim in this research
muster

enough resources

of evangelization

the

to

help

are

Muslim-dominated

his mission is tested

setting

the job

see

churches should not allow difficulties to stop

in Kano State and

particularly in the

northwestern states,

areas.

proof of obedience.

by their response

In the final

out the obvious difficulties and to

churches and individuals be involved and

After all, action often is the

in

point

accomplished. Nigerian

evangelization of Muslims

which

is both to

Christians' love for Christ and

and obedience to his commands:
and motive

analysis, hope

forth God's mandate to His

are

tested

disciples

by willingness

to

obey

to

declare His truth

among all nations. And the crowning achievement in the missionary
mandate is that when individuals respond to God's call through His
servants this

purpose in

Nigerian evangelical
my

redemption makes possible
creation. (Angstrom 46)

Christians must

respond to

sheep" (John 21:15-17). Many times

the fulfillment of God's

the Lord's

plea:

"If you love

the task of evangelization is

me

perceived

feed

the

as

exclusive task for certain ordained workers in which every other Christian is excluded.
Worse is the situation in the northwestern states of Nigeria where the church
seems

to be

complacent

and thinks

to it and its adherents. The

example

more

about how it

of the situation in which Christians would

peacemakers.

tooth.' But I tell you, do not resist
turn to him the other also"

only taught

about

preached (Matt. 26:52).

an

February 2000

prefer to justify

a

(Matt. 5:38-39).

was

a

good

said, 'Eye for eye, and tooth for

Here the church

but he also

ignorance

is

violent response

evil person. If someone strikes you

nonviolence,

To such

in

Christians turned deaf ears to Jesus'

statements about violence: "You have heard that it

Christ not

avenge what the Muslims do

catastrophe Kaduna experienced

to violence rather than become

cheek,

can

and

practiced

the

right

quickly forgets

what he

complacency of the

on

taught

church and

or

that
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individual in

core

north, Arthur Judson Brown

not the exclusive business of the workers

pastors

or

Christian"

members of local

missionary

on

says, "The

the

field,

evangelization enterprise

nor

does it rest

some

story of failure, I do

societies. It rests upon every individual

critics believe that the

history of the

church in Kano State is the

not want to hold to that idea because to

Considering the global

scene

planting without difficulties

religiously,

no

country

either for the church

or

went

me

it is

an

overstatement.

through the period

of church

the missionaries themselves. It will

encourage the Christians in this age to remind themselves of the

global

in

scenes

to missionaries' activities. To buttress this concern, Robert Tuttle Jr. cites the

experiences
over

solely upon

(236).

Though

regards

is

of great missionaries who

saw

few results

or even none

in their endeavors

centuries of reaching out to the lost world:

Henry Martyn, a young man fresh out of Cambridge, followed William
Carey to India in 1806. His words, "Now let me bum out for God,"
proved prophetic as he did just that. After preaching to Hindus and
Muslims while translating the New Testament into three languages, he
died, at 3 1 with hardly a convert. Alexander Duff, the first missionary
of the Church of Scotland was shipwrecked twice on his way to India.
He registered thirty three converts in eighteen years. American
missionaries in Thailand faired no better. After translating the New
,

Testament into Thai in 1

first convert. Francis

843, he took another sixteen years

McDougall,

the first

Anglican Bishop

to win their
on

Borneo,

surgeon in Oxford and London, and lost five of his children
to disease among the headhunters of Sarawak. After four years he had
but one convert for each of his five children. (The Story of Evangelism

trained

as a

317)
When

people

they will find

visit the work of Sudan Interior Mission's stations in Kano State

some

of the abundant mission stations all

missionaries, frustrated due
to

other

places they thought

to non-results of their

were more

over

ministry,

receptive to

the

today,

the state that the

had to abandon and

gospel. Similarly,

move

if individuals
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take

a

tour around the northern states of Nigeria,

hard experiences of missionary ventures that did not
Some missionaries

departed

gives

bring immediate results.

those areas, but later

germinated. Today, churches planted

in

some

hear similar stories of the

they will

of those

on

the seed that

they planted

areas

still survive.

Again,

incidences where missionaries lost their lives for the sake of the

more

.Nine missionaries from Basel landed

1828. All but

one

on

Tuttle

gospel:

the African Gold Coast in

died of disease within six months. The story of Father
own request, he went among the six

Damien is better known. At his

hundred

lepers

at Molokai in the Hawaiian Islands. He dressed their

wounds, built their houses,

and

dug their graves until he himself caught
(1782-1834), the first Protestant

the disease and died. Robert Morrison

missionary to China, labored for seven years for his first convert. These
were not idle years. During that time he learned the language, the
culture, and prepared Christian literature. Still after twenty seven years
he had but ten baptisms. Christians labored in Arabia for fifty years for
five converts. Fiji has churches on almost every one of its three hundred
islands dedicated to missionaries who
teaches

us

morality.

blood of saints. The
sown

God

early

delights

roasted and eaten. This story
beginnings nourished by the

were

in small

Church could boast of none better. Seeds

that would bear fi-uit

thousand fold.

a

(Tuttle,

The

were

Story of

Evangelism 317)
Missionaries also

persecuted

Christians

Christianity
the

were

continued to

indigenes,

stories of how

fiirther

gained many

gives

in

very wicked.

expand

some areas

some were

converts in

some

countries where the authorities who

Many Christians lost their lives, but

in the midst of persecution. Even in Kano State among

parents became Christians

literally killed

such stories from

because

at

an

early stage. They have

they had become

Christians. Tuttle

Madagascar.

The story of Madagascar is especially telling. Queen Ranavalona
ordered her soldiers to seize every Christian, bind them hand and

dig

pit

the spot, then pour

them and

foot,

them. In

bury
boiling
hurled
over
fourteen
cliffs, and
killed,
the others buried alive. An eyewitness report says, "They prayed as long
as they had life. Then
they died, but softly. Indeed, gentle was the going
forth of their life, and astonished were all the people around them that
1

a

on

849, eighteen Christians

were

water

on
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burning of them." After the Queen's death. Christians
"reappeared as if they had risen fi-om the dead," singing the pilgrim
song, "When the Lord turned against the captivity of zion, we were like
them that dream" Psalm 1 26: 1 (3 1 7)

beheld the

.

Stories such

these

as

present and the
Church

no

next

are

told in the

generations

matter the

dangers

history of the

to remain faithfiil and do the Lord's will for the

of that age. The

Purpose
The purpose of this

attitudinal

changes

State of Nigeria, in

intended to
the

help

City to

spite

the

Evangelical

long-term

together to dialogue

The

on

with the

evangelism

exception.

supported

the

of Muslims in Kano

study was

an

role model to the other churches in

informed judgment
Muslims and

of Muslims for Christ due to the

evangelism.

It will also

on a

workable

Christians, which will

change

bring Christians

in attitudes of the

and Muslims

of Christians.

is broken down into three parts:

for themselves and

gospel

intervention that

an

existing between

.

only

no

Study

serve as a

1 The ECWA Churches in Kano State

care

be

the best way for Muslims to observe the tenets of Islam without

rights

problem

can

Church of West Afiica in Kano State take the lead in

study presents

hatred

churches towards Muslim

the

design

of Muslims and

reaching thousands

infi-inging upon

to

of the

church

of the circumstances just described. Also this

do likewise. The

solution to the
result in

study was

Nigeria

of the ECWA churches towards the

evangelism campaign

Kano

Church in order to encourage the

never

seem

have the vision

of the Lord Jesus Christ.

to be

or

complacent.

passion

for

Some say

reaching the

they

Muslims
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2. The

religious riots
Muslim

of Christians and the

2001 has

burning of several church buildings

of 2000, 2002, and 2004 have weakened the

evangelism and instead

3. The

church

killings

a

have created hatred in Christians

of Christians toward

against Muslims.

of Sharia, Islamic law in many northern states,

proclamation

precipitated

passion

constitutional crisis in

Nigeria and has

buildings, banning of Christian religious

in the

on

8 March

led to restrictions

education in state

schools,

on

communal

violence, destruction of many churches, and loss of lives, especially Christians. The
declaration of the Sharia has

citizenship.

As

a

automatically degraded the

result, Sharia law has blocked the chances for evangelism
Research

What

gospel

are

Christians to second-class

the

reasons

why

some

to Muslims.

Questions

ECWA churches do

neglect sharing

of the

to the Muslims in Kano State of Nigeria?

What

are

the

changes

that have taken

attitudes of ECWA churches to the

place

evangelism

as a

result of intervention in the

of the Muslims in Kano State?

Delimitations

This

study was

not concerned about the

Church in Kano State of Nigeria.

attitudinal

change of the

Rather,

it is

expansion,
a

design

ECWA churches toward the

or

teachings of Islam,

or

the

of intervention that supports the

evangelism

of Muslims in Kano

State.
Deflnition of Terms and Abbreviations

Evangelical

Church

Church Denomination in

of West Africa (ECWA)

Nigeria founded by the

refers to

a

specific name

of a

Sudan Interior Mission in 1 893 and

does not include all Protestant churches in West Afiica.
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Kano State is

a

state

located in north Western

1967 from part of the northem

northwest, Jigawa

State to the

The

capital of Kano

was

made

an

population

region.

of 5,632,040

It

was

created

northeast, and Bauchi and Kaduna States

state in 1991

27

May

.

to the south.

originally included Jigawa State,

According to

the

It is the fourth and the

people.

on

Kano State borders Katsina State to the

State is Kano. The state

independent

Nigeria.

census

largest

which

of 1991, it had

state to

adopt

a

Sharia

laws in 2000.
Core north refers to the former Northem

rule that later gave birth to twelve states

Region

of Nigeria

during the

colonial

namely: Sokoto, Kebbi, Zanfara, Katsina,

Kano, Jigawa, Kaduna, Bauchi, Bomo, Yobe, Adamawa, and Gombe.
Northwestern

states

is

states of the former northern

the country

on

a

term used to describe the

comprises

seven

sq. km and

Fulani. The
13%"

a

religions

Patrick

are

states

are a

Johnstone, "The North- Westem

population

of 23,800,000. The

Muslim 67%, Traditional

of

states, namely Sokoto, Kebbi,

Zanfara, Katsina, Kano, Kaduna, and Jigawa. These

191,873

states out of the twelve

region during the colonial rule before the independence

1 October 1960. It

Nigeria. According to

seven

stronghold

States

major peoples

cover an area

are

worshippers 20%,

of Islam in

of

the Hausa and

and Christian

(494-95).
The term "Islam

the sole

deity

"

is the

religious

and in Muhammad

A Muslim is

one

as

his

faith of Muslims,

including belief in

Allah

as

prophet.

who is committed to peace

the way of righteousness and justice revealed

by continuously striving to

by God.

follow

The Arabic word Muslim refers
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to

a

man; Muslima to

to God's

teachings

a woman.

In either

case

the literal

and commandments which leads to

Sharia law is

a

the

Kerr

1).

exclusively Islamic

code

B. E. E Debki defines Sharia law in clearer terms:

religion.

The term Sharia is

"one who submits

peace" (Jalil and

term used to describe the laws that are

of conduct in the Islamic

which

meaning is

an

Arabic word derived from the verb "Shara'a"

path

that Allah has ordained to be followed

by every
path leading to Allah, the Most
High believed by all Moslems to be shown by Allah the creator himself
though His "rasul" messenger in person of prophet Muhammad. Sharia
is the way or road in the religion of Muhammad which God has
established for the guidance of His people both for the worship of God
and for the duties of life. This path or road of the Islamic faith is a
combination of rules together with dogmatic and scholastic theology,
which equally formed the very basis for Islamic law. It became the basis
of the "Umma," the Islamic community and its civilization involving all
of life. According to Islamic faith, Sharia is supreme over any Westem
Law. (4-5)
means

Moslem who wants to

The

knowledge

of Sharia law is very

please him.

important

them to discuss

freely with

Muslims without

Muslim

evangelism

refers to the

intention of leading them to the

It is

a

for the Christians because it will

misunderstanding them.

sharing of the gospel

saving knowledge

in

Mission, which has partnered

with other mission

Description
This
the ECWA

project designed

churches,

to

develop

ECWA churches in Kano

of the Lord Jesus Christ.

an

State,

of the

intervention that will

a

as

model of Muslim
motivation for

with the Muslims with the

of Christ.

S.I.M. is the abbreviation used for the Sudan Interior

Serving

help

Mission, today known

agencies

as

in the world.

Project

bring about change in

discipleship

for the

Muslims with the

gospel

evangelism

reaching the

attitudes of

and
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The intervention
a

day

each for

one

designed

was

month. A

implemented through

day seminar

one

Pastors for their churches. The

to be

each

was

subjects were grouped

meant to be

into three

a

sample

categories:

a one

seminar within the month of the

day

seminar, all the subjects
in his

or

her

analyzed

to

to do

completion.

the effect

subjects

or

towards

questionnaires compared
for the

for

subjects

measure

behavior of the

required

After the seminar and the

area.

distributed to the

were

to the

a

practicum

practicum,

The

exploratory study.
on

evangelism

the survey

questionnaires

evangelism

to Muslims. A

exploratory findings

on

was

After the

to the Muslims

questionnaires

were

the result of the intervention

for the

senior

pastors (class one), elders (class two) and members (class three). Each class
scheduled for

seminar for

planned

a

were

collected and

the attitudes and

frequency distribution

allowed

me

to draw conclusions

findings.
A seminar

on

Muslim

evangelism

was

designed

and held

on

1, 15, and 29 July

2006 for the three groups from the twelve ECWA churches in Kano State

(see

Appendix B).
Methodology
This

study used

an

models of evangelism and

reaching the
experimental

intervention to

discipleship

Muslims with the

mode

gospel.

bring about changes

with

describing

for the ECWA churches in Kano State for
The research

using exploratory findings

questionnaires designed

of attitudes in

comparison

and

groups.

was an

evaluative

frequency

study

distribution

use

in the

in
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Population, Sample,

and

Subjects.

Kano State, 120 ECWA churches, made up the

this

population,

I selected twelve churches to be my

represents ten churches. The subjects of this study
the 120 pastors,

sixty elders

of those twelve churches.
this

study,

from these twelve

population of the research.

sample

were

for the

study.

From

One church

the twelve senior pastors out of

churches, meaning five elders from each

Similarly, sixty members were

also selected to be involved in

five members each from these twelve churches. I sent letters to church

leaders and church members
hundred and

requesting them to complete

some

survey

questions.

One

thirty-two subjects actually participated.

Another valuable

source

literature cited in the review

developing biblical

of content for this

helped

in

study was

teaching biblical

the

Bible, and the

mandates of evangelism and

models of evangelism/discipleship.

Variables

The

independent
and

variable of this

period

was

planned

this

study were the affective, behavioral,

churches'

implemented

study was

relationships

and

over a

evangelism

and

the intervention. The intervention

of one month. The

cognitive changes

to Muslims in Kano

dependent variables
in

regards

of

to the

State, Nigeria.

Instrumentation
I

E)

that

designed frequency distribution questionnaires (see Appendixes A, C, D,

were

administered before and after the intervention to

attitudes of the

participants conceming evangelism

questionnaire was

mailed to the

intervention. These

subjects

two weeks

questionnaires served

as

measure

to Muslims. The

its effect

on

and
the

pre-study

prior to the beginning of the

exploratory findings

to

provide

a

baseline
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of the

about

respondents' knowledge and feelings

participants

were

The

tested

again

after

they completed

designed questionnaires

the affective and

was

served

and also

of the

concem

for the

church council and attempts

reaching

study emerged

city of Kano

when 1

was

of data collection for
measured

participants

by the

after the

were

by

was

pastor in Kano from 2003-2005.

of the district

few ECWA churches to motivate their

out to Muslims with the

study, however,

result of a need for

expressed by the leadership

was

made

was a

as a

of Muslims from few individual in the

evangelism

church. The need to motivate churches

This

means

Generalizability

Muslims in the

members for

primary

by the involvement

The motivation to engage in this

I observed little

the

introduced.

Delimitations and

reaching the

as

to Muslims. The

the entire intervention.

cognitive variables. The behavioral variable

questionnaire responses
intervention

evangelism

gospel.

limited to twelve ECWA churches. Their twelve

churches, twelve senior pastors and 120 serving elders and members, participated in the
survey. I

can

generalize the outcome

the ECWA churches towards
the pastors,

of the

evangelism to

elders, and members enabled

study to

measure

the attitudinal

changes

of

Muslims in Kano State. The selection of

me

to compare the value of the

change

of

attitudes of the several groups of participants.

Theological
The

key of the study was

Great Commission,

was

to

see

Foundations

that the Great Commandment, in

light

of the

put into practice in reaching the Muslims with the gospel. The

church in Kano State believes it is vulnerable to attacks if it continues

witnessing to
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Muslims. For these reasons,
better done

by the pastors

some

conclude that the work of reaching the Muslims is

evangelists

and

or

the

expatriate missionaries.

Phil

Parshall,

nullifies this wrong notion in his book, Muslim EvanRclism:

severely threatened
shy away
by the majority community,
from evangelistic involvement with Muslims. In some ways they feel
they are aliens among their own people. There is parallel between their
situation and that of the Jewish exiles in Babylon who hung up their
harps on the willow trees (Ps. 137:2). They felt discouraged at the
difficulties in which they found themselves. It was hard to sing the
praises of God when surrounded by the obstacles of an alien culture.
(115)
In Muslim countries the national church often feels

and their caution leads them to

Just

as

the

prophet struggled with

with the mission the Lord has

and said, 'AH
make

authority in

disciples

given

people

attitudes of Christians in

a

over a

mission

on

which he had been sent,

in the book of Matthew: "Then Jesus

heaven and

of all nations'"

how God gave his

God

(Matt.

on

earth has been

28: 1

8-20).

given

came

so

to them

to me, therefore go and

In the book of Jonah, Christians

see

second chance. L. Richards and L. O. Richards describe the

Nigeria to

the Muslims whom

they

consider their enemies:

apparently had a patriotic and popular ministry. He must have
enjoyed the favor of both Jeroboam II and his fellow citizens. No
wonder the divine command to go to Nineveh, the capital of the empire
that for decades had terrorized the people of Israel, came as a jolting
shock. Jonah reacted immediately to the divine commission. He ran
away from the Lord and headed for Tar shish. He only acted as God's
spokesman when the message was good for his people. Nevertheless, he
was unwilling to carry a message to an enemy who might do his country
harm! (471)
Jonah

Indeed this book shows the

prophet

as a man

without

compassion

only cared for his people but wished only evil for their enemies,

Despite
tune

the fact that God gave him

with the Lord.

a

second chance, he

for his enemies. He

the

people

obeyed but his

of Nineveh.

heart

was

not in
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The

biggest problem for the Nigerian

Christians do

not have

compassion

church is similar. In my

and love for Muslim; because their hearts

away from the Lord. The truth of the Great Commission is that God

the motives of his

Jesus

people.

taught the following in the

"Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute
must learn that in

gives

loving their

enemies

all

on

enemies of his

people,

people.

Just

as

unjust

gospel,

the Lord Jesus warned his

astray. They will put you
kills you will think he is

prophet Jonah.

Father, who

alike. God in his nature has

disciples,

a

to them

just

it

the Muslims

course

stoned to

death,

For these times

"All this I have told you that you will not go

fact,

service to God"

a

time is

coming anyone who

(John 16:4).

should take to heart the book of Jonah,

as

was

against them" (Acts 7:59).

out of the synagogue; in

offering

so

throw away bittemess and

the heart of Stephen in Acts 7 who

not hold this sin

Nigeria

they

to the extent of desiring

Christians need to follow the

They must

its message to their situations in the country.

meaning

the

during the time of Jonah,

Nigeria; nevertheless.

give them

yet he cried out, "Lord, do

rich in

the mount:

the commission God gave them.

of Jonah and retum to God in obedience.

Christians in

for the hearts,

you" (Matt. 5:44). Christians

them, they will love their enemies

the Ninevites terrorized Israel

ask God to

far

The Christians must be like their Father who is love. When

act toward to Christians in

genuinely

sermon on

are

to those who make themselves his enemies and the

even

have the likeness of Christ in
to reach them with the

cares

they reflect the nature of God

rain and sunshine to the just and the

compassion

opinion,

was

Only then

significant

for the

study it,

and

apply

will the book continue to be

people of the

time of the
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The Great Commission of the Lord Jesus Christ

as

expressed

and Acts is the basis of the Christians' mandate to share the

Christ with everyone. The Great Commission is

following passages:
and, Acts

a

says, "I

obey what

I command"

am

Apostle is

an

not ashamed of the

example
gospel,

everyone who believes: first for the

quoted

Jesus words

urgency of it in the world.

vanished. Once

a

of eagerness to

unbeliever. For the
but everyone to

evangelize.

Everyday

patience of the
to

a new

multitude is

being bom daily

Christianity in

aggression,

overemphasized, seeing the

bom, and

and those

a

vast

prospect list

are

given,

dying daily.

sharing of the gospel

we are

Such

with any

perish,

repentance (2 Pet. 3:9).

study

establishes

a

Study

brief history of the establishment of Islam

the northem states of Nigeria, factors

Old and New Testament

In Romans 1 : 16 he

Lord is because he does not want anyone to

Overview of the

of this

to the

because it is the power of God for salvation of

any serious believer to hasten the

come

Chapter 2

sharing the gospel

statistics of daily births and deaths of each country

help

saying, "If

Jew, then for the Gentile."

alarm to know the number of children
statistics would

as

(14:15). Lack of allowing the Holy Spirit

The call to fulfill the Great Commission cannot be

and

in five segments in the

person limits the love of God which is the obstacle to

unsaved. Paul the

of the Lord Jesus

Nigeria have experienced the filling of the Holy

filled with the love of God. John

you love me, you will
to fill

gospels

Matthew 28:18-20; Mark 16:15-18; Luke 24:45-48; John 20:21-23;

1 :8-9. If the Christians in

Spirit, they will be

expressed

gospel

in the four

teachings

and the biblical and

on

aggression,

the

theological principles

influencing human behavior,

teaching of the Qur'an
of evangelism and

on

discipleship
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for the

study. The research design

findings,

and

Chapter 5

is stated in

summarizes and

recommendations for further

study

Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides

interprets the research findings.

and conclusions.

research

It also offers
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE

The aim of this

changes

Nigerians

know

Christians. The

positively to
Muslims

design

intervention that

evangelism

Nigerian church, individuals,

and

supported

the attitudinal

of Muslims in Kano State of

something about

why their counterparts, Muslims, behave the

way

society must

Islam to

they do

help

toward

leam how to

respond

coexistence for Christians and

bring peaceful

and, henceforth, help each other to accommodate their religious beliefs
as a

Although

religion today has

Christianity

of Islam

as a

country is

threatened

1 did intend to carry out

of either

religion

or

historical

Nigeria,

I

investigation

of the establishment

strongly believe that

and the establishment of Islam and

groups

1 also think that

came

background

Christianity in

will

help

with

a

brief history

this part of the

understanding the

a

into contact with each other in the northem states of

history of how

to each other over the years will

Christians have difficulties

reaching the

definition of Islam.

the adherents of the two

provide readers

necessary foundation in order to conduct

a

coexistence worldwide.

peaceful

that have existed between the Muslims and the Christians since the time

religious

with

a

Islam in northem

not out of place. 1 believe this

relationships

begin

an

this statement, I must also say

controversial situations to

because Islam

Nigeria.

to

of the ECWA churches towards the

Nigeria. Having made

the two

study was

a

with

a

meaningfiil

religions

good and, perhaps,
and

Muslims with the

objective

gospel

have related

very

research

on

why

all these years. 1
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Islam in
A

description

of Islam must first

Islam-Muhammad. Muhammad

deeply
about

and

influenced

revelations from visions with

of God.' The words received
or

revelations,

heretical
three

(Saudi Arabia,

AD

c.

570).

He

was

great deal about Judaism and something

by them both. "By 610 through reported

angel Gabriel,
were

consideration of the founder of

he believed himself to be the

then to be

conveyed to

the

people.

'mouthpiece

These messages,

Holy Qur'an" (Tuttle,

155).

beginning,

teachings,

a

a

later collected in what Muslims call the

were

Story of Evangelism
At the

begin with

bom in Mecca

and knew

sincerely religious

Christianity and was

was

Nutshell

a

some

but when

Persons), added

misunderstood Islam to be

they

discovered the

to the Christian

teaching

doctrine, they drew

Christian sect

a

about the

a

or some

Trinity (God

in

dividing line. Henceforth,

Christians became the fundamental enemy of Islam. Muhammad believed Christians

teach the existence of three
Jesus

was a

prophet,

gods

and that God gave birth to

but Muhammad

emphatically

Christians believe that Jesus is the Son of God
between Christians and Muslims.

were a new

a son.

For Muhammad

denied that God could have

a son.

incamate; such belief is the dividing line

Muslims, therefore, believe that Muhammad's word

revelation, in effect, superseding the Christian beliefs:
Islam is

an

Arabic

word, is

rich in

meaning.

One

the "commitment to submit and surrender to God
in

peace."

Peace

(salam)

is achieved

through

revealed Commandments of God is the

important dimension
so

that

one

is

could live

active obedience to the

source

of all Peace. Commitment

striving for peace through a struggle for justice, equality
caring and consideration for others' rights, and
continuous research and acquisition of knowledge for the better
protection and utilization of the resources of the universe. (Jalil and Kerr
to Islam entails

of opportunity, mutual

1)
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If the

common

its proper

definition, and truly

opportunity,
peaceful.

Muslims in many countries would understand what Islam is

mutual

caring,

strive for peace

through

and consideration for

Muslims and Christians would live

they

are

subjected

conforming to

to

worship

series of trials.

a

certain

Allah and to

struggle

equality of

others, then this world will be

a

obey his

life of worship.
command.

They have the option

laws, and their reward

for justice,

together peacefully.

Islam teaches its followers that this life is
this earth in order to

a

according to

People

are

placed

in

During this earthly life,

of enduring these trials and

will be great in the next

decline to endure these trials and choose not to conform to the

life,

or

may

law, then they will be

made to regret their decision in the next life.
Islam teaches that Allah sent 1 24,000

Abraham, Moses, and Jesus.

prophets

and served

as

Islam has three
1

.

their

prophets

to earth

It also holds that Muhammad

seal,

was

including Adam, Noah,
the last of these

not any other.

levels, each building upon the lower

ones.

Islam:
a.

Testimony of no

other

god but

Allah and that Muhammad is the messenger

of Allah;

2.

b.

Daily prayers;

c.

Zakat

d.

The fast of Ramadan;

e.

Pilgrimage to

Faith
a.

(Obligatory charity

the Ka'aba

(Inman):
To believe in

Allah;

due to the

poor);

(in Makkah)

once

in

a

lifetime if able;
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3.

b.

To believe in his books

c.

To believe in his messengers;

d.

To believe in the

e.

To believe in the divine decree

Excellence/Goodness
To

worship

assuredly

The

day of judgment;

(God)

everyone

as

Christianity.

accepted

if one

some

Historians such

as

him, for if one

sees

Beginning of Islam

in

whether

(divine fate);

good

or

evil;

cannot see

him, he

(Tuttle, Story of Evangelism 153; "Islam").

From the historical evidence

introduced and

and

(Ihsan)

Allah

sees

(scriptures);

in Northern

available,

one can

Nigeria

surmise that Islam

was

parts of northem Nigeria long before the advent of

C. P. Groves believe that Islam

came

to this

part of the

world in the fourteen century of the Christian Era:

According to

the Kano

Chronicles, it

was

the

Mandingos

who

brought

Islam to Hausaland in the fourteen century, for an entry under Yaji's
reign (1349-1385). It reads: In his time the Wangarawa came from Malli

religion.. They commanded the king to
observe the times of prayer and he complied. A Mosque was built and
the Muslim judicial system was introduced. (25)

bringing the

Peter B. Clarke cites three

areas

of northem

Muhammadan

sources

from the seventeenth century.

Wangara brought Islam

to

hundred years later in the
he calls

a

suggesting the

Nigeria, namely Kano

Chronicles which. The second

Bomo Mahram

source

.

time of the arrival of Islam in two

and Bomo. The first

he does not

According

Kano,

.

to

not in the

source

is the Kano

identify by name but

says that it dates

Clarke, this document claims that the

reign

reign of Mohammad

of Yali

Rumfa

(1349-85), but

(1463-1499).

some one

The third

source

(a letter of privilege) Humai Jilma, with the assistance of a
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certain Muslim

Ibn.

Missionary Muhammad

Mani,

responsible

was

dissemination of Islam in Kanem Bomo. He furthers

states that

one

for the

widespread

extract, from

Mahram reads: "The first Muslim country in the Sudan which Islam entered
It

came

through

Muhammad Ibn. Mani"

Crampton

seems

people

of northem

of over

early as

the

seven

was

study.

An

important

northem

not

fact

seem

central Sahara

Nigeria.

through

trading routes, through

was

introduced to the

a

to be

an

the

fourteenth,

important

Another vital

was

piece of information

introduced in the northem

cultural contacts with North

Muslim Arab traders who traded

legal

cult

by

along the

clerics from Kanem and westem

Sudan, and through forceful conversion especially during the Fulani jihad that
carried out under the
states and

leadership

swept his way

as

of Dan Fodio who

far south

as

or

has, however, been established: that

through different influences though

and Niletic Sudan

in the northem parts of

Nigeria during

relates to the mode of the introduction of Islam. Islam

Africa-Egypt

more

to Northem

thirteenth century.

introduced in northem

preceded Christianity in

states of Nigeria

coming of Islam

hundred years. If trae, Islam

thirteenth, century it does

consideration for this
Islam

earlier date for the

Nigeria during the

Whether Islam
even as

an

(46).

him Islamic influences have been

Nigeria. According to
Nigeria for a period

to favor

Bomo.

was

conquered

was

and Islamized the Hausa

Ilorin, part of the Old Yoruba kingdom of Oyo.
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The

Beginning of Christianity in

Church historians have worked hard to

trace the

Northern

Nigeria

history of the

estabhshment of

Christianity in Northem Nigeria. They suggest that Christianity was introduced
part of the country

at

an

earher date than I had

Crampton recognizes
north. He says this attempt
171

was

imagined.

abortive attempt to introduce

made

by one

Christianity

Father Carlo de Genove

1, traveled overland from Tripoli with the aim of beginning

mission
no

one

was

not successful because he died in Katsina.

serious Christian

Missionary activity

in this

a

who,

from the
in 1710 and

station in Bomo. The

According to Crampton,

existed in northem

there

Nigeria before the Niger

about the middle of the nineteenth century:

expedition

The

impression that Christian missionary activity in the North in the
closing years of the nineteenth century is incorrect. Formal European
Missionary activities unconnected with commerce and government did
not appear until then, but Christians were already working in the North
of Nigeria on the Niger Expedition of 1 841 over fifty years before Miler
or Bingham or Kumn appeared. (39)
...

,

Due to insufficient records of the

states, it has made very difficult
the

early

to know who

One wonders whether these

gospel.

activities of the missionaries in the northem

were

actually reached

missionaries

or

the northem states with

the

people who

came on

expedition.

the first Christian

According to Crampton,
Christianity

in the northem states of Nigeria

priest named
in

as

early

as

Peter

was

missionary attempt

carried out

Farde, from Belgium. He is said

1688. Father Farde

after which he traveled

through

was

to have

by

come

able to make converts in

Gobir and other towns in

a

to introduce

Franciscan Catholic
to Northem

Agadez,

present-day

Nigeria

north of Kano

Sokoto State.
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Crompton

fiirther maintains that

Bomo, Agadez,

the Goforfa

as

missionary activity took place in

into northem

factors: the reports of the movements of fi-eed slaves

Nigeria and

the

discovery of the

existence of Christians in

Kingdom near Bomo.
that Christian influences

Joseph. Kenny speculates

early

Christian

and Katsina between 1705 and 171 1. He believes that this Christian

activity was motivated by two

through Tripoli

some

began

in northem

Nigeria as

1655, about thirty years earlier than Onotu and Ojo's suggestion:
In the late 1630s

became

Muslims,

soldiers in the

Europeans
knowledge

group of Europeans [sic] renegades, captives who
were sent firom Tripoli to Bomo to instmct the Bomo

a

use

of fire

did not

preach

In 1655 another group was sent. These
Christianity, but inevitably they spread some

arms.

of it. Their presence may have contributed to the later mmors
of the existence of Bomo or Kwararafa Christians. (Catholic Church 83)

One may,

which

therefore, conclude that these early attempts became the foundation upon

more

successfiil Christian

Missionary ventures

were

made in later years. The last

half of the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century and
years witnessed extensive Christian

Nigeria,

missionary activity

subsequent

in the northem states of

which resulted in the firm establishment of Christianity among Hausa,

Kanuri and ethnic groups who occupy the Middle Belt

Christianity was

introduced in the northem states

missionaries, the Muslims appeared
faith. This claim is confirmed

to have been

by Crampton:

told Crowther that his father would be

glad

the Emir of Nassarawa wrote that Crowther

Obviously,

the motive behind this

Christianity at

zone

of the country. When

by the European
friendly with

"In 1881 the

Fulani,

son

Christian

the agents of the

new

of the Emir of Kontagora

to see missionaries in his emirate. In

was

welcome to build at Loko"

fiiendly gesture was

the expense of Islam. The motive

was

never

very

1883,

(56).

made in order to promote

likely the hope of benefiting
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from the frade and commercial links which the Europeans missionaries could make and
the

hope

of receiving

by the reported

military

aid from them. This

incident of rebellion in

Nupe,

a

interpretation is strongly supported

Muslim Emirate:

had been raided

by the Nupe since the time of the Fulani
conquest and the Etsu Nupe and had a certain hegemony over the area.
Towards the end of the nineteenth century the Yomba of Ijumu and
Akoko united to assist the people of Ogidi, a small place near Kabba, in
refiising to pay tribute to the Nupe forces at Kabba. The Nupe believed
This

area

that Christians

were

behind this resistance movement and that the

Southern Yomba Christians

were

supplying them with

guns.

(Crampton

63)

Although he did not elaborate upon the point he made,
extended to the Christian Missionaries
were

friendly to

the missionaries

as

was

for

the

political

friendly gesture

reasons.

they moved northward

Even

the Emirs

common

people

from Jebba.

Whatever might have been the true motive the Muslims Emirs accorded the
Christian missionaries this

warm

reception,

the

point is

that

some

cordial

relationships

between the first Christian agents and the Muslims in the northem states of Nigeria
were

established. The fruit of this cordial

Christianity. Apparently,
the

European

periods.

the

relationship

friendly reception

Christian missionaries

was

was

the start of a

new

the Muslims of northem

limited to certain

faith,

Nigeria

personalities, places,

gave to
and

Some experts lend credence to this assertion. Some Muslims did not feel very

comfortable

having

apprehensive,

Christians in their midst;

reason

the Christian missionaries became overzealous in their

reception of the Emir of Zaria
in Muslim

beyond Zaria,

they naturally became difficult,

and hostile to the Christian missionaries.

For this

anywhere

so

territory.

and wished to prove to the world that
With this mistaken

but to their great

disappointment

they could

confidence, they decided

and

warm

to

go

move

embarrassment, the reception the
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people

gave them

not

along their route was

missionary team finally arrived in Kano,
guests. In fact, the Emirate is

they should

never

warm.

History says that when

the Emir of Kano

was

reported to have ordered them out

retum. To worsen the

the

very hostile to his

of Kano and told them

situation, when the missionaries returned to

Zaria, the Emir, who had previously been friendly to them, suddenly changed his mind
and became less

fiiendly.

The Kano

episode

and the sudden

change

of attitude

by the

Emir of Zaria

towards the Christian missionaries, I believe marked the

beginning of Muslim hostility

towards

Nigeria.

and all that it represents in northem

Christianity

From these two

seemed to maintain

developments,

fiiendly relationship

a

hostile attitude towards them
One of the clear

northem government
Christians

were

one

towards

some

Muslims

Christians, others maintained

depending on the place,

examples

was

may conclude that while

and

a

individuals, and time.

of the anti-Christian activities of the Muslims'

the takeover of the

the hardest hit because

Voluntary Agency Schools

they owned

more

in 1 872. The

schools than their Muslim

counterparts. In the subsequent years the relationship between the adherents of Islam
and

Christianity

seems

calm has often been

Muslims level
conflict has

people

to have continued to deteriorate. This

expressed

against

atmosphere

of uneasy

in the form of accusations and counteraccusations that

Chrisfians and vice

unfortunately been expressed

versa.

Secondly,

this incessant

in the form of open

interrehgious

physical

assault

opinion

that the

on

and their property.
From the

history of the

two

religions,

I

am

church, individuals, and society must leam how

to

of a strong

respond positively to

Nigerian

controversial
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situations to bring

peaceful

coexistence for Christians and Muslims and henceforth

each other to accommodate their

religious beliefs because

Islam

as a

help

religion today has

threatened peaceful coexistence worldwide.
S. A. Asemota buttresses this

point:

days, there have been news items and interviews with
Moslem(s) on the topic of the stmggle within Islam, all affirming
In recent

Islam does not teach
means

peace and is

a

that

approve such actions. We are told that Islam
religion of peace, or that taking one's own life is

or

Islamic and is

disapproved. Does Islam sanction such terrorist acts?
Or is it tmly a religion of peace? That is the question. The answer,
however, is not so simple. The tmth is that both tendencies exist in Islam
in conflict with each other. There are two sides to Islam so to speak, two
not

faces.
Asemota fiirther

(4)

points

out that normative Islam does exist:

majority of Muslims this is what Islam is about. It involves them in
believing in the six articles of Islamic faith and practicing the five
required "Acts of Worship" firom the five ritual prayers that are
performed daily, to the month-long fast of Ramadan, to the pilgrimage
made to Mecca at least once in a lifetime, and so on. Between seeking to
fulfill these and other duties imposed on them by Islamic Law,
participating in various Islamic festivals, and trying to put food on the
table, the average Muslim would seem to have little time for much else.
But there are those who do know the other side of Islam, but do not want
to acknowledge it, or what is worse, do not want the tmth to be known.
(4)
To

The

as

a

Nigerian church

will do well to encourage Christians to leam

to know the two sides of Islam. This

For further clarification into the concept of Islam that

proclaims violence,

one

ideology

with

a

so

to know which

does not.

preaches peace

and the

Asemota says:

Islam divides the world into two zones-Dar as-Salaam
and Dar al-Harb

about Islam

encouragement will enable them

side of Islam embraces violence in the way of Allah and which

other side that

more

(House of War). Islam is

political agenda.

not

just

It holds that all

a

(House of Peace)

religion;

men are

it is

an

created to live
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in submission to

Islam's

use

prescribed by

as

Islamic law. Muslims believe

is to extend its control until the whole Dar al-Harb is

destiny

subject to
the

Allah,

Islamic law in

an

Islamic state, and this house of war includes
mean "peace." It is related to

of force. The word Islam does not

the word for peace (salaam), but it means "to surrender, to submit (as a
slave to his or her master- Allah), to make peace by laying down one's
arms in submission. It has a militaristic connotation. (6)

Herein lies the

origins

of radical Islam. This small amount of information is just the

beginning of what early missionaries
came

into

Nigeria and tried

independence era.
happened

to them

to

penetrate the

Like the words of the
as

example

and

fulfillment of the ages has come"

warning

as

of various

were

core

written down

1).

to the

as

put up with

to

north with the

Apostle Paul

Cor. 10:1

(1

agencies had

as

they

gospel before the

Corinthians, "These things

wamings

for

us on

whom the

So the church needs to take to the

well.

One other

area

about which the church in

Nigeria needs

Sharia law. In order to understand the Muslims better Musa

to be

knowledgeable

of

Foray Marah describes

Sharia:
The most

and fiindamental

religious concept of Islam is that of
meaning is the "path leading to the watering
place" but its religious application means "the total way of righteous life
leading to Allah" and is a divine command to man by Allah. In its
comprehensiveness, it includes law, moral principles and the creed to
important

the Sharia which in its literal

which every Muslim must subscribe. The Sharia is the detailed code of
conduct or the canons comprising ways and modes of worships, standards

of morals and

life, laws
right and wrong. (34)
I believe that

once

Christians know

relational conflicts will
the

greatly be

compassionate mind just

Shepherd.

as

that allow and

more

prescribe

and that judge between

about Islam and its activities much of the

reduced. Chrisfians will

the Lord Jesus

saw

begin

to

see

the multitudes like

Muslims with

sheep

without

a
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Considering the beginning of Christianity in
is overwhelmed

by what early missionaries

early missionaries
northem

to the then

Nigeria was

the northem states of Nigeria,

found out. J.

Lowry Maxwell,

one

of the

one

Sudan, vividly describes how unoccupied and untouched

in the year 1926:

The

really untouched field of Northem Nigeria was found in the
Emirates, which lay mainly in the North. In the provinces
of Sokoto, Zaria, Kano and Bomu there was a population of possibly six
million or more, the vast majority of whom were, up to that time, outside
the range of missionary activity. This was due to the fact that for years the
government did not permit missionary effort in those provinces. I am glad
that later on the government was satisfied with the missionary work. Also
the native authorities were willing, and the opportunity was given to
Christian Missions to try through Christian service to win the confidence
and friendship of the Mohammedan communities. The provinces
mentioned above today constitute the twelve states that make up the core
northem Nigeria. (68)
Mohammedan

The

pioneering missionaries,

the

founding

and aims of reaching the northem
mind about the northem

fathers of SIM, had the

region with the gospel.

intention, passion,

J. H. Hunter expresses his

region:

Little did I know at that time that I would be sent to Kano in

1936, the
that was
very place for which Go wans, Kent and Bingham had aimed,.
the beginning of the realization of Dr. Bingham's dream to establish the
Mission in Kano and across the North. (37)
.

For

Bingham,

the northem states of the

from their country to reach.

Sudan,

some

Though they were not

while

"Sudan" for which

very successful in

they

set out

reaching the

other missionaries after him did reach the Sudan of his dream.

From the outset, the northem

minds to

Nigeria were the

.

reach, but unfortunately

trying to get to

the missionaries who

Kano from

came

part of Nigeria

was

the Sudan these

men

set their

two of them, Walters Gowan and Thomas Kent died

Lagos. They could

not

see

their dreams

come

true, but

after them got their vision and the first mission station

was
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established in Garko in Kano Province. Kano city also granted land for
Mission

forwarding station in

1933.

Thus, the indigenous church needs

Sudan Interior

a

get that

to

vision and carry it up in obedience to the Master.

by the

Because of the introduction of Sharia laws in the northwestern states

various state governments and the attacks of the Muslim militia
their church

buildings,

the church

gospel rather than the Muslims
Maguzawa

are

in the northem

given to

them

from Islam.

predominantly

who

idol

They, too,

penetrating to

understands the

to reach the

the

largest

in

Maguzawa

population

worshippers. They are Hausa,

by their brethren who

constraints of Sharia

at its

advent. The word

embraced Islam and

hate Islam and will accommodate

gospel. Unfortunately,

the

groups with the

in the north. The
the

predominant tribe

means

the

is

ones

because of the

enemy, the northwestern states

Influencing

of humankind

for students of human behavior.

incorporated

into three

quite

has for

Explanations

different theoretical

learning theory.

who

ran

to block the

away

not too

are

implications

and

gospel

deliberately

lost.

are

long

for

remained

a

puzzling

aggression have been

perspectives, namely the

psychoanalytic tradition, including the frustration, aggression hypothesis
instinct tradition and social

nickname

Human Behavior

against mankind

phenomenon

a

Christianity. They

northem states of Nigeria. Unless the church

core

strategies of the

aggression

the Christians and

Maguzawa

laws, the devil has taken hold of the church

Factors

The

are

region, rejected Islam

resistant to the message of the

from

prefers

on

Whichever

theory one holds,

and the

any

assessment of aggression must take into consideration the social context within which

the behavior

occurs.

To account for

a

person's behavior,

one

must look into the
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learning variables
experiences

in the individual's

in which

an

history.

For

aggressive behavior has

example,

been reinforced it would be

that the behavior of this type would become strong.

Carolyn

things

in homes with strict

that

happen early in

displaced

impulses

into

maintain that

discipline

Aggressive impulses

that

are

minority

and

the life of an individual influence his later

factors that

cause

Staats

people who
no

The

Doob, G.

H.

301).

sooner or

later, and minority

Here I intend to remind the

humans to act the way

typically raised

were

authority.

expression during childhood

they do

in order to

beings

and in

and adolescence

negative

groups

are

and

aggressive

convenient

Nigerian Christians

help

of

them understand and

particular,

Muslims who

are

study.

frustration-aggression hypothesis was
Mowrer, and

aggression

authoritarian

group members later in life. "These

leam to accommodate their fellow human
the focus of this

are

toleration of aggression toward

not allowed

have to be manifested

targets" (Staats and

to

Arthur W. Staats and

(293).
Psychologists

are

According to

expected

Staats, "Centrally to all psychoanalytic theories of aggression, is the

K.

orientation that
life"

if the child has had many

and that all

R. R. Sears: "The

aggression is

W. Back the environment upon which

first offered

theory postulates

by

person is

brought out

Dollard,

M. N. E.

that all fmstration leads

the result of finistration"

a

J.

(13). According

to K.

of contributes to the way

he reacts to situations around him.
Frustration creates

readiness for

Previously acquired
cuing
aggressive habits can
stimuli play an important role in actually eliciting the aggression. They
are not essential for the occurrence of aggression but increase the
probabihty of its occurrence. (129)
a

aggressive

acts.

reinforce this readiness. Environmental
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Christians in Kano State will do well

to know what influences

because this knowledge will make them be careful

teachings of the word
this

knowledge
The

are

well because

a

direct

no

people

people

are

angry

justice,

individual,

they live

more

is

an

a

than any other

social

problem.

unmly mob,

behavior

through

the

in is hostile. Muslims need

children to be

nation at war, when

or a

person's

to raise their children

want their

application. Aggression

performed by an

movement for social

other

the environment

as

study of aggression has, perhaps

psychology,
acts

as

of God

a

a

aggressive.

specialty in
Whether

social

aggressive

politically organized

people perform aggressive acts,

hurt.

Akin to the frustration
David O. Sears and John B.

aggression theory is

McConnahay

the blocked

attribute to

opportunity theory that
this

Cuplan. According to

theory,

"[Pjeople become aggressive when they think or perceive that their aspirations
conceming their lives

will not be realized because of the belief that the social system

will prevent the realization of these

Conflict within

negative and should be
function that conflict

a

group

or

expectations" (157).

between groups is

avoided. Samson has drawn

can serve.

He cites two

commonly viewed

our

attention to the

development
reads,

"An

or serve as a

positive

empirically unreal,

force of cohesion. In their

and harmonious group,

absolutely centripetal
it could show

no

real life

To resolve conflicts W. J. David

does not make either

one

person

or

positive

sociologists namely, George

Lewis Coser to support his claim. These authors maintain that conflicts

a

process" (qtd.

points

own

something

as

Simmer and

help growth

words the argument

pure unification not
in

only is

Sampson 203).

out that conflict is defined in

the other defensive. The

and

reason

for this

a

way that

suggestion
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is that when

people

defensive

are

they feel attacked and defend their own point of view.

Defensive people, he says, "Believe they

they

are

right

makes it

point

and you

more

are

wrong.

are

in

on

win-lose conflict and must prove that

Consequently making the other person

difficult to resolve the conflict"

out that based

a

reinforcement

(56).

defensive

G. R. Medinus and R. C. Johnson

theory one has

not dealt with

the behavior

because it has reoccurred:

Rewarding a behavior increases the likelihood that such a behavior will
occur again, while negative reinforcement, like punishment weakens a
response. They maintained that researches and observations have shown
that a variety of behaviors such as tantrums and aggressive behavior may
be controlled by using reinforcement principles. They stated that.
When an aggressive behavior of a child toward another child, such as
hitting, is followed by positive reinforcement which may include crying
by the victim or relinquishing a toy to the aggressor, next time the
aggressor is likely to select that child again as a target. However, if such
aggressive behavior is followed by negative reinforcement, such as
retaliation by the victim, the aggressor will likely avoid the first child
and select another child

Knowing these theories

will

help

as

to train

a

with the culture of the

they

Nigerian.

child. Westem education has eroded

people need
In

to be their

brothers'

are

young. This

knowledge

is

The culture encourages the whole
some

of these

good

cultures

village

today but

the

keepers.

explaining human behavior,

essentially stmggling to

(169)

Christians to understand the behaviors of their

children and be able to catch them while

inconformity

his target.

Gautam Adhikari maintains that

people

are

exist:

all the threats to his existence which he encounters in
life. He claims that aggression is one of man's strongest weapons of
defense. Man is aggressive because man is afraid. He attacks to pre-empt

Fighting against

him. Adhikari further maintains that the power
impulse of human nature is the motivating factor in human behavior,
individual or social. In order to support his claims he quotes fi-om

the threats of attacks

on

Bertrand Ressell's book Power in which the author maintains that
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be

rightly interpreted after realizing that
love of power is the cause of the activities that are important in social
affairs. Interrehgious conflict, for example, he believes in nothing but a
stmggle for power between two groups. (1 83)

history,

He fiirther

out that all

points

of the individual

ancient

or

or

modem

can

aggression must unavoidably lead

circumstances

but such submission is not

change,

Rebellion, real

or

conscious of their

infiingement

reaction

on

going on

man or woman

or

group may have its

necessarily permanent.

may result. Rebellion

rights. By rebelling,

of his

or

the need for the initial submission is

potential,

maltreatment has been
of rebellion, the

a

the part

group of individuals whose interests have been invaded.

Submission to the power impulse of another individual

pragmatic motive,

to

her

too

the individual

long;

so

concerned

rights.

This

occurs

far and

or

no

experiences

knowledge

when

an

individual

saying,

or

group is

"This

of solutions." In every act

sign

should

When

comparatively diluted.

group is

a

entirely

feeling

of revulsion at the

serve as a

warning to

the

perpetrators of religious conflict in Nigeria because the groups who have been victims
of unprovoked attack will not continue to endure.
may not work toward

peacefiil coexistence,

Old Testament
In this
Testament

help

study, Nigerian

They

which all

Teachings

on

Christians need to be

are

going to be aggressive

people

claim to be

concerned in
Mr.

respond appropriately to

the

existing

aware

of the views of the Old
This

awareness

the

objective

of this

study.

Musa declares that his favorite law in the Bible is the Old

Testament law of "tooth for

a

tooth" and "an eye for

will

situation for which this research is

Nigeria. Responding appropriately enhances
Ango

for.

Aggression

regarding the response of a believer towards aggression.

Christians

praying

and

an

eye."

From this and other
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related

laws,

believer

to

light

when,

maltreated

a

people may think

force in order to

use

In
not wrong

some

of the

respond

Hebrew. That revenge, which

being killed by the

aggression. The first
life for

life,

eye for eye, tooth for

for

stripe."

The

same

disfigured

Deuteronomy
for

a

was

had

manslayer may take refuge to

case can

be made from the

as a

response to

then you

tooth, bum for bum, wound for wound,

disfigured."

disfigurement in

same

his

it shall be life for

more

life,

words,

neighbor,

eye for eye, tooth for

The law is stated in

pity:

the

in

as

tooth;

he

as

he

blunt terms in

eye for eye, tooth

tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot."

relationship

order to settle

a

Egyptian who

reads, "If any harm follows,

a man cause a

19:21. "Your eye shall not

Because the
the

a

him, fi-acture for fracture,

man, he shall be

an

repeated, though not exactly in

Leviticus 24:19; 28. It says, "When
has done it shall be done to

may argue that Moses

one

permitted aggression

is Exodus 21 :23-25, which

law is

permits the

lawful in Old Testament times, is

avenger of blood. A strong

give

stripe

has

was

of refiige where

that the Old Testament

Old Testament

aggression.

in Exodus 2:1 1-12 he took revenge upon

following passages

shall

to

teaching of the

teaching of the Old Testament,

supported by the provision of cities
avoid

that the

stricter

law, which permitted retaliation,

between fellow

grievances

application

was

believers, I believe that the

enacted in order to

same

between believers and nonbelievers.

may have been the

In view of the above

Testament saints neither knew

practice

enemy and pray for those who persecute

was

Probably,

applied in

in my

opinion,

case.

consideration, people
nor

law

regulate

the

you."

cannot conclude that the Old

injunction

which says, "Love your

1 believe that such

a

conclusion may be
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wrong based

on

of aggression,

the observation that the Old Testament law which

runs

parallel with

not exercise revenge.

injunction that demands

an

Instead, they

are

required

to take revenge on his behalf. As the

requirement

necessary, not

the revenge

that the believers should

to leave their cause with

righteous Judge,
was

permits

God, the

following examples reveal,

only in dealing with believers

but

even

this

with their

enemies.

enemy is
you will

is

The passage that strikes

me

hungry, give him bread

to

heap

probably

coals of fire

least

expected

on

his

most is Proverbs 25:21-22 which

eat; and if he is thirsty, give him

in the Old Testament where the

or

aggression.

atmosphere is charged

All

can

teaching of fuming the other cheek

Testament times but existed in Old Testament times
says, "You shall not take vengeance

people,

but you shall love your

drink; for

water to

head, and the Lord will reward you." This injunction

what appears to be uncontrolled violence
is strong evidence that the

reads, "If your

or

bear any

neighbor

as

as

well.

agreed

is not

gmdge against the

yourself;

I

am

that this passage

unique to

Similarly,

with

New

Leviticus 19:18

sons

of your

own

the Lord."

The Lord God himself emphatically states in Deuteronomy 32:35-36, thus,

"Vengeance is mine, and
of their
his

calamity

people."

spirit of the

The

is at

recompense for the time when their foot shall

hand, and their doom

following words

Instead, believers

swiftly,

discourages believers

are

urged to

leave their

for the

day

for the Lord will vindicate

fi-om Psalm 58: 10-11 and 59:1-4;

Old Testament, which

their enemies.

comes

slip;

from
cause

perhaps

sum

up the

taking vengeance upon
to the Lord to act

on

their enemies' behalf:

righteous will rejoice when he sees the vengeance,... men will say,
"Surely there is a reward for the righteous; surely there is a God who

The
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from my enemies, O my God, protect me
from those who rise up against me.
For, Lo they lie in wait for my
themselves
against me. Awake to punish all;
life; fierce men bend

judges

on

earth." Dehver

me

.

.

.

.

none

spare

of those who

treacherously plot

.

.

a

peaceful place to
The

the

gospel

prophet

Jeremiah 1 1 :20, says,
vengeance upon

prophet pleads

was one

cause

to

plea to
round

this world

Prophets who preached

God instead of revenging any harm done to

"But, O Lord of host, who judges righteously, let

them, for to thee have 1 committed

with God to take vengeance

thy

by his word,

of those Old Testament

on

knowest; remember me and visit me, and take
Know that for

sake I bear

the Lord. This time it

reproach."

In

my cause." In

his enemies

vengeance for

chapter 50:15,

against Babylon saying,

is

as

he

For this is the vengeance of the

Lord;

take vengeance

prayed,

me on

thy

"O

a

her, do

the

Lord, thou

my persecutors..

Jeremiah repeats the

"Raise

on

me use

shout

.

same

as

thrown down.
she has

done."

commit their

cause

law

permitting vengeance,

to God but

some

Old Testament saints not

they practically adopted

a

only

nonviolent response to their

persecutors. The following examples clearly support this claim.
In Genesis

Philistine
wells

neighbors.

belonging to

Isaac. He

away from him. For

neither claimed his

26, is about the Patriarch, Isaac's bitter experience with his
At Gerar the Philistines

a

was

forced to

desert dweller, wells

rights

nor

stopped

dig new
were

and filled with earth all of the

ones

which the Philistines took

indispensable

resisted the evil that

was

.

against her

are

to her

In

one.

chapter 15:15,

about, she has surrendered; her bulwarks have fallen, her walls

Despite the

.

live.

Jeremiah

of leaving one's

.

evil.

If only Christians will put their trust in the Lord and take God
will be

.

facilities yet, Isaac

shown to him. Instead, he
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quietly moved
response

won

out of the

him the

coexistence with his

territory in search of a new settlement. His nonviolent
of his enemies who

friendship

signed

treaty of peaceful

a

men.

King David

was

another Old Testament saint who tumed the other cheek

instead of taking revenge upon his persecutors. Two incidents in his life illustrate this

point very clearly. First,

David

was

always

on

of King Saul. On several occasions he had the
refrained from

doing so.
And the

the

mn

trying to

opportunity

escape from the wrath

to kill

King

Saul but he

First Samuel 24: 4, teaches believers not avenge evil for evil:
of David said to

him, "Here is the day of which the Lord
said to you. Behold I will give your enemy into your hand, and you shall
do what seem good to you." And afterward David's heart smote him,
men

because he had cut off Saul's skirt. He said to his men, "the Lord forbid
that I should do this thing to my Lord, the Lord's anointed, to put forth
my hand

against

.

.

.

and did not

permit his

men

to attack Saul."

(1 Sam.

24:4-5)
My prayers always if for the Lord
go

through

another occasion

on

opportunity to

Christians grace to bear all that

during his attempt

kill his enemy,

anointed,

him

Sam. 26:8

ff.). Instead,

on

to escape from

the

was

fast

he said to the soldier who

they

cross.

Saul, David had

Saul, but he declined because Saul

too. David found Saul when he

Lord's

(1

give Nigerian

for the sake of their lost brothers whom have died for

Still
another

to

was

the

asleep yet he

refused to kill

with

not to attack

was

him,

Saul:

destroy him, for who can put forth his hand, against the Lord's
anointed, and be guiltless? "The Lord will smite him; or his day shall
The Lord forbid that 1 should put forth my hand against
come to die.
Do not

.

.

.

the Lord's anointed."
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Later

on

2 Samuel 16:5 tells about

continually hurled
revenge

on

causes

behalf of the

Shimei,

and stones at

King and

a

member of King Saul's clan who
his followers. Abishai wanted

King David and

his men, but David would not

permit him

to have it:

cursing because the Lord has said to him, curse David; who then
shall say, why have you done so?... Behold, my own son seeks my life;
how much more now may this Benjamite: Let him alone, and let him
If he is

curse, for the Lord has bidden him. It may be
me

David's

with

good

mourning for the

for this

Christianity was

(2

Sam. 1:1 1-27;

Teachings

considered the Old Testament

aggression,

.

that the Lord will repay

death of King Saul and the murder of Abner

New Testament

towards

.

cursing of me today.

demonstration of his love for his enemies

Having

.

on

was

yet further

3:31-39).

Aggression

teaching about the believer's

the New Testament also teaches

on

the

same

topic.

response

When

first established in Palestine and other parts of the Mediterranean

world, Judaism and the Greco-Roman religions had been established firmly.
The establishment and

touch off some

interrehgious

did put up stiff resistance
as an

ill

particularly the spread

feelings and, perhaps, conflicts,

against

intmder whose influence

of Christianity

the

and

suspicious

appeared

often

degenerated
Perhaps

these

to pose

on

their

about

a

great threat

Christianity.

into open confrontations
some

interrehgious

comment

apprehensive

against

crises. If so, 1 believe that when
and

too. The older

religions

to their very existence.

perhaps general

This

religious systems

atmosphere

were

of suspicion

Christians.

of the New Testament writers

personal

bound to

incoming Christianity that they naturally regarded

The New Testament records show that the followers of the older
often

was

experienced personally some of

they wrote, they were bound to

Christian response towards those
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interreligious aggressive

the Northem States and

particularly in
experiences
the

strongly believe that

acts. I also

specifically in

crisis in

society today. The Gospel

followers of the Lord Jesus Christ should
shown

against them.

In Matthew

be hated and

prediction,

he

one

.

they
.

a

State,

they

can

leam fi-om the

also should

respond

to

writers appear to teach that

nonviolent response towards
this claim.

following examples support

different

religious beliefs. Following this

to his followers to endure and where

will deliver you up to

possible to

councils, and flog

flee fi-om their

you in their synagogues

But he who endures to the end will be saved. When

.

and

Nigeria,

10:14, 22, and 23, the Lord Jesus predicts that his followers would

appealed

for my sake.

you in

The

adopt

persecuted by people who held

aggressors, "for

...

Kano

and responses of these earlier Christians how

interreligious

aggression

Christians in

they persecute

town, flee to the next."

In Luke

9:56-58, the Lord

aggressive response towards

the

Jesus rebuked his

people of a

disciples

Samaritan

who

village who

suggested

had been

an

unfriendly

to them:

people would not receive him. And when his disciples James
John saw it, they said, "Lord, do you want us to bid fire to come

But the

and

.

down fi-om heaven and
them. And

they went

consume

on

disciples

the Samaritans

were

Perhaps
aggression

were

to another

humans who

.

them?" But he tumed and rebuked

Humankind has the instinct for revenge whenever
them. Jesus'

.

village.

they think

displayed the

someone wants to

same sense

when

wrong

they thought

unkind to them.

the clearest passage which shows non-violence

is found in Matthew 5:39-42 where Jesus

reported

to

as a

response to

have said, "Do not
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resist

one

who is evil person. If someone strikes you

other also. ..." While he

murderers. He

being nailed

was

God to

prayed to

on

the

right cheek,

to the cross, the Lord Jesus

forgive them

for this ill-treatment

on

turn to him the

for his

prayed
him

(Luke 23:34).

Jesus nonviolent responses toward his aggressors did not amount to

submission. On certain occasions
face

against his

enemies. I

during his

life and

ministry Jesus

cowardly

had to put

on a

bold

strongly believe that the following passages support this

claim.

First, the Lord
leaders. He

boldly and

Jesus did not spare his arch opponents, the Jewish

in very strong terms

them whitewashed tombs and
children of the devil.

challenged
reason

In John

Second, in John 18:22-34

In Matthew

23,

Jesus calls

8:44, he told them that they

at his trial before

were

the

Annas, Jesus

the officer who stmck him. He demanded to know from the officer the

he had stmck him.
In the Acts of the

Christianity was making

Apostle there was

its

impact to

author has recorded both the

response.

Following

imprisoned
The

hypocrites.

castigated them.

religious

the

Apostles

apostles

and

they were suffering

man

of interreligious crises when

people

in Acts

as

recorded in

of other faiths. The

corresponding Christian
chapter 3,

them not to teach in the

responded

people. They defied

case

of crisis and the

of the lame

charged

clear

be felt among the

occurrence

healing

Peter and John

God rather than

In

the

a

name

chapter

the Jewish council
of Jesus any

5:29 that

more.

they must obey

the orders of the Jewish leaders and

rejoiced

that

for the sake of Christ.

chapter 6,

Judaisers stirred up the

people against Stephen,

believer in the Lord Jesus. In the crisis that followed their

a

staunch

instigation, Stephen

was
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murdered.

Following

in the

death, Stephen prayed
when the Jewish

Jemsalem,

footsteps

for the

forgiveness of his

In

13 and

chapters

chapter

16 the

owners

of the

"These

men are

girl

us

claimed their

with the

Jews and

spirit

Again in chapter

8 of Acts,

and

church in

histead, they fled from

Syria.

Paul and Silas

are

was an

and

Paul,

as

involved in

interreligious

crisis. In

or

practice."

previous

an

uproar

chapter

verses

20 and

21, the

protested saying,

The response of the

Apostles

to this

response. On this occasion the

Apostles

Roman citizens and demanded that their persecutors should

1 7 records two

Acts

crisis

religious

by advocating customs

for their action. After their demand had been met, the

other at Berea. In each

a

following pronouncement by the

throwing our city into

different from their

rights

The

were

of divination whom Paul had healed,

Romans to accept

slightly

chapter

stoned to

persecution against the Apostles Bamabas

imprisonment.

inhabitants of Philippi suggests it

Acts

being

14, when the Jews incited the people in Antioch of

Apostles

that led to their torture and

unlawftil for

was

fled to the next towns.

Apostles

apologize

enemies.

regions of Judea, Samaria,

Pisidia and Iconium and stirred up

was

while he

the Christians did not put up the least resistance,

In Acts

crisis

Christ,

religious leaders mounted a severe persecution against the

their persecutors into the

the

of Jesus

case

interreligious disturbances,
the

Apostles had to

1 9 records another

introduced the Christian faith in that

escape

one

Apostles

left

Philippi.

at Thessalonica and the

by night

to another

great interreligious riot

at

place.

Ephesus

when Paul

city. The head of the traditional religious

group,

Demetrius, with the support of other religious leaders masterminded and carried
disturbance. The

Apostle

Paul made

an

attempt, perhaps,

to make

a

out the

defense before the
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rabble, but

other Christians advised him not to venture into the crowd. After the uproar

had ceased, Paul left

Ephesus

Like his response in

the

religious

disturbance

chapter 16, the Apostle Paul

against him

several appearances before
to the Roman

for Macedonia.

kings

in Jemsalem

and put up

a

as

did not flee

recorded in

persecution

chapter 2 1

defense, which culminated

.

in

He made

in his

appeal

adopt

a

Emperor.

In Romans

chapter 12,

the

Apostle Paul appeals

nonviolent response to acts of aggression. These

appeals

to Christians to

are

clearly brought out

in the

following expressions:
Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse. Rejoice with
those who rejoice, moum with those who moum. Live in harmony with
one

another. Do not be

low

position.

proud, but be willing to

associate with

people

of

Do not be conceited. Do not repay anyone evil for evil. Be
right in the eyes of everybody. If it is possible, as

carefiil to do what is
far

it

depends on you,
revenge, my fiiends, but
as

live at peace with everyone. Do not take
leave room for God's wrath, for it is written: "It

is mine to avenge; I will repay, says the Lord." On the contrary: "If your
enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him something to drink.
In

Similarly,

doing this,

you will

in 1 Corinthians 13, Paul's

retuming aggression for aggression

heap buming

analysis

coals

on

his

head."(w. 14-20)

of the characteristic of love suggests

is not Christian. He says that love is

patient

and

kind; it bears all things and endures all things.
In 1

Thessalonians, 5, Paul appeals passionately to the Christians in

Thessalonica to refi-ain fi-om
do

good

taking vengeance; rather,

to fellow Christians and all other

circumstances.

people

he admonishes them to seek to

and to

give

thanks in all
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The

points
the

Apostle

out that

Apostle

Peter

suffering

Peter

encouraged believers

to endure

persecution,

hi fact he

for the sake of Christ is the lot of the Christian. In 1 Peter 4:12,
for

proffered principles
friends, do

handling sufferings:

not be

surprised at the painful trial you are suffering, as
though some thing strange were happening to you. But rejoice that you
participate in the suffering of Christ, so that you may be overjoyed when
his glory is revealed. If you are insulted because of the name of Christ,
you are blessed, for the Spirit of glory and of God rest on you. If you
suffer, it should not be as a murderer of thief or any other kind of
criminal, or even as a meddler. However, if you suffer as a Christian, do
not be ashamed, but praise God that you bear that name. .So then those
who suffer according to God's will should commit themselves to their
faithful Creator and continue to do good.
Dear

.

Christians in
The strong

apostolic days appeared to

hope

persecution.

have endured

of a future bliss in heaven

The writer of the

Epistle

seems

persecution without resistance.

to have motivated them to endure

to the Hebrews commended his readers for their

endurance of persecution:
Remember those earlier

days after you had

light, when you
stood your ground in a great contest in the face of suffering. Sometimes
you were publicly exposed to insult and persecution; at other times you
stood side by side with those who were so treated. You sympathized
with those in prison and joyfully accepted the confiscation of your
property, because you knew that you yourselves had better and lasting
possessions. (Heb. 10:32-34)

Christians
when

ought

to know that in their abilities

they put their trast

in Christ he will

they

received the

cannot withstand

give them

sufferings but

the power to face trials

victoriously.
Jesus and the writers of the New Testament demonstrated the

to

interreligious

crisis and

supported

believe that these passages suggest

a

them

by their teachings

Christian's response to

and

right

responses

examples. However,

interreligious

1

crisis should
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be determined

by

unless

to the wall may be wise and

wise

pushed

thing to

each

its

case on

own

merit. On many occasions
one

has

no

way to escape. Sometimes the

fight back in self-defense, yet

do may be to

escaping persecution

on

many

occasions,

have to endure without resistance because the Christian aim is to reach the

persecutes for the Lord Jesus Christ.

Fighting back

is not

always

the best

one

one

may

who

option

for

Christians who desire to win the other to faith in Christ.
The

the research

Although
responses towards

topic being

topic.

This

Teachings

aggression,

studied would

knowledge

study points

some

help

was

was

to

of the

Qur'an

not aimed at

knowledge

explain

on

Aggression

finding out both Christian

of the

teaching of the Qur'an

the behavior of Muslims

imperative to this study

accusations and counter accusations of acts of aggression

teaching of the Qur'an

are

expected

to

men

verses

to refi-ain fi-om

However, he is free

like

that this

a war

of

the other; and that
the Muslims

178 and

179, retaliation is

not

only approved but

for the Muslim. Verse 1 79 reads, "And there is life for you in retaliation, O

encourage Muslims to embark

verse

against

in

guiding principle on which

of understanding, that you may ward off [evil]." The

enjoined

one

the

it relates to the

namely,

engaged

on

pattern their actions.

From Surah 1 1

prescribed

is believed to be the

as

for two reasons,

out that both Christians and Muslims have been

the

and Muslim

194 of the

manner as

to

same

on

Qur'an does

unprovoked aggression. Rather,

perpetrating hostility because Allah

fight (it

is the

duty to Allah)

Surah 1 1 which says,

he attacked

you."

"[A]nd

seem

to

the believer is

does not love aggressors.

when he is

one

not

provoked according to

attacketh you, attack him in
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Surah 1 1 1

Muslim in his

124 and 125 further suggest that God would

verses

fight against

an

unprovoked

from evil and the enemy attack you

thousand

angels sweeping

undaunted in their

fight

hereafter. This call for

suddenly,

reads, "If you

your Lord will

help

the

persevere, and

keep

you with five

on." Verses 156-174 and 195 encourage Muslims to be

for the

cause

of Allah in

anticipation

fighting back is clearly stated

So those who fled and

damage

attack. It

help

were

for my cause, and

in

of great reward in the
1 95 which

verse

reads,

driven forth from their homes and suffered

fought and were slain, verily I shall remit
verily I shall bring them into Gardens

their evil deeds from them and

underneath which rivers flow. A reward from Allah.

Similarly,

Surah 5

for the hereafter.

verses

74�76, the Muslim is encouraged

Consequently,

he is

urged not to

not to fear

refrain from

selling his life

fighting

for the

cause

of

Allah.
Surah 1 1 suggests that the
material time, when the Surah 1 1

According to
were

experience

severe

prophet

was

revealed to the

persecution by non-Muslim

claims that many of the Muslims

and his followers at that

revealed, necessitated the support for retaliation.

was

the commentary, the Surah

going through

of the

were

Prophet when the

Muslims

Arabs of Mecca. It further

at first reluctant to

fight having been subjected to

the mle of strict nonviolence. Even in self-defense, the commentator maintains that

persuading the

compliance

Muslims to

fight was difficult; however, eventually they had to fight in

with the revelation to the

prophet

wives, and children against their persecutors.
that Muslims should not withhold the sword

persecuting

them. For this reason, the

and in order to defend the
Verses

against

prophet is

prophet,

their

38, 39, and 65 of Surah 8 suggest
their persecutors until

they

cease

commanded to exhort his followers

not
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to relent their efforts to

Muslims to be hostile

fight non-Muslims. Similarly,

against

their non-Muslim

disbelievers who

Fight those of the

cheek should anyone strike them
the

teaching

are

hostile to their

not offer

on

the

of the Qur'an. Muslims

religion. They

are

are

make jest of Islam

4

right

one

urged

vv.

does not appear to have

not

even

and Christians

51 and 57 of Surah

parallel

only from

in

are

those who do

specifically

because, they allegedly

4). The introductory remarks

Surah offer two

explanations

for the warrant of hostility

that the

chapter was

revealed to the

namely,

a

to make fiiends with those who

84, 89-91, 94). Muslims

w.

you."

to Christians to turn the other

teachings appeal

friendly with both Jews

(see

123 encourages

It says, "O ye who believe!

told to withhold the sword

hostility against them (Surah

commanded not to be

neighbors.

verse

to you and let them find harshness in

are near

The Christian New Testament

Surah 9

against

prophet when he

Jews and

was

to the

Christians,

at war with certain

Christian tribes and that both Jews and Christian had not been faithful to Allah's
revelation to them in their

Though

the

scriptures.

general impression I get

revenge and

hostility against non-Muslims,

impression.

For

example.

control their wrath and

support

some

Nigerian

the Islamic faith

unambiguous
situation in

or

Surah 3

are

I find

Muslim

Qur'an references is that of

some verses

that do not support this

134 reveals that God is

forgiving towards others.
religious zealots

The

pleased

Qur'an

when Muslims

does not

seem

to

who think every person must accept

else die. The first part of verse 256 of Surah 2 declares in

terms "there is

Nigeria,

passages of the

verse

from these

one

no

compulsion

in

religion."

would expect Muslims to

Given the

multireligious

emphasize the teaching of those

Qur'an that discourage perpetration of aggression and forcing their
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beliefs

on

non-Muslims

authorizing aggression

as

are

the acts of religious intolerance suggest. The

all in the context of official

with how individuals should carry out

relationships

warfare,

with

Qur'an verses

not passages

neighbors

dealing

and fiiends who

are

Christians.
This section, reviews the available literature

Christianity in northem Nigeria.
two

religious

Consideration

groups related to each other

over

theories of aggression in human behavior.

was

on

the establishment of Islam and

given

to the

manner

the years. A review

was

in which the

made of

Among others, the following theories

were

identified:
1

.

2.

Aggression

is

an

Aggression

is

a

inborn behavior.

learned behavior

acquired through observing

others

behaving aggressively.
3. Frustration leads to

severe

emotional strain, which may be

expressed by

hate and revenge.
4.

principles.

Aggressive behavior may be
If aggression is

negatively reinforced,
5.

positively reinforced,

was

is

likely to

aggression, they will

teaching

likely to

reoccur.

If it is

aggression

of both the Old and the New Testaments

to encourage Christians in Kano State and in

change their response to

reaching the Muslims

it may be

of reinforcement

incur count eraggression.

made of the

about the Christian response to
the northem states to

by the use

it may be eliminated.

Aggression

A review

controlled

with the

be

gospel. Also,

encouraged

the

persecutions

that hinder them in

when Christians know how to

to leam the

teachings

of the

Qur'an

on

respond

to

aggression,
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so

they may have a better xinderstanding of Mushms. Though according to

Mushms have

a

duty to fight

teaches that if anyone strikes
also. The Lord Jesus

in order to defend the

a

taught his

Christian

on

the

followers this

was

right cheek,

that person the other
own

identify with the

Lord

and afflicted yet he did not resist his

oppressors. In Luke 23:34 the Lord Jesus offered

when he

turn to

servant whom I

oppressed

Qur'an

of Allah, but the Bible

principle of nonviolence by his

personal example. Talking about the suffering
Jesus, the Prophet Isaiah said he

cause

the

a

said, "Father forgive them; for they know

good prayer for his

very

not what

murderers

they do."

Earlier on, Jesus did not support Peter who used the sword in order to defend
Jesus from those who had

come

to arrest him. In Matthew 26:52-53 and in John

"Put your sword back into its

Jesus said to

Peter,

perish by the

sword. Do you think that I cannot

send
the

me more

than twelve

legions

place;

appeal

18:10,

all who take the sword will

to my

Father, and he will

of angels?" He then healed the

ear

at

once

of the servant of

high priest.
Reaching

the Muslims

The churches must understand that

the Lord.
is also

Witnessing is

why God

through Evangelism

witnessing to

the Muslims is

a

command of

the purpose for which God chose Abraham in Genesis 12:1-4. It

chose the nation of Israel to be

a

witness to the other nations

(Exod.

19:6). This command is Jesus' order to the church: he ordered the demon-possessed
man

he healed in Mark 5:18-20 to go home to his

things

people

the Lord has done for him and how He had mercy

and report to them what great
on

Commission in Matthew 28: 1 8-20 reminds the church that
God gave the Church the

Holy Spirit

for

witnessing in

him. The Great

witnessing

is

a

must. In

Acts 1 :8. In order that the

fact,
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Church might know its role in witnessing, 1 Peter 2:9-10 tells the Church the

reason

God redeemed it:
But you

are a

chosen

race a

royal priesthood,

a

holy nation,

a

people for

possession, that you may proclaim the excellencies of Him
who has called you out of darkness into His marvelous light; for you
once were not a people but now you are the people of God,
you had not
God's

own

received mercy, but

This purpose is

now

you have received mercy.

why God established the Church to

including Muslims.

reach the lost world for Christ Jesus

Lack of love for the Muslims has led to

negligence of evangelism

of the Hausa and Fulani in Kano State and in the northwestem states.

Johnstone, in making this tmth
this

so

urgent, analyzed the situation of Nigeria in

manner:

There have been three great waves of Church growth in Nigeria: first in
the last century (19th), on the cost of Nigeria through denominational

missions; the second

in this century (20th) through predominantly
interdenominational agencies, such as SIM and SUM, in the Middle

Belt;

and since the '60s and the '70s among the more educated through a large
number of indigenous denominations and independent fellowship groups.

(493)
Onamusi

Dele, in his

Nigeria to

concems

for the Core North for Christ, called

consider the Core North

as

on

the Christians in

their Samaria:

For the

same

nations and

call J.

peoples

cause

Verkuyl

to trust God for the fourth

of church

growth in this
great country of ours in this twenty-first century. The church growth that
will affect the Core North which is our Samaria, one sees a parallel
between the ways the Lord said the gospel has spread in the World as
given in Acts 1 :8 and the way the gospel has spread in Nigeria. So we see
that our Jemsalem (Southern part of Nigeria) has been covered, our Judea
(Middle Belt of Nigeria) too has been covered and by the grace of God our
Samaria (the core North of the country) will be covered and then to the
ends of the earth (the Nigeria Church taking the gospel to the rest of the
World). (2)
We have

argues that

of this world:

evangelism

wave

is the task of the Church among the
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The God who in the Old Testament identifies himself as the God of

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and who discloses to Moses his personal
name, Yahweh, is the God of the whole world. The experience of a few
patriarchs and later the one nation of Israel with this God expand to
include the horizon of the entire world. (Contemporary Missiology 1 8).

For the

Nigerian church to understand this concept,

the pastors need to teach the

concept of the priesthood of every believer thoroughly fi-om the pulpits and in the

weekly Bible study.
evangelism

as

Unless the church knows the

the work of pastors

or

teachings, they will always

missionaries.

The Church's Vision for Muslim
For the church in

Muslims with the
there is

no

states, and this

gospel.

same

emphasized

it must be driven with

A vision drove the

a

importance

a

vision. Proverbs 29:18

vision the Muslims will

early missionaries

vision will have the church

the

Evangelism

conceive of the idea and burden of reaching the

vision, the people perish." Without

reached with the

Bama

gospel,

Nigeria to

see

today

of vision in any

reads, "Where

hardly be

to the far northem

follow their

example. George

ministry:

Unless God's

people have a clear understanding of where they are
headed, the probability of a successfiil joumey is severely limited.
Unless you attend to His call upon your life and ministry, you are likely
to experience confiision, weariness, dissipation and impotence. (1)

The church in Kano is overtaken with the crises of persecution and may not be
on

the Lord for

waiting

on

vision

or

the Lord for the

Dale E.

map:

a

the revelation. Unless the church

comes

to

a

waiting

point where it

vision, it will be searching in the dark.

Galloway and

Warren

Bird, dramatically

describe

a

vision

as a

road

is
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Your vision will

church until

a

give

you your map.

a man or woman

...

in

Nothing momentous happens

opens up to receive God's vision

or

dream. His dream makes you jump out of bed. The excitement wakes
you up at night. It stretches you beyond where you are, taking you to
new places of faith. (17)

The church must have the vision and the
with the

of Jesus. I

gospel

leaders. This

impressed by what Henry Blackaby and

am

Blackaby say about vision,

which I pray should be the

saying might not be

a

surprise;

God does not ask his followers to operate

God's

reach the Muslims in Kano State

passion to

Richard

understanding of the

the world functions

Church

by vision. However,

by vision.

live

by revelation. There is significant difference between
revelation and vision. Vision is something people produce; revelation is
something people receive. Leaders can dream up vision, but they cannot
discover God's will. God must reveal it. For Christians, God alone sets
agenda. (69)
people

One will wonder how many leaders live in this

the

name

of visions instead of waiting

Spiritual

promised,

leaders must

he will

bring to

births

as

themselves that what God has

pass in his time and in his
core

north is God's

they labor in prayers

own

way

agenda.

delivered

male child. Who has heard such

thing?

shall

a

a

Shall the earth be made to

nation be bom at once? For

birth to her children.

give

:6). Therefore

The Lord has

a

thing?

birth in

as soon as

one

Zion

the

promised his

core

north:

came

Who has

she
seen

such

day? Alternatively,

was

in labor she gave

(Isa. 66:7-8)

The Church needs to be reminded that the Lord has
my Name I will do it"

1

labor, she gave birth; before her pain

was

a

(Phil.

for the salvation of the

Before she

in

in

God to receive revelation.

constantly remind

salvation of the Muslims in the

people spiritual

on

ignorance, busy producing programs

(John 14:14, NKJV).

promised,

"If you ask

anything

in
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Although one

can

understand

why ECWA churches

State have lukewarm attitudes towards the

three

things

current

as reasons

evangelism

of Muslims, I have discovered

are

not

reaching the Muslims,

not

brothers tried to

accept Islam but

persuade

on

why the

Hausa

their ethnic groups with the

lamented that it is the work of the devil. Before the

Maguzawa did

Sallau, the

for such attitudes. First, when I interviewed Samuila

Chairman of the ECWA district church council,

Christians

and their members in Kano

were

gospel.

He

coming of the missionaries,

traditional idol

them to become Muslims but

away from Islam. When the Christian missionaries

indigenous

worshippers.

the

Their Muslim

they rejected the call, mnning

came

with the

gospel,

some

of these

Maguzawa readily received the gospel. The Hausa Muslims then used the word

Maguzawa

as a

Maguzawa did

derogatory word

not like to be called

Christian faith grew in them and

people.

To prove to the Muslims

while the

as

unreligious people.

Maguzawa because

to them

they multiplied, they now
they too

have their

now

see

they

not bother so much in

reaching

are

These
Hausa. As the

themselves

religion.

as

Let them

Maguzawa keep theirs. That attitude is why the Christians

Maguzawa do

gospel.

to describe them

religious

keep

their

among the

their Muslim counterparts with the

Of course the devil is subtle and ticklish in its

plan

to

discourage Muslim

evangelism.
Secondly,
evenmally caught

I discovered that the

up with the ECWA members

theological position

on

salvation

was

the

Wesleyan position,

founding missionaries has

theologically. Initially,

Calvinistic in nature. Most of the

believers held to the doctrine of predestination

equally taught

of the

position

of the

the church's

indigenous

although more founding missionaries

prevenient

grace. Those who hold to the

s
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doctrine of predestination do believe that

they will

anyway. Church

come

State hold to this

once

one

reaching their Hausa brethren with the gospel.
Christians is closed
was

saying

save

ECWA members

of the

reasons

gospel

keep

on

This attitude of some of the

a

Carey when he

to India. This Church father told him that if

as

many of the

developing in their theological education, many have taken

of prevenient grace.

lack of conviction in the

notion in

impossible.

general

saving power of God

Nigeria whereby
With

an

evangelize Muslims

already have

saving power of God

main barrier to Muslim

evangelism

Islam is the

and his

word,

as

self-defeatist attitude toward

and his word. In my

opinion

general

a

as

Nigeria

if not

witnessing to

this mind-set is the

the northem state of

in the

core

save

north and

particularly,

Muslims, he will do it

it has become

Kano State.

evangelism

an

Holding

anyway without the

wrong notion. Unless ECWA churches accept the

grace, Muslims'

well

predominant religion.

evangelism

Christians in Kano," is

unpublished

extremely difficult,

in Kano State and in

the concept, "if God would

prevenient

a

is

unbelieving mind-set towards witnessing to Muslims,

obstacle to Muslims

firmly to

that to

The Christians

Muslims and the

in Kano

Maguzawa

what John Azumah calls a, "Jonah Mindset" in these Christians. Christians in
have

to Christ

come

they have difficulty

Indians, he could do it without Carey. Nevertheless,

Wesleyan position
Thirdly,

predestined to

of one of the church fathers to William

convinced he should take the

God wants to

the

to the

are

leadership noticed that many of the members

which could be

position,

people

will continue to be very difficult.

paper God's Inifiafive in the Drama of Rescue defines

position

Tuttle,

prevenient

of

in his

grace:

Prevenient grace is the Holy Spirit at work in everyone between
concepfion and conversion. The Holy Spirit woos or prevents us from
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far toward disobedience, that when we finally understand the
claims of the gospel upon our lives we are guaranteed the fireedom to say

moving so
yes.

(1)

Salvation is the work of the Holy Spirit; God gave the church the responsibility to tell
the message of salvation to all humankind. Sometimes Christians make the mistake of

wanting to

convert

a

person

as soon as

The Work of the
I

am

optimistic

truth, of prevenient
now

they

share the

Holy Spirit

with him.

in the Salvation of Muslims

that when many ECWA members understand the

grace,

they will

know that the grace of the

conversion and does not

take their

Holy Spirit

by pass

some,

a

gospel preached

and the

depth

of this

responsibility very seriously because they

is for everyone from

view that makes God

argues fiirther that because of the grace of the
to hear the

gospel

Holy Spirit

Holy Spirit

conception to

an

arbiter.

Again

everyone has the

works in him

or

Tuttle

opportunity

her to make decisions

for life:
Let's get closer to home. Where would you be without the influence of
special "saint" (perhaps a mother or father, a neighbor, a godly man

that

down the street, a church school teacher or pastor), used of
means of grace for the moving of the power of the Holy Spirit

or woman

God

as a

(Sanctity without Starch:
Wesleyan Theology of Grace 9)
in your life?

I

am

overwhelmed when

telling the testimony

my father in order to relocate him and my
to

a

place

A

Layperson's

I

came

a

of how the Lord used crises in the life of

family by migrating from where

where I got in touch with the missionaries who shared the

family and through them

Guide to

to know the Lord. For his

have been saved. ECWA churches and members need this

I

gospel

prevenient

was

bom

with my

grace, of course I

understanding to

enable
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them to share their faith with Mushms without bias
not

predestined
The

in this

or

thinking that

are

misconceptions
obstacles to

many, but I will focus

on

only a

the Christian communities in

witnessing

Muslims

as

long to

Nigeria have

on

against
ran

of religious

nature for believers

they

times"

or

Evangelism

freedom of religion

They see

once

parable of the

are

and, therefore,

away. I do not

lay
a

claims here that

beloved innocent

forgiving
son or

zeal, but forgiveness has become part of one's

in Christ

(2

Cor.

5:17). Christians

need to know

Unmerciful Servant in Matthew 18: 21-22. "Then Peter

asked, 'Lord how

many times shall I

to seven times?" Jesus

answered,

(NIV). Unless Christians

in such hatred and not

are

change will

cannot

them. Christians would rather get revenge

is easy when that person has stabbed to death

daughter simply because

Up

about Islam have become

distorted concepts of forgiveness.

they have the right

when the Muslims attack them than

me?

including how the

Christians in the northem states of the country. Christians

away when the Muslims rise

Jesus and

I want to treat

turn the other cheek to the Muslims.

Others claim

Jesus'

opportunities

enemies, terrorists, because of the religious violence and untold hardships

wonder how

someone

are

to the Muslims.

Nigerian Christians have

Muslims have vented

ran

or

few of them,

Power of Forgiveness in Muslim
Some

Mushms

to be saved.

particular situations, conditions, problems,

study

some

forgive my brother when he

T tell you, not

encompassed

come

in their

with

seven

sins

to

against

times, but seventy-seven

forgiveness, they will

relationship

came

to the Muslims.

continue
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A

was

classmate,

murdered

Charbel Malak, told
Muslim militia

by some

a

very sad story of a

men

in Lebanon. At the funeral

missionary stood before those who killed his wife
The Muslims who attended the burial
someone

who killed your beloved

power of the

speaks
enjoins

to

Holy Spirit

in

a

and declared he has

might

not be easy, but it comes

them to bless those who persecute

to enemies when

them, bless and

evil, should not take revenge, but leave

Forgiveness

can

"How Can I

Forgive?"

when

only happen
says

If I had to

service, this

forgiven them.

through

the

Christian. The word of the Lord in Romans 12:14-21

Christians in volume about their response

repay evil for

wife

astonished. This attitude of forgiving

were

one

missionary whose

a

believer is

forgiveness

not

room

Spirit

curse.

persecuted.

They

should not

for God's wrath.

controlled. Tuttle in

is hard but it is

It

an

article,

possible:

only a few of the driving forces that threaten people in
this generation (especially since 9/11) one would have to be our need to
forgive. I have seen condemnation fiiel honest doubt, not only when we
fail to receive forgiveness, but also when we fail to forgive others. Many
of us carry deep seated resentments. They control us at every level of
our

name

lives. William Faulkner

even

past."

I know

father. "How
my life."

what

they have

so

forgive

who

said, "The past is

someone

dead, it's

never

abused

her

not

dead

terribly
by
in
already grave? He

still controls

nature of

the Bible

was

now

(1)

Many Christians have trouble
teaches about and

1

can

once

a woman

always

done to them

in

understanding the

harbor

or

deep

forgiveness

seated resentment towards the Muslims

their loved

one

over

in the past:

forgiveness does not, however, imply pardon, who has the power to
pardon? It does not condole as a means of justifying the offense. It does
who
not excuse, as if the offender was helpless to sin It does not forget
can forget? It does not deny, as if the offense never really happened. Our
forgiveness is, however, as a disposition of mind and spirit, relentless in
its willingness to release the resentment to a loving and forgiving God
who is willing to take it from us the moment we are willing to be
delivered. (6)
Our

�
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Many

awfiil

things happen to

people that

God's

are

to teach Christians obedience to the will of God

just

Jesus Christ in Isaiah 52:13-53:1-12, and all these

obedience to the will of his Father. The Church

tempering forgiveness

to the

injustices

the words of the Lord in Matthew

against
sins,
the

you, your

forgive

key while the Holy Spirit
Swallow

is

like the

also

sufferings

were

at this age has

against them.

hard, those

ready to

are some

of Jesus. Does

act

as

of the Lord

men

am

reminded of

when

forgive

they

sin

forgive men their

forgiveness

Christians

meant

greater challenges in

you. If you do not

forgive

are

meant to teach him

To this 1

your sins." Tuttle says that

ever

explain but

sufferings

6:12-15, "For if you forgive

heavenly Father will

your Father will not

melted

very hard to

in

a

believer is

others:

of the earliest words recorded in the

ministry
willingness to forgive begin with God's
forgiveness of us, or is it the other way round? Does God's forgiveness
begin with our forgiveness of other? Either way, forgiveness is the key
and the Spirit of God is ready to deliver. Let God arise!"(8)

Christians need to think

obey what

the Lord's

through the

Prayer

says,

our

words of Lord's

"Forgive us

our

Prayer they

debts

as we

recite

also

frequently

forgive

and

those who

trespassed against us."(Matt. 6:12)
The church
Muslims

as

seems

the Lord

to lack love for the

commands, then it shall have the right attitude towards them. The

Muslims will notice and turn to
be used of the

Muslims; and if the church traly loves the

Holy Spirit

to

Christ, just

as

the chaste life of a

bring the unbelieving husband

Power of Love in Muslim

The Muslims have
want them to

come

a

difficult time

to Christ

(1

Pet.

could

3:1,2).

Evangelism

understanding that

to Christ the Savior. Warren

believing wife

Christians love them and

Chastain captures the heart of the
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problem

well when he says, "Are

so

we

willing to lay our lives

who wants that kind of an altar? Most of us

who may not be

in Asemota

willing to sacrifice their lives

want to assure them that the sacrifice

can

the altar? However,

prefer the kind where we

something else, anything but ourselves!" (qtd.
Christians,

on

6).

for

To

a

some

people

only come through the love

them. Romans 12:9 says, "Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil;

good." Christians

are

commanded to love: "And he has

Whoever loves God must also love his brother"

"And this is his command: to believe in the
one

another

he commanded us." Jesus

as

another. As I have loved you,

following is

a

testimony

so

offer up

said,

"A

you must love

of K. K. Alavi in his

given us this

of his son, Jesus
new

one

command I

another"

as

the

Muslims,

I

of God that is in
what is

cling to

(1 John 4:21). Again

name

Nigerian

command:
1 John

Christ,

give

says,

and to love

you: Love

(John 13:34).

booklet, which tested this

3:23,

one

The

power of

Christian love:

Before I met my new Christian fiiends, I had strong feelings against
Christians because I had heard such bad report about them. Yet when 1
observed the

missionary's character, his way of life and his attitude
toward Muslims, I knew that the accusations I had heard against
Christians certainly did not apply to him This made me think. Was his
love greater than that of the Muslims? Had the Messiah Jesus done more
for him than my prophet had done for me? Like a magnet the love of
Jesus attracted

Many times
until

me.

(11)

Christians may not know what

they have showed

For this

love to

profound tmth,

someone

a

little act of love

who is

might mean

to someone,

desperately in need.

Tuttle in his book The Story of Evangelism

example of what the power of love in

a

believer

can

do to

a

lost person:

gives

an
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point I tell the story of Monica, the mother of Augustine of
Hippo. Monica prayed for and then pursued her wayward son throughout
the Roman Empire until she found him secure under the influence of
Ambrose of Milan who plunged him into the waters of baptism on
Easter's eve. There is something about the tenacity of a mother's love
that pursues, directs, and then releases her children to the next
generation. (124)
At

one

Nothing is more powerfiil
cross

in

evangelism

than love. Love

brought Jesus

Christ to the

for sinners

Apostle Paul supported this teaching
evangelism

about love

being the bedrock of

to the Church in Thessalonica:

apostle of Christ we could have been a burden to you, but we were
gentle among you, like a mother caring for her little children. We loved
you so much that we were delighted to share with you not only the
gospel of God but our lives as well. (1 Thess. 2:6-8)
If Christians must win Muslims in Kano for Christ, then they radically must turn
As

around in their love for God and for Muslims, who

are

their fellow human

beings.

For

without love there will not be any Muslim converts to Christ.

Power of

Prayer

m

Muslim

Evangelism

For Christians in Kano to reach Muslims in Kano State

gospel

and win them to the Lord Jesus

and for the conversion of the Muslims.

especially for the heart
as

of a Muslim.

the writer of Hebrews

full assurance"

Christ, fervent

Prayer is the key that

Prayers must be offered

emphasizes.

"Let

us

draw

near

are

needed for themselves

opens any door of faith,

in full

to God

assurance

of faith

with sincere heart in

(Heb. 10:22a).

Emphasizing the power of prayer in
Parshall says

prayers

effectively with the

"Prayer is

a

catalyst between

any

ministry of the

God and

us.

servant of the

Lord,

Prayer effectuates ministry,
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prayer

enlightens understanding;

prayer

strengthens

faith."

prayer animates

They actually need intimacy with
over

patience,

a

lot lessons to leam about prayers.

God to be able to tmst him with the results of their

the salvation of the Muslims. In
in

prayer encourages

(260)

The ECWA churches in Kano State have

prayers

love;

evangelizing Muslims,

reaching them. They will

prayer is the

greatest key to

success

the

of Abraham for Sodom. Sodom is said to be the worst, rebellious

experience

that

ever

lived

destroy it.

on

earth, for their sin was

Abraham

so

do well in

grievous the

for Sodom that God would

prayed

reminding themselves

Lord sent two

save

Hezekiah also

delivered from the attack of Sennacherib

king of Assyria and the

a

battle for Israel

Peter

Apostle

included, will

promise,

as some

perish,

come

come

example when he prayed
Jesus

said,

"But I have

you have tumed

to

patient

repentance" (2

Lord heard his cry and

Pet.

with you, not

3:9).

for Simon Peter when Satan

prayed

then, first of all, that requests,
The

authority (1

keeping his

wanting

Jesus gave his

was

sinners,

anyone to

disciples

about to sift him

as

wheat.

for you, Simon, that your faith may not fail. And when
your brothers"

command in the Word of God. Paul

and all those in

for Jemsalem to be

to salvation: "The Lord is not slow in

back, sfrengthen

everyone" (1 Tim.2:l).

prayed

salvation is the will of the Lord that all

understand slowness. He is

but everyone to

to

(2 Kings 19:14-19).

emphasized that

Muslims

city

it for the sake of a

righteous one in it (Gen. 18:23-33). King

fought

angels

of

urged

(Luke 22:3 1 -32). Prayer for others

a

Christians to pray for everyone: "1 urge,

prayers, intercession and

Scriptures enjoin

Tim. 2:

is

thanksgiving be made for

all believers to offer up prayers for

2), for ministers (2

Cor. 1:11; Phi.

1:19),

for

Kings
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servants

(Luke 7:2-3), for children (Gen. 17:18; Matt. 5:22), for fiiends (Job 42:8), for

fellow citizens (Rom. 10:1), for the sick (James 5:14), for the persecutors
for the enemies among whom

they dwell (Jer. 29:7).

1 2 : 1 3), for those who forsake them

God

(2 Tim. 4:16),

desires to

as

the most

evangelize the Muslims

important

and for those who

in Kano State and indeed the

area

when

one

religious

considers the matter of religious

One

can

crises

sins,

on

the other

core

some

attempted

hand, pretend

Christians need to have

moral and tme

northem states.

A lot of time has

taking revenge

revenge. In this

case

to reach the Muslims.

for the

change

passed

of minds

or

killings during

Christians cannot conceal

Repentance must be the

watchword of Christians in the land if they expect God to work in
to himself

in Kano State

crisis, violence, killings and maiming in

commend Christians for not

though

against

of which I will want to remind churches and Christians in Kano

and, of course, in Nigeria is the issue of repentance.

Nigeria.

(Num.

Evangelism

State

right

murmur

5:44),

weapon if they want to succeed in their

Power of Repentance in Muslim

One other

Matt.

For those who envy them

(Num. 11:1-2; 14:13-19). ECWA churches and individual Christians

must consider prayers

their

(

behaviors

reconciling Muslims

so as

to

conversion, turning back, retracing their steps in order to

way. In order to let his readers understand what repentance

bring about

a

retum to the

is, Tuttle defines

repentance:

turning your back on sin. If you could do that you
would not need God. Repentance is grieving over the separation that
your sin has caused to the place where you can pray this simple prayer.
Repentance is

not
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"God, as far as I know my own heart, I am wilhng for you to take from
anything that is separating me from you, myself, and those around

me

me.

the

Repentance

I

my faith and tmst in your son Jesus Christ at
of that repentance." (Can God Forgive a Sinner Like Me? 5)

now

point

want to

is commanded of all

speaking to King Solomon, said,

renew

by

God. In 2 Chronicles 7:14, the Lord

"If my

people,

who

are

called

himself, while

by my name,

will

humble themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then
will I hear from heaven and will

spoke through
all your

the

prophet

offences; then

you have

forgive their

sin and will heal their land."

Ezekiel to the house of Israel thus:

sin will not be your downfall. Rid

committed, and get

a new

heart and

a new

"Repent!

yourselves

Similarly he

Turn away from

of all the offenses

spirit" (Ezek. 18:30b-31).

Revelation 2:5 and 16, Jesus commanded the church of Ephesus and

In

Pergamum

to

repent: "Remember the height from which you have fallen! Repent and do the things
you did at first." 1 call

bittemess
on

against

ECWA Churches and all Christians to put aside their

Muslims. Let the church repent for its

their enemies in the past with

salvation and leaves

as

on

David said to

said, "Therefore

no

regret. Worldly

Nathan,
I

godly

"I have sinned

sorrow

sorrow

land; Muslims will

brings repentance

brings

against the

despise myself and repent

will visit and heal their

that

involvement, abating revenge

death

Lord"

(2

(2

Sam.

in dust and ashes"

old wineskin

evangelism
transmitting

study is

(Matt. 9: 1 7). The church does

to the

7:10).

12:13),

Let them say
or as

(Job 42:6).

Job

The Lord

turn to Jesus.

New Wine into Old Wineskins in Muslim

Another condition I address in this

Cor.

that leads to

not

the issue of putting

seem

Muslims than the old ways. It has

the message to the Muslims. I propose

Evangelism
new

wine in

an

to know other methods of

always

new

held to the old methods of

strategies

of evangelism in this
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study to help

the church

adopt changes

Christians find it difficult

highlights

three

reasons

to do

in

reaching Muslims with the gospel. Many

evangelism,

even

harder to share with

why doing evangelism becomes difficult

for

a

Muslim. Tuttle

some

Christians:

Before

we can begin to do evangelism we sometimes need to overcome
of resistance to the task itself Believe it or not these can be fairly
easily obviated once we understand just what is at stake and the
areas

principles

involved.

People are most often resistant to evangelism
they lack motivation; they fear rejection; they
inadequacy. (Overcoming Barriers 1)

for at

least three reasons,
assume

These

reasons

describe the

absence of motivation in

a

person mins the zeal to reach out. The presence of

motivation

gives

evangelize.

The finit of the

witnesses to

rejection

as a

is also

that

sense

beloved

a

of many ECWA members in Kano state. The

perspectives

of urgency to share

Spirit

one

factor. No

in that person makes him

that he would not want to

one

wants

gospel immediately but

otherwise. Christians

ought

and

to know that

and theirs is to share the

woos

gospel.

the person to say yes.

sharing, feeling

I

am

not able to

one's weaknesses to

if he

see

The fear of

the

one

she turns them down

or

appointed time,

he

he

they

they

brings

feel

Holy

the conviction

Lastly, assuming inadequacy makes many to give up
share,

or

a

I

am

not

eloquent to

donkey speak

opportunities Nigerian

of how to reach Muslims with the

adaptation.

perished.

one

convince anyone.

to Balaam. He

can

work

glorify himself, by obedience.

The other aspect is the

ignorance

her to love the

the work of conversion is that of the

At his

Christians need to know that God made

through

see

or

what God has done to

rejection. People want to

witness to accept the

Spirit

bearing in mind

Jonad Elias Accad captures this

gospel

Christians have

neglected

message. It is about cultural

problem

so

well:

due to
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How

can we

expect

to win the Moslems from the outside? Too

often, we
displacing the

the

all-knowing Westerners, insisting on
religious customs of people in the Middle East with our own
religious traditions. We unwittingly say to them, "You are

come across as

cultural and
cultural and

Moslems. We

are

Westem Christians. You have to

come

to

us

and

ways. If you do not adapt to our culture and customs you
cannot become members of God's people. (13)

follow

Christians may

our

not say

they

imply they are operating
Muslims in

Christians but their methods and

from the westem cultures. Because of such

Fortunately, Nigerian Christians

them understand Hausa, the
are aware

Christians

westem

Nigeria are unhappy with Christianity because they see

the Westerners.

They

are

predominant language

an

communities, work in

advantage because most

of

of friendship

government offices, and go

evangelism

could be made

to the

reaching the

opportunities and

Muslims with the

do not know

literature. Within their
presence within their

they

knowledge

same

simple but

or

north.

is to

Nigerian

together in

some

markets where the

Christians still act like

opportunities

to allow

tracks written in Arabic could be

but Christians

gospel

could reach Muslims

neighborhood,

neighborhoods

the confidence of the Muslims
the

core

Christ in their cultural ways.

Many existing gospel books, pamphlets
used for

as a

of the Muslims in the

it is unutilized. Christians and Muslims live

same

practice, following

it

the
of

the Westerners to Muslims. Christians do not take note of the

them

misgivings,

religion

of Muslim cultures and their subcultures. This

advantage, yet

development

have

lifestyles

Christians have the

easily with

privilege of proclaiming the gospel

them.

to their

happens,

of such

the available

opportunity to

and communities to the extent that

living with

make decisions for Christ. Once that

are unaware

establish their

they will gain

Through this method they will

neighbors

new

have

and of persuading them to

convert will

protect themselves
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from his relatives if they rise against them. Above all, the

bridges between Christianity and Islam;
fact of effective

evangelism to

concem

here is

building

Accad quotes Michael Green to buttress this

the Muslims:

evangelism is and always has been, like electricity. Nobody
really
electricity, but one thing is sure: you need two
terminals if you are going to get any current! In addition, in evangelism
nobody really understands how the gospel makes impact. But you
certainly need two terminals. One is the Christianity of the New
Effective

understands

Testament, and the other is the cultural situation in which

we

seek to

commend it and win converts. Part of the trouble in the past is that
conservative Christians are good on the biblical content but weak on the
cultural scene, while liberals are weak on the content of the gospel but

strong

on

I agree with Green. This

the

early missionaries

gospel

without much

cultural relevance. We need both.

ignorance has

and

even

emphasis

mined the process in the northem

the church

on

some are

still

failing to

Nigerian

so

This

much

the content of the

on

gospel.

Nigeria when

As

misunderstanding is

a

result

because the church

actualize this tmth.

Contextualization of the

The

today holds

the cultural side of the

Christianity is called the Westem religion.
failed and

(14)

Message

into Their Culture

church must decide what extent it is

incamate Christ in

willing to

Muslim culture. Parshall in New Paths in Muslim Evangelism

simplifies

the process of

incarnation when he said:

God made Christ incamate in Jew-like form to reach them. And Christ
incamate in Gentile-like form to reach them. Dare we follow the train of
Jesus and Paul and say, "Christ incamate in Muslim-like form to reach
them?" Do we find a resistance in our hearts at this point? Surely this

prejudice is not bom of Christ's Inca national love.. How far are we
willing to go to bring Christ incamate in Muslim context?. The
incamational witness is one in whom love has worked so deeply that he
seeks in every way possible to become like the hearer so that he can
.

.

.

..
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manifest the

gospel in thought, communication, and religion-cultural
meaningfully to the hearer. (100)

forms that relate

There is

a

need to contextualize the

gospel

in the Muslim culture. One of the cultural

ways to do contextualization is to accept the concept that Muslim converts to Christ

should be known
I

attend the Lausanne

happened to

participated

Muslim followers of Isa

as

in

Congress

or

Jesus rather than

on

World

group to reach the Muslims with the

a

innovations. One of them made

converting Muslims

into

me

sit at the

Christians. In 2005,

as

in Thailand. I

Evangelization

gospel.

The group discussed

of my seat: Christians should stop

edge

Christianity; instead, they should

share the

gospel

with

Muslims and lead them to become Muslim followers of Isa

or

uncomfortable and emotional about such

to argue with the

I

will be ashamed of him when he

and of the

me

was new

to

me

after the discussion. I had

Islam for

Christ, he

Christians must

comes

or

come

and

in his

glory

confusing until

come

and in the

contextualize the

she becomes vulnerable to
up with methods that

once

Christ, they

gospel

glory of the

son

of

Father

of the
once a

persecutions

professors

Muslim denounces

or even

give them fi-eedom

example, refusal by

to

had time

murder.

practice

their faith

churches in Israel to

for the Jews, made it harder for the Jews to become Christians

they did they lost

are

one

to understand that

without molestations from any quarter. For

because

presenter.

holy angels."

The concept
with

concept and had

really became

Jesus. I

Luke 9:26, which says, "If anyone is ashamed of me and my words, the

quoted

man

a

new

their Jewish

identity

Messianic Jews, and retain their

as

heritage.

When Jews

come

to

identity.

I want to encourage the church in northem

allows Muslim converts to be known

and

Nigeria

to

adopt this concept,

Muslim followers of Jesus

or

Isa.

which

Perhaps

this
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adaptation will

the converts jfrom

save

when Christians share the

persecution

from their

with Muslims in this

gospel

family.

manner

the

Even more,

new

converts

can

practice their new faith within their own culture. They will be discipled along the
until

they

Zahniser,

grow in the faith. In
a

discussing this

Islamic

professor in

studies,

this method is congment with the
consider this
The

young

the

that parents have

which is

unacceptable.

call

forgive him.

their beloved
which

to this comment: "As

should be

I would

acceptable."

in Islam but have tum to another

I had to

One of the

participants

sever

my

a

religion,

in the group confronted

today when

Muslims?" In my response, I told

relationship

Nigerian Christians must

The

difficulty Muslim

come

converts go

through

to terms. Churches need to cultural

of contextualization

so

that the church

can

are

you

him,

I

any of

and with

adaptation

to Muslims in Kano State and the northwestem states if the

must be made relevant to them. Because of this

me

with him. I would not have him

said, "This is what the Muslims go through when

professes Christ."'

doing evangelism

long as

fears, animosity, and bittemess against their

Jakoh, has become

his father. He then

me

exposed

issue when he asked me, "What will be your response

told your son, Edward

would not

innovation with A. H. Mathias

reality of the time this

people who have been brought up

same

was

way

concept.

reality is

Christianity,
on

new

I

new

so

passion,

in

gospel

Parshall shared in these lessons

be effective in

evangelism:

It is my conviction that the mutual ethos of Islam and Christianity lies in
the realm of the spirit. Christians need to effectively and dynamically

godly lives within the Muslim community. Followers of Islam
must see a qualitative difference in the behavior of Christians before
they will deem Christianity worthy of serious investigation. They must
incamate

'

teach

Here I

forgiveness
feelings.

for my response. Truly I did not have the right attitude of a man seeking to
and love. I recount these words as a warning to Christians who still hold those same

apologize
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be convinced that the rituals Christians follow to assist them in knowing
God are indeed superior to their own highly formalized and ritualized

system of religious expression. ("Sharing God's Love" 5)

Philippians 2:5-9

conveys the

picture

of tme incarnation to believers. Christians must

leam to emulate the Lord Jesus in order to incamate effectively in Muslims cultures.
If the church would be successfiil in
it

ought to

prescribed

leam how to

Muslim form.

everything in
with the

contextualize,

order to

gospel

to fast

Fasting during Ramadan

point now

takes

is just

me

evangelism. Very often one hears

such as, "The work of evangelism is for pastors and

work." I
from

always

consider such comments

as

in the north for the

during the Ramadan,
one

Lord,

in the

example of becoming
we

could reach them

into another

mentality that has

identify with them to be accepted

of salvation. This

restrained Muslim

even

reaching Muslims

so

that

comments

evangelist;

from

we

some

Christians

pay them to do the

from the devil in order to hinder Christians

doing evangelism.
The Task of Muslim

Many Nigerian Christians misconstrae the
when the

situation in the church in Antioch

church, through the guidance of the Holy Spirit,

members while the rest

work is meant for

supported

gives

this

some

analysis

on

sent out two of its best

them in prayer, in cash and in kindness. To many the

superior Christians,

still attribute the work to
McGee

Evangelism

so

when

special people.

they hear the plea

To

people

of such

of the Master,

ignorance,

they

J. Vernon

the action of the church in Antioch:

laying on of hands by the church in Antioch is a means of
identifying, of declaring that we are partners with that one. So the
Christians in Antioch are indicating by placing their hands on them that
they are in a partnership with Paul and Bamabas in the enterprise of
getting out the word of God. (235)
The
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Nigerian Christians need
than to misunderstand it

to

understand this

as a reason

principle

of the chvirch in Antioch rather

to believe the work is

only for the

individuals. The Church in conjunction with the Holy Spirit
members

as

the itinerant soldiers of the

justifiably cannot be actively involved
properly motivated,

can

Nigeria with the gospel
Unless

Nigerian

gospel,

ordained

must consecrate its best

while those who

genuinely

should support them. Churches

be potent weapons of evangelizing the

core

or

and

Christians, if

northem states of

message.

Christians

or

ministry is of Jesus Christ, they will

churches in the northwestem states understand the

not go into

ministers have misunderstood who does

evangelism headlong.

ministry,

so

have the

laity.

In

Just

as

many

correcting this

notion, Stephen Seamands explains this misunderstanding:

Many ministers don't really understand whose ministry it is. Although
they desire to serve Christ and often ask him to help them, they assume
it is their ministry and they are the principal actors. This common
understanding of ministry is partially tme, but the profounder tmth is
that the ministry we have entered is first, the ministry of Jesus Christ. It
is his ministry more than ours is. Ministry, then, is not so much asking
Christ to join us in our ministry as we offer him to others; ministry is
participating with Christ in his ongoing ministry as he offers himself to
others through us. We will need to wrestle with the concept of us being
"royal priesthood" as in 1 Peter 2:9, only then could we understand that
Christ has involved us into his ministry of reconciliation.

First Peter 2:9

reads,

"But you

people belonging to God,

are a

chosen

people,

that you may declare the

darkness into his wonderful

light."

a

royal priesthood,

praises of him who

The Lord Jesus Christ

Christians and make them channels for the

was

gospel message

a

holy nation,

a

called you out of

pleased to

choose

for the world just

as

he

chose Israel to be to the other nations around them. Until all Christians understand this
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profound truth about evangelism, they cannot do
Muslims in the

core

north with the

3:9, God

man, and said to

went out

spoke

him, 'Where

are

seen as a

"But the Lord God called to the

seen

vividly in the book of Jonah.

speaks

to Christians

today about

himself. J. F. Walvoord and R. B. Zuck comment

which God chose Israel
One

as a

Just

as

the book of

God's mission in

on

the purpose for

nation to the world:

apparent message

peoples.

missionary.

you?' The seeking of humans by the Lord continued

to Israel of old, it also

saving people to

gospel.

looking for the man,

through the Old Testament and is
Jonah

effective work of reaching the

Old and the New Testaments, the Lord is

Throughout the
In Genesis

an

to Israel in the book is God's

The Lord's love for the souls of all

concem

for Gentile

supposed to be
mediated through Israel, God's elect and covenant nation. Through
Israel the blessing of His compassion was to be preached to the nations,
(Isaiah 49:3). The book of Jonah was a reminder to Israel of her
missionary purpose. Secondly, the book demonstrates the sovereignty of
God in accomplishing His purposes. Though Israel was unfaithful in its
missionary task, God was faithful in causing His love to be proclaimed.
In praise to God for miraculously delivering him, Jonah confessed,
"Salvation (deliverance) comes from the Lord" (Jonah 2:9). Israel failed
to proclaim God's mercies, but His work is done in spite of human
weakness and imperfection. Thirdly, the response of the Gentiles served
as a message of rebuke to God's sinfiil nation Israel. The Spiritual
insight of the mariners (1:14-16) and their concem for the Jewish
prophet contrast starkly with Israel's lack of concem for the Gentile
nations. Jonah's spiritual hardness illustrated and rebuked Israel's
callousness. Nineveh's repentance contrasted sharply with Israel's
rejection of the wamings of Jonah's contemporaries, Hosea and Amos.
Jonah

was a

symbol

religious plight
Nigeria

to

people

Israel of its disobedience to God and indifference to the

of other nations. The book of Jonah

speaks

volumes to the church in

about its disobedience to God and indifference to the

Muslims in the

core

done, God's wrath

north. Until Christians all leam to repent

on

was

Israel

might be upon

the church in

religious plight
as

of

Jonah and Nineveh had

Nigeria.
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Nigerian

Christians need to read and reread the book of Jonah and leam many

lessons in it, for the book is

only

certain types of sinners

passion to

win

core

rebuke to those who

long for the conversion of sinners

It carries rebuke to those who do not have the

come.

north may be hard, and the way to reach other types of sinners

may be full of promises, but God knows best. Let them not be like Jonah who
way to Nineveh

to be

a

or

she is not

blessing to

ready to preach to

and not to

prophet

attitudes

only selected

objects

reaching

or

else

to be

they have

or

to leam

to be

Steps

to

witnessing to Muslims

accepted, respected,
are

can

blessed

hindrance to such

a

lot of lessons from the nation Israel in the

Evangelism

Sharing

the Muslims with the

they

a

were

all

is

a

mandate to all Christians

few.

the

gospel,

Gospel with

through

needs like any other

and cared for with

gospel
the

Muslim

Christians will need to watch their

compassion,

in

people.

are

an

core

not

As such

concem, and love.

by the system of Islamic teaching.

the Christians in the northwestem states and in the

convert Muslims

a

becomes void and unfi^itftil. Muslims

lost in sin and bound

God's commission and present the
God

a

evangelized but human beings with

Without Christ

church

any person. All the Israelites

and from him too.

Some
In

preacher is qualified to preach to

other nations, but Jonah's attitude became

blessing. Nigerian Church ought
time of Jonah the

the

saw

hard and the way to Tarshish full of promise, but let them do that

as

which the Lord has commission them for. No

people if he

if

Christ. The church here needs to know that the way to reach

people to

the Muslims in the

a

north need to

The

obey

understandable way, realizing that only

Holy Spirit

as

in Acts 10.
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John T. Seamands teaches that if Christians must communicate the
to

a

the Muslims then

they must be ready to

know at least six

gospel

well

in order to convince

things

Muslim:
1

The life of Muhammad;

.

The six articles of Faith that must be held

2.

Prophets, Predestination,
The five

3.

the

prayers,

The

major problems

between

Islam is not

only

a

religion but also

Knowing points
that

6.

provide a

He also

gives
1

.

to Mecca at

least

during the

once

a

Islam down

social and

Trinity,

some

for

political system, knowing the

ground

Christianity;

for

barriers in Islam-the

ministering

friendship,

for

they

acquaintance;

very

approaching Muslims; and,

for

tme

are

Islam has several concepts and

validity of the Scriptures,

the person of Jesus, and the death of Christ.

a

little

loyalty;

of contact with

common

the

through the centuries; knowing that

practical suggestions

Developing

example knowing

sacred, between mosque and state; Muslims

Knowing the theological

doctrine of the

Hajj,

reaching Muslims,

of their faith and zealous in their

practices

casual

in

Christianity and

distinction between secular and

5.

or

pious Muslim;

relationship

proud

of witness, which is the Muslim

observing the month of fasting during Ramadan,

legal alms, making the pilgrimage,

lifetime of every
4.

day of judgment;

Religious Duties-reciting the word

Creed, reciting the stated

giving

the

by every Muslim- Allah, Angels,

the

(200-14).

to Muslims:

will not be

won

in

a

short time

by

a
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2.

a

Maintaining

an

attitude of sympathy and

understanding, avoiding criticism,

negative approach, prejudice, and denouncement;
3.

Starting with the Bible,

4.

Not

for the Muslim has

a

false

image of Christ from the

Qur'an;
arguing but witnessing, answering the

when necessary and
5.

Living the

In

reaching the

or

else

be

evangelized but

to be

giving reasons

witnessing to

Christian life

a

they

are

gospel.

beings

with needs like any other

and cared for with

lost in sin and bound

Commission and present the
convert Muslims

In

English

a

seminar

gospel

through

on

Christians need to watch their attitudes

Muslim becomes void and unfruitftil. Muslims

human

the

compassion,

by the system

in

people.

concem

of Islamic

core

.

"The first

argumentative,

or

impression

is

confident...

as

resource

As such

objects

to

they have

and love. Without

obey

The church

or

God's Great

in Acts 10.

gospel

person. Sale

at the ECWA church

Hussaini,

that to reach the Muslims with the

important, including

fiiendly,

not

understanding way realizing that only God

need to watch their behaviors and conversation. He listed the
1

are

teaching.

north need to

Muslims with the

Section in Kano last year the

background believer, emphasized

an

Holy spirit

reaching the

Muslims

faith; and,

Christians in the northwestem states and in the

can

questions of the

(215).

Muslims with the

accepted, respected,

Christ

for one's

sincere

Muslim

gospel.

Christians

following things:

if a Christian is

open, warm-hearted"

a

timid, apologetic,
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2.

"Watch their body

behavior. Leam

as

much

language for instance,

as

possible

avoid crossed

legs, respect

cultural

daily habits.

about Muslims culture and

Christians

should be thankful and make positive statements."
3.

"Christians should show respect for their Bible and for the Muslims' Qur'an."

4.

"Christians should

not

put the Bible

or

Qur'an

on

the floor.

Explain why

Christians have marked their Bible."
5.

"Christians should offer

are

6.

careful to eat clean food

"Christians must accept

something
7.

for health

only.

appropriate food

reasons or

"Christians should dress

for

principles: First,

if Christians

always clarify by
leam to listen

they should

preach

asking,

something

and

for

one

reasons, do

confi^onted

the

so

with

right

explain

or

alcohol, for

by Muslims
mean

to say

a

few

drink

good explanation."

with

emphasize three basic

to

questions they

by that?" Second,

something

things

or

ladies."

Muslim, Christians need

"What do you

eam

pork

drink with the

to them. If they cannot eat

modestly especially,

are

they will

so

say

first

spiritual

a

or

Do not embarrass them in any situation."

hospitality offered

While in conversation with

than to

serve

for to Muslims the left hand is unclean. Do not offer

right hand,
they

hospitality,

so as

hour and close the door for any

Christians should

and be understood.
to have

follow-up

an

should

Third,

open door rather

visits the next time

(Hussaini).
Christians

are

advised not to seek conversation between

except in company of other people. Christians should
Muhammad. Christians

are

never

advised to express themselves

want to say. Christians should

always

show interest

a

male and

attack Islam

a

female,

or

clearly, knowing what they

by asking questions about family.
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health, work, religious,
may not

always

activities

or

avoid arguments,

animals if talking to

opposition,

gracefiil. In Muslims evangelism. Christians

example tracks, books
difficult to

are

Fulani person. Christians
but

objections,
advised to

they

can

always use

to reinforce their conversation. If Muslims ask

immediately.

answer

or

a

Christians

questions before coming back with the

can

admit their

answers on

ignorance

the next visit

tmstworthy, they will respect them

the extent

share

they will

or

questions

that

are

and research the

neighbors.

If

and have confidence in them to

seek advice from Christians.

Andreas Maurer advises Christians to leam from the
The

literature for

(Hussaini).

Christians should make their presence known to their Muslim
Muslims find them

be tactfiil and

Apostle Paul

Apostle

Paul:

the

early Church's great missionary to the world
and he came into contact with people of many nations and different
cultural and religious backgrounds. We can leam from him: First, he
argued with them
(Acts 1 7:2-3). There is nothing wrong with
arguments and debates, as long as it is done in a friendly and loving
way. Secondly, he argued with them from the Scriptures. For we know
that the Bible is the Word of God, "living and active, sharper than any
two-edged sword" (Heb. 4:12). Thirdly, he argued from the Scriptures,
explaining and proving that Jesus was the Christ. We are aware
therefore, that controversy is unavoidable if you want to get the message
across. We can further observe from Paul's approach in Acts 17:22'23
that he found common ground with his hearers. He sought a point of
contact through which he could communicate his message and found it
in the inscription "to the unknown God." He did not hesitate to relate his
message directly to this inscription, "What you worship as unknown this
I declare to you." (40-41)
was

.

.

.

For Christians in Kano State and in the northwestem states to be effective in

the

Muslims, they need

their

witnessing to

to seek God's

Muslims

as a

guidance

starting point.

and

use

relevant

Lack of proper

common

approaches

reaching

ground
is

a

in
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challenge to the Church in Kano

State that

brought about complacency in reaching the

Muslims with the gospel in the northwestem

today.

states

Maurer further proposes five methods worth
in the

core

north to share the
1

gospel

We should be

noting here that

can

churches

help

to the Muslims:

that

single technique can be used in all
(2 Cor.4:l-2).
2. We should prepare to live out the gospel (1 Thess. 2:8).
3. We should be contented to explain one small aspect of the
Gospel
a time (Matt. 13:3).
.

aware

no

situations all the time

at

4. Know that it is often better to convey biblical huths in an indirect
way. As Jesus told parables (Matt. 13:34) so we must leam to use

illustrations and stories to relate tmths to Muslims.
5. At the appropriate time encourage your Muslim friend to read
the gospels, Luke may be a good one to start with. (43)
At this

point

I would like to say that

Muslim

evangelism,

through

them

some

carefully.

always

one

so are

problems

the

writings

results. Churches

for

some

if not all these

approaches

and methods in

are

guidelines

excellent, but

as

witnessing.

I have observed with the church in the north is that it has

of the
are

guidelines

of

another. The reader is advised to go

things

in the past. Some of those

and methods have become obsolete. Still in

methods in the

of these

out to Muslims. These methods

held to the way the missionaries did

approaches

yield

reaching

different,

One of the

overlap

some

The aim is that Christians know

in order to be effective in
each Christian is

of them

reading through

one

not

Apostles,

ignorance

of the

existing

the church held to the old ways that

quite prepared

when

a

Muslim

comes

no

longer

to Christ in the

midst of persecution from relatives. Christians need to build rehabilitation homes far
away from the

discipleship.

new

converts' homes where

The church needs to

remain in their environments but

come

they

up with

worship

could be taken for

teachings

for the

safekeeping

new

converts,

the Lord in the forms of their former

and

so

they

religion
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in order to avoid

persecution or being taken

These approaches and methods will go

a

away from their culture and their

long way in reaching

and

people.

keeping new

converts from Islam.

In order to get the church to

evangelize Kano

northwestem states of the country with the

discipleship model for pastors
real
the

disciple

especially the

Christians will have to

and churches. Christians have discovered

of the Lord Jesus Christ before he

compassion
John

gospel,

State and

A Methodist is

when

one

a

must be

a

she will be able to have the heart and

or

of the Lord Jesus to reach the Muslims with the

Wesley once said,

develop

gospel

of the Lord.

asked, what the mark of a Methodist is:

who exercises his love to God, by praying without
evermore, and in everything giving thanks, this

one

ceasing, rejoicing

commandment is written in his

heart, "That he who loves God, love his
accordingly loves his neighbor as himself; he
his own soul. His heart is frill of love to all mankind,

brother also." And he

loves every man as
to every child of "the father of the

personally

known to

him,

is

no

spirits

bar to his

of all flesh." That

love;

no,

nor

a man

is not

that he is known

he approves not, that he repays hatred for his good will.
For he "loves his enemies;" yea, and the enemies of God, "the evil and
to be such

as

the unthankftil." And if it be not in his power to "do good to them that
him," yet he ceases not to pray for them, though they continue to

hate

spurn his

love, and still "despitefiilly use him

If the hearts of ECWA members in Kano State

loving their enemies
a

and

even

are

the enemies of God

Methodist, tmly sharing the gospel

and persecute him.

frill of love for all

as

(343)

humankind,

Wesley describes

the character of

to the Muslims in Kano State and the northwestem

states would be made easier. The church in the northem states needs to consider

Muslim converts in order to make them

disciples.

Discipling
The

experience the

converts from Islam to

church in the

Christianity has

Muslim Converts

core

north has gone

through with

some

informed pastors and churches of many

things
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that need to be done. The church has made mistakes in

keeping some of them spiritual infants.
church hailed them
The church

of them to

some

Some of them went

the absence of such

example,

highly and pampered them

hastily sent

discipleship.

For

handhng these new

when Muslims

with many material

came

gifts

converts

to

by

Christ, the

and money.

theological training institutions without

any

through theological training and graduated but later,

pampering, became beggars

in

and very carnal in their Christian lives.

Some have tumed away fi-om the faith.
hi

addressing this

concem,

discipleship. Nigerian pastors
Nigerian churches
and

goal

of the

therefore, pastors

have

adopted

and pastors. In this

discipleship

Throughout

the

model in

study, therefore,

model for the

Scriptures,

a

the

through discipleship. Today Christians

only way

arose as a

revival, the
one

judge then

movement of

died and

God,

or

the

and another except

generation

everything

I share the

to

definition, concept,

since Genesis

changed people

was

lack of discipleship. A

about him finished. No

This method is the

generation

spiritual

continuity in

authority of God expressed through

one

for

Abraham, and discipleship is what

by discipleship.

fransformation and transfer between

teaching discipleship

God has

talk about

emphasize the need

church.

Nigerian

matured him. The trouble in the time of Judges

giant

must

a

person from

only means

of

and another. Eli's and Samuel's

children failed for lack of discipleship. Moses' tenure succeeded because he

discipled

Joshua, who succeeded him.
At

given,

as a

one

point Moses appointed seventy elders

gift,

and Caleb also

because

perished

they

lacked

personal

to whom the

spirit in

life basis for it. These

men

in the wildemess because of disobedience and

Moses

was

except Joshua

never

reached
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the Promised Land. God

spoke to

rebellion occurred because gifts

given for the benefit

consideration,

Joshua in whom is the

or

talents

are

of the Church of Christ.

evolves

Spirit (Num. 14:36-38).

not measured

by one's spiritual

called and made

through them,
discipleship.

only through discipleship.

the method he had used fi-om the

disciples.

evangelization

through discipleship,
can

make

a

because

twelve

men

and

can

today

obey the word

A teacher has

Luke 6:40 and Matthew 4:19,

a

are

products

himself)

into the student. In the

the students

Only a disciple

is

a

a

teacher student

becoming like
not

case

only knowledge but

of Christians, Jesus is the teacher

bom-again

(the teacher

(master) and

is the process of transferring

child of God, with the aim of making him

her become like Jesus, in his fiillness. It is the process of reproducing Jesus in

believer. Unless the church in

Nigeria has

the northwestem states will be
The mistake

only

for

a

mirage

such

people to evangelize,

or

a

the Muslims in

of the century.

Nigerian pastors and churches make

new

or

the teacher.

is not the transfer of knowledge but of life

(apprentices). Thus, discipleship

the life of the Lord Jesus into

program

of that

possible only

of God.

great influence upon the students for he affects

Discipleship, therefore,

are

discipleship

with the mind of the student

also life.

a

he

confident that

was

of Muslims in Kano State will be

only disciples

apprentice relationship,

disciples

on

so

disciple.

Considering
master

He concentrated

by himself

beginning was discipleship,

he could reach the whole world. All Christians

The

status but

Nevertheless, life, which is God's

Jesus intended to reach the whole world. He could have done that

alone, but he knew

This

is that

they

see

discipleship

as

converts instead of understanding it is for any person who has
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not

yet been made like Jesus,

no

matter how

long

ago he

One of pastors' aims is to make churches know this

definition for their lives. Because discipleship is
Each

day Christians

are

being made

God enters with the Lord Jesus, not

weekend, week, month,
a

paper certificate
is

Discipleship
of a

a

or

a

program

yearlong program

declaring a person

as a

lifelong relationship

relationship.

has been with Jesus

beginning,

but

a

The

proof is

(Acts 4:13;

11

is God's

means

calling

an

elder

people

to be

of paper but

apprentice is

a

a

disciple when

life, showing

brother,

not

an

Christian

a

are

called

8:28-29, God shows he has

according to

his

relationship with Jesus,

only begotten

having many sons

multiply, having

in Adam, but God

never

forgot

purpose

in the

new

a

birth. This

even now.

Jesus

own

son,

why

God created

so

son.

and

daughters

children like Jesus.

his purpose for

a

(Rom.

purpose." God has

was

image and offered them the tree of life (the life of Jesus),

be like Jesus and

you

not like the master in the

should be made into the likeness of his

This desire of God to
humans in his

cease

usually under the oversight

etemal purpose. The purpose existed at creation in Genesis and

This purpose is that

would be

piece

In Romans

purpose in which he calls everyone into
an

child of

a

of achieving his etemal purpose in humans

every person: "To them who

purpose is

relationship

overnight.

(not all his life) makes him like the master.

8:28-30; Heb. 2:10-1 1; Eph. 4:13-15).
in

occur

disciple is only a mockery of discipleship.

An

:26).

adopt this

discipleship terminating in the issue of

Christians
a

and

time-limited arrangement. A

with the master Jesus

not

few years of training

Discipleship

discipleship

process, it does not

a

or a

on

experienced new birth.

she

to become like him. It is a

divinely approved human discipler.

break the

or

so

they would

Unfortunately this image was lost

making human.

He ordained that in
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Christ what

conformed
to be

was

lost in Adam will be recovered. He set

to the

conformed

of his Son.

image

He did

"[F]or whom

image of His Son,

to the

that he

a

destiny for every person to be
foreknow, He did predestinate

might be the

first bom among many

brethren (Rom. 8:29, KJV).
The

destiny

of every individual is what he

Jeremiah "Before you
nations" (Jer. 1 :5,

NIV).

he preset Christians'
to the

image

were

of his

bom I set you apart; 1

He not

destiny,

son.

This

so

only foreknew

they

destiny

every person bom into this world.

image
fail

or

on

enter into this

this

image they

or

appointed

walk into it. This

People

go to hell because

Whatever

things (Eph. 4:13, 15).

which he will not be ashamed to call

to

an

a

shape

as

people

several

a

hoe.

Conforming

by the conformation

experiences

are

used,

only through discipleship

can

churches and Christians in
Muslims in the

core

to

life, if they

it all.

measure

measure

a

an

different

shape.

ordinary person

For

instance,

into the

of the fullness of

is the

point

at

can

be

a

this basic

reality.

blacksmith tums

of Jesus in

a

as a

verb that refers

image of Jesus

God achieve his etemal purpose in

Nigeria understand

a

a

is

only

Only discipleship, through

reproduce the image (life)

northem states

conformed

applies

achieve in

8:29, the word conformed, is

process of discipleship.

can

This

it

That is,

people brethren, because they resemble him

In Romans

something fuming into

iron rod into

achieved

personality.

they be

the

they never become this

unfortunate, because they have failed

Christ and grow into him in all

that

destinies, and

God's etemal purpose is for every person to attain the

reflection of his

predestined them.

destiny is

is the mother of all

prophet to

as a

you

Christians but

destiny in their lifetime.

are

she will become. God said to

someone.

which

Thus,

life. When the

tmth, the work of reaching the
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Another concept

discipleship is

God's

is

not

a

child does

eight

family training

differ from

a

under the hands of uncles and

a

has

curriculum

(Gal. 4:1-2;

slave. Even if ten

cars are

code

family

guardians.

One should not

by which they train children,

God has much to offer:

children, they
own

left

by

a

1).

An heir who

late father to his

and

will have

a

order to commit himself and his

guardians

are

human

disciplers.

1

valuable mobile

a

Also,

unfrained child is

long

as

clear

1:28-30;

authority

The current

differently,

understanding of what discipleship

entails.

1

a

definite

Kings 19-20;

two invitations

everything troubling

and two

beginning point,

is

Mark 10:17-22; John

promises

Chrisfians. In

family

illegitimate.

powers of the age to

and

spiritual

discipleship

glory to

in

them. The

trend, in which Christians

further

has

phone

every

Christians remain

developed

This aspect of discipleship is

Discipleship
(Matt.

an

spiritual blessing, spiritual authority;

from different denominations and towns behave

discipleship

give

cannot have them. God first has to train every person in

family in

trastees and

gives

Heb. 2:7-1

to be trained first.

come, and the conversion of Muslims to Christ. As

his

about is that

for money to meet his needs until he grows up

beg

two-year old because he will lose it. He needs
a

people know

year old son, he differs not from the slaves because he cannot drive them. He will

still need to walk to school and

to

must let their

Nigerian pastors

is due to lack of

so

the church in

and yet not

voluntary,
8:31-32).

Nigeria

optional,

The Matthew reference

of rests. The first rest deals with rest from

sickness, lack, demons,

or

sin,

Jesus will

give

Christians rest. All answered prayers fall into the first rest. Because God answered the

people's prayers
are

forgiven,

or

he healed them,

does not

or

they have revelation of God's

automatically make them disciples.

Those

word

or

their sins

things only give
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into the second invitation, which is the call to

people the opportunity to step

discipleship.
receive

The moment

anointing

and

people

answers

bom

are

and connected to Jesus

again

in

disciples, but

a

disciple must be

Him, if ye continue in

The

beginning point

conform to the
under

Elijah.

God does not
from the
the

core

take

for

discipleship

accepted

appoint

unto the

are

bom

again)

new

are

ye my

indeed"

birth. An unbeliever

Elisha had

place

disciples

definite

a

can never

of spiritual

leadership

of disciples. The failure of the church in

be made to

beginning in his discipleship

and followed him

Elijah

(John 8:31).

(1 Kings 19:19-21).

and

Nigeria to

authority, except

reach the Muslims of

north is due to lack of pools of disciples. The search for the person who would

over

fi-om

anoint Elisha

Elijah,

as

a

prophet

spiritual leader,
after

him, Jehu

The unbeliever Hazael attained his

8:13, 15). Jehu,

an

official

king

Elisha anointed him with oil

times, hands would be laid

produce

is

the mantle fi-om

a man

(people who

believer. "He said to the Jews who had believed

word, and then

image of Christ Jesus.

He

pools

my

a

can

yet those things do not make them disciples.

to prayer,

The church needs to know that not all who believe
are

they

an

leadership

among the

king of Israel

people

the servant

spiritual authority,

for about fourteen years until he could

Elijah

told

see me

when I

spiritual authority" (2 Kings 2:10).

What

am

see

(2 Kings

position when

In the New Testament

process

can

spiritual

through discipleship under

into the mind and purpose of God.

taking up

fifty

him

When God needed Elisha for

he had to pass Elisha

to

king of Aram.

as

of God, attained his

(2 Kings 9:1-3).

authority.

Elijah

Elisha, "If you

and Hazael

Jehu, and he would be ordained. This

official leader, with official
and

as

discipleship. Elijah was

position when Elijah announced it to

through

on

led to Elisha's

sons

to

heaven, then it is yours, the

of official

prophets

could not do for
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all the years in
must raise

careful in

Jericho, Elisha did in five minutes.

disciples

in

Nigeria if they will

calling a person

leadership

as an

official

into

spiritual leadership,

failed in

reaching the

official leaders not

core

spiritual leadership. People

(Heb. 12:6-8;

Job 5:17-18; Isa.

building progressively.
line,

one

passed
plans,
a

a

leadership.

It is

one

discipleship

It is like

to fire will

and

marriage

discipleship

are

is

roasting

an

develop maggots.

pain, falling,

The church in

go

through

like Jesus.

person

over

Christians have

are mere

systematic and cumulative

a

move

animal

The

and

rising,

Nigeria needs

one

one

step

at

time,

a

line upon another

forward when

by tuming one

bringing

problems

one

has not

in

forth

a

side to face the fire at
sweet aroma. The side

relationships, submission,

discipleship.

but it is the

to know

is

marriage, relationships, work,

conform to Christ. Even the wounds Christ will bind

individuals

person in

church leaders

precept upon another precept,

due to lack of exposure to deliberate

causes

a

north. God is

place that

disciple.

a

28:9-10). Discipleship

time until the whole animal is well-roasted and

exposed

core

place

and

someone

lesson. It affects every aspect of one's life:

not

can

gospel because the

lesson upon another lesson. One cannot

and

pastors and churches

disciples.

The church here needs to know

process

to call

that individual must first be

north with the

reason

reach the Muslims of the

leader, but for God

others in

For this

sure

The process of

way of making

a

person

together.

discipleship

is

unique

and

peculiar

for

(Isa. 28:27, 29; John 20:19-20, 24-29; 21:15-25). God allows individuals
different

experiences

Thus, Christians do

to tmst the Master

in order to

produce the

same

result in them,

to

becoming

not need to compare notes of experiences with others but

knows what he is

doing. Caraway

is beaten with

a

rod but cumin is
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beaten with

a

stick in order to

bring out the

same

resuhs in

process is the wisdom of God. God does not take two

discipleship.

As doubtftil

leadership of churches is
sheep the Lord

wants to

people to

Thomas was, the Master has

as

aware

come

of these

harvesting

a

be the

place

seed. This
same

in

for him. If the

facts, they will have the heart for the other

into the pen,

the Muslims of the northem states of

even

Nigeria.
Lastly, my aim
committed to

is to

help people know the goal

being disciples themselves (Acts 4:13;

of discipleship

reproduced

Jesus in him

or

her.

in person,

so

that when he

They will testify he has

perfect in

Christ,
are

so

Christ

that I

might present

you

Paul

same

declares,

as a

pure

does not

gospel preached

is deficient in its

the

gospel

in

person. Unless

speaks people

"I

is the

goal

produce people

Christians

are

disciples,

you to

(2

of the

gospel

will

the

one

Cor. 1 1

know, and
seeks to

husband,

:2).

seen

a

to

If Christians

is not met in their

a means

core

person until

gospel, making

pure in life and

effect, however, discipleship is

Nigerian

of the

him"

as

a

Discipleship

goal

promised

virgin to

not made into the likeness of Jesus, then the

lives. If the

a

(Col. 1 :28).

she

to transform

been with Jesus.

make Christians like Jesus their Master. The

man

or

they will be

Matt. 26:69-73; Acts 1 1 :26; Rom.

8:28-30; Heb. 2:1 1; Luke 6:40). The goal of discipleship is
Jesus is

so

to

character, then

reproduce

northem states in

Jesus

Nigeria

will remain under Islam.
Christians must know God has

gospel

a

divine

expectation

for their lives, which the

seeks to achieve in them. "But thanks be to God, who

triumphant procession
knowledge

of him. We

in Christ and

are

always leads us

in

through us spreads everywhere the fragrance

to God the aroma of Christ"

of the

(2 Cor. 2:14-16). With this
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expectation in mind, Christians do
Christ but the

and

leadership

an aroma

in the

their former

campaign.

the

aroma

converts

expectation

an aroma

and

aroma

is that

brings

as

the basis of

this,

Jesus has to

triumph, capture, subdue,

(life)

as

he leads them in his

into Christians in order to

Nigerian churches
knowledge

and

victory

spread the

aroma

and individual Christians

of Christ. For that

aroma

of

spread

is what

revival. As Christians live in the North, the Muslims expect

to open up their hearts to

process of discipleship.

Christians have

knowledge of course is

of Christ. This

of knowledge and not just the

people

knowledge of Christ

lives, appetites, and ambitions

Then he puts his

Christ. God's

The

body of Christ.

In order for Christians to do

overcome

spread the knowledge (Bible knowledge) of

fragrance of the knowledge.

will make into life in them,

ministry

not

God, but this

aroma comes

only by the roasting
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The church in the Kano State of Nigeria is
not made much

impact

evangelized the

state

education,

over one

in the Muslim-dominated state. The

hundred years old. It has

early missionaries

through establishing primary and secondary schools, Theological

medical services,

and, through evangelism, planted churches.

indigenous people took over the leadership
made

some

Since

then, the ECWA churches have

In

1956, the

of the church from the missionaries.

efforts to reach the Hausa traditional

grown

worshippers known

as

They

Maguzawa.

through migration of business people

and

the fransfers of civil servants from other states of the federation to the state. These

churches would

prefer reaching the people relocating to

Muslims. The pastors have lost focus

on

Sharia laws in Kano State and too many

Muslims

Muslim

cases

the state rather than Hausa

evangelism.

of religious

teachings

on

evangelism

they will be role

and

discipleship,

The purpose of this

of the

and

that

with

passion

discipling the Muslim

converts.

intervention that supports attitudinal

evangelism

also to take the lead in the Muslim

and

they can teach their members

Study

study was to design

in ECWA churches toward the

Nigeria and

gospel

so

reinspired

models to other churches in Kano State.

Purpose

changes

of

evangelism.

the methods of reaching Muslims with the
In tum

promulgating

crises, have restrained

Pastors of ECWA churches in Kano State need to be

biblical

The

of Muslims in Kano State of

evangelism campaign

role model to the other churches in Kano State to do likewise. The

and

serve as a

study presented
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intervention during the

course

workable solution to the
which will result in

of the

study and got

long-term hatred existing between Muslims

reaching thousands

of Muslims for Christ due to

attitudes in Christians toward Muslims. It will also

together and discuss

on

informed judgment

an

bring Christians

and

on a

Christians,

changes

of

and Muslims

the best way for Muslims to observe the tenets of Islam without

infringing upon the rights of Christians.
Description
First, the project
Kano State to prove

with

a

gave the

history and the

point that the

church

insignificant impact in reaching the

people in population,
some

hindrances

or

with the

of the

gospel

was

Project
activities of the

in the State

early missionaries

over one

Muslims. These Muslims

in

hundred years

are

the

predominate

of the Lord Jesus Christ. The research identified

failures of the church in

loving

and

reaching the

Muslims of Kano

State and the northwestem states for Christ. The research dealt with difficulties such

the effects of the introduction of Sharia

as

laws, which have forbidden the preaching and

conversion of Muslims to Christ. The zealousness of some Muslim clerics has resulted
in

so

many

religious

crises

states. Christian church

or

violence in the state and

buildings

lost their lives. Individuals lost

destroyed

all in the

name

have been burnt and

personal effects

of religious

privileges simply because they

are

in other

destroyed. Many innocent people
infemo, and

a

lot of businesses

Christians may be denied certain

Christians. One

example

of this discrimination is the

denied admission into government institutions that

fact Christians children

are

located in any state that

practices

Women cannot ride in the

bigotries.

to the

subsequent reprisals

same

Sharia law because

buses

or

are

they bear Christian names.

taxis with men,

or men

convey

women on
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motorcycles in

the

eventually affect

these restrict women's movements that

city. All

church programs.

Secondly,

this

study developed

a

model of evangelism and

ECWA churches in Kano State that, when

reaching the

Muslims with the

contextualizing the gospel.
attempting to

For

gospel

implemented,

will

discipleship

serve as a

convert the Muslims to

Christianity; rather,

Muslims should be led to

cultures. Processes of sharing the

are

contains biblical

included,

example, perhaps may be better Christians stop

worshiping

study

tool for

of the Lord Jesus Christ. These models

Christ and let them be Muslim followers of Isa, if possible

The

for the

gospel

with the Muslims

teachings for discipleship

Christ in their

included in the

that will mature

a

study.

Muslim

convert.

The

project

assumed that

some

ECWA churches and pastors

mandate of the Lord to love and reach the Muslims with the

forgotten

what Matthew 5:9

means.

response in controversy should
are

afraid of persecution

or

the

They have failed

always be to seek

penalty the

Muslim to Christ and shies away from

This

was

to

study focused

on

design interventions

towards the

evangelism

two

peaceful

questions

of the

they have

solution. Some Christians

prescribes

to Muslims.

witnessing has

Statement of Research

or

ignorant

to understand that the Christian

Sharia law

witnessing

Christians retract their ways and know that

a

gospel

are

no

on

The

anyone who leads

study will help

such

alternative.

Questions

that flow from the stated purpose, which

that support the attitudinal

of Muslims in Kano State.

changes

a

in the ECWA churches
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Research Question #1
What

are

the

reasons

why

some

ECWA churches

neglect sharing the gospel

to

the Muslims in Kano State of Nigeria?
This

project sought to

steer the minds of ECWA churches and individual

Christians

to consider their first love and commitment to their God in terms of their

obedience

to the Great Commandment that will

consequently result

Commission. This commitment will prompt them

in the Great

to reconsider Paul's statement in

Romans 8:35-36:
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship
or persecution or famine or nakedness or danger or sword? As it is
written: "For your sake we face death all day
sheep to be slaughtered." (Romans 8: 35-36)

Such words from the

opposition

with

we are

would encourage Christians to stand firm

Scriptures

from the enemy, the devil.

their hearts and recite them

long;

always.

They only need

Then

to commit the

they will bring them

considered

no

as

matter the

words of God into

to mind when faced

persecutions.
The desired result of this

to take

evangelism

question

is to

of Muslims in Kano State

Lord's mandate to be

obeyed

no

guide

more

churches and individual Christians

seriously,

matter the risks and

dangers

because
it

can

doing

so

is the

bring upon them.

This desire will also open them up to

seeking

effective methods of evangelizing

Muslims that will minimize risks and

dangers

in

Muslims will

come

to Christ

as

doing the evangelism

their Savior and Lord.

itself At the end
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Research Question #2
What

are

the

changes

attitudes of ECWA churches
This question

was

that have taken
to the

meant to

place

they

churches and individual Christians rethink their

help

can

result of intervention in the

of the Muslims in Kano State?

evangelism

identity. They have nothing within them that can
love of God is in them, then

as a

emanate love for the unlovable. If the

love the unlovable because God who is in them is

love. Whoever lives in love lives in God; in this way love is made
Because

meaningfiilly, they will
that

they

are

the

light

purposely live their
the

Spirit because

like

the children of God, to affect the

they are

be conscious of their

and the salt of the

lives

so

that everyone will

life controlled

society they

lifestyles. They will

world,

by the Spirit

a

city that

see

and

complete

cannot

glorify

in them.

live in

remind themselves

be hidden.

God.

They

of God emanates love.

They will

will walk

They

by

want to be

Christ, always.
Population
The

State. The

population

Evangelical

of this

in the

mral

in

some

as

my

have very low

(ECWA) has

120 churches all

population. These churches

local government council

city have larger churches

areas

all the ECWA churches in the entire Kano

Church of West Africa

State. The churches served

City and

study was

with

areas

are

with

an

Kano

concentrated in Kano

of Kano State. The ECWA churches

large population of members,

membership

over

exception

but the

ones

in the

of three that I know.

Sample
Since the

as

my

sample.

population

1 did

pick

of the

six of the

study was the 120,

sample

1 decided to

churches from the

pick

city while

twelve of them
the other six
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from the mral
five Hausa
reason

I

congregations,

picked five

because ECWA has

indigenes

Among the twelve churches,

set up.

one

Hausa

more

Yomba

I

picked

congregation,

and

congregations more than the

Hausa

there. These churches

congregations
were

five

one

English congregations,

Igbo congregation.

other ethnic

is

languages

in the state. Hausa is the

The

language

selected without any criteria for the

of the

study.

Subjects
I

addition to

sixty elders

elders, I requested

respond

services of twelve senior pastors out of the 120 pastors, in

engaged the

to the

and

sixty members

of those twelve churches. For the twelve

the senior pastor to select for

questionnaires,

which

they

me

five elders each who

did. For the

sixty members,

are

1 also

eligible to

requested

the senior pastor of each of those twelve churches to select five members who

eligible to

answer

the

questionnaires,

which

they did.

I instmcted the district church council

without any criteria
any

or

prior knowledge

preference on

chairperson

to select the twelve

the part of the churches because

of the selection before

are

they were chosen. I made

they
sure

pastors

did not have
the senior

pastors of these twelve churches equally selected the elders and the members in order

to

make the research free from bias.
Variables

The

and

independent

implemented

variables of this

over a

study

variable of this

study was

the intervention, which

of three

Saturdays

in

period

were

the

July 2006.

The

was

dependent

affective, behavioral, and cognitive changes

churches' relationships and evangelism

to Muslims in Kano State.

planned

in the
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Instrumentation
I

served
the

designed frequency distribution questionnaires (see Appendixes C, D,

as

the instrument to

evangelism to

were

given

to the

exercise. This

Muslims

subjects

tested

after

again
The

two weeks

served

and

feelings

they completed the

and also

the

city of Kano

when 1

evangelism to

need to motivate churches

as

the

a

baseline of the

participants

primary means

involvement of the

were

of data collection for

was

measured

participants

by the

after the

Generalizability

study emerged

was a

as a

result of a need to reach the

pastor in Kano from 2003-2005. 1 observed

evangelism

the Muslims

was

provide

by the practicum.

from few individuals for

involvement in

to

The behavioral variable

The motivation to engage in this

concem

toward

entire program.

Delimitation and

little

participants

of the interventions

beginning

about the intervention. The

by the

infroduction of the intervention and

Muslims in the

the attitudes of the

exploratory findings

served

cognitive variables.

questionnaire responses

prior to

as

designed questionnaires

the affective and

on

E)

following the intervention. The exploratory questionnaires

questionnaires

respondents' knowledge

the effect

measure

and

was

to

the

Muslims. The need for greater

concem

of few

individuals, and the

expressed only by the leadership of the district

council. ECWA churches did not

seem

to

have the

church

God-given agenda of witnessing to

the Muslims.
The
out of 120

survey. I

study was

were

can

limited to twelve ECWA churches. Their twelve senior pastors

selected and 120

serving elders

generalize the outcome

of the

and members

study to

measure

participated

in the

the attitudinal

changes

of
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the ECWA churches towards
the pastors,

evangelism to

elders, and the members

Muslims in Kano State. The selection of

enabled

me

to compare the value of the

change

of

attitudes of the different groups of participants.

Validity
The

exploratory questionnaires

order to test the

were

validity of the instmment.

administered right at the premises after
I did send

the

a

copy of the

and the

questionnaires

After the

exploratory test.

processed,

and

an

designed

developed

to

answer

evening church

to the host

answered the
distribute

were

core

some

able to

respond

collection. I went
them before I

program while I

pastors of the

to

questions

a

to the

through

finally used

few

was

present.

two churches before

the result of the survey

was

was

Designed

intended for

for which it

was

quantitative

people for trial

questions

in

good

as

research. It

formulated. The

values of the research. When the instmment

copies

were

measured.

instmment that

the

exploratory questionnaires

exploratory findings,

reliability was

an

tested in two separate churches in Jos in

The

Research
I

Reliability

samples

was

for the

questionnaires
formulated, 1 had

me

there,

upon

I corrected

them for the research.
Control

In this

study

I considered the age of my

children in the survey. The distribution of the

against gender.

The survey

was

done amongst

subjects,

1 did not engage under

questionnaires

had

secondary levels

to

exploratory test. They

time and retum them to

them to look for any difficulties. From

was

no

and

aged

discrimination

college only.

I
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instructed the district church council official to administer the

who

questionnaires to

legible.

were

Data

After collection and

Analysis

counting the number of the questionnaires

distributed in Kano ECWA district church council office, the results
me

through the chairperson of the district church

variance to the data

gathered

fi-om the

council office. I

exploratory findings,

and

that

were

the

by comparing the exploratory findings

change

the State. 1

and the

employed analysis

and

data from the surveys

interpreted

was

the results with the

summarized

of

fi-equency distribution
was

frequency distribution study of

of attitudes of the ECWA churches towards the

analyzed

were

returned to

questionnaires. The attitudes of the churches towards Muslims evangelism
measured

those

evangelism

help

through the Delphi

of Muslims in

of my Office staff. The

method.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Introduction

The

Africa churches in Kano State have fallen into

Evangelical Church of West

complacency and have relaxed their efforts in reaching Muslims with the gospel,

ignoring the mandate of the Great Commission
of any

measures or

growth,

such

as

as

in Matthew 28:18-20. In the absence

surveys, the churches tend to fall back

biological growth,

on

certain aspects of church

transfers of other members from other states to Kano

State, for various works and business, and thinking that the church in that
course

in

the main

making

converts.

population to

Churches

established not

are

be reached with the

gospel.

gospel.

assessment and

a

The need to

The purpose of this

attitudinal

changes

state of Nigeria. In

direction for

reaching the

study was

design

to

addition, this study was intended

help Evangelical

churches
are

the

neglect sharing

changes

this

of the

that have taken

ECWA churches to the

study:

gospel
place

evangelism

a

intervention that will support the

evangelism

questions guided

and evaluate

give the church there

of the ECWA churches towards the

role model to other churches in Kano
Two

measure

Muslims in that state with the

to

West Africa in Kano State to take the lead in Muslims

as a

on

knowing that they left behind

the attitude of the church in Kano became necessary in order to

complete

state is

of Muslims in Kano
Church of

evangelism campaign

and

serve

City.

What

are

the

reasons

why

some

ECWA

to the Muslims in Kano State of Nigeria? What

as a

result of intervention in the attitudes of

of the Muslims in Kano State?
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Characteristics of the

Questionnaires
with instructions to

completed

were

Participants

distributed to twelve pastors of the

give the questionnaires only to adults

and returned. One hundred and

given the questionnaires, but

1 16

participating churches

in their

responded.

percent (12 of 12). The elders' responses

60). The members also had
number of respondents

a

came

were

are

Christian

located in Kano town,

religious

towns such

as

a

participated

in the

town known for the

17 percent

(2 of 12), Bagauda,

percent (1 of 12), and Gani, 8 percent (1 of 12). The

City participated

Kano State is because

more

than those in other towns

or

88 percent

(53 of

The greater

Participated

questionnaires,

highest

crises in the last decade. Other churches

Giginyu,

within the Kano

good with

from the pastors of the twelve ECWA churches.

Of all the ECWA churches that

12)

very

responded excellently

good response of 85 percent (51 of 60).

Location of the Churches That

of

to be

thirty-two people from twelve churches were

All the pastors from each of the twelve ECWA churches
at 100

congregations

are

located in

are

neighboring

(1 of 12), Kadawa,

why more

situated in the Kano

8

ECWA churches

in the survey than those in other towns

ECWA churches

(7

incidences of Muslim-

8 percent

reason

58 percent

or

villages

of

City metropolis

villages.
Gender

In

considering the gender of the participants,

respondents
tend

were

to be more

male, and

outspoken

1 1 percent

(13 of 1 16)

than females.

than their female counterparts. Women

89 percent

were

Also, the males

are

(103 of 1 16) of the

female. In this culture males
are more

at the

receiving

not elected as elders of the Church

so

end

they
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can

only feature

as

members of their various churches.

questionnaires in the church they do

not msh to

Again,

participate

as

when

the

a

men

person presents

do.

Age
None of the

respondents

between 15-20 years
percent
as

the

were

were

were

below 1 5 years of age. The

only 2 percent,

21 percent

between 31-40 years, 40 percent

largest number of the total respondents

were

were

respondents

that

were

between 21-30 years, 35

between 41-65 years, which served

and 2 percent

were

respondents

of 66

years and above.
Marital Status

Of all the

were

singles,

respondents

86 percent

who

participated

(100 of 1 16)

were

in the survey, 1 1 percent

(13 of 1 16)

married, and 3 percent (3 of 1 16)

were

widows.
Number of Years in ECWA Church Kano

The

questionnaire

asked the number of years each

ECWA church and found that 34 percent
in ECWA for

one

to five years, 13

and 24 percent

to fifteen years, 12

(6 of

1 1 6) indicated

(28 of 1 16) indicated twenty six

The number of years most of these

gives

the survey

some

respondents were
they have been

able to tell the activities
a

long time

and

an

to ten years, 12

percent (14 of 1 16) indicated

twenty

one

to

twenty five years,

years and above.

respondents have been in the

validity because these people know the

there for

in

(39 of 1 16) of the respondents indicated being

percent (15 of 1 16) indicated six

percent (14 of 1 16) indicated eleven
sixteen to twenty years, 5 percent

participant has stayed

or

church very well. The

the direction the church is

were aware

ECWA church

going because

of the programs of the church in
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which

they

are

members. The

fi-om such

findings

respondents

are

also

more

reliable

and valid.

Table 4.1 shows that while most pastors and members

evangelism

disagreed.

is the

From the

goal of the church
In

as

more

one

notices

it relates to Muslim

echo from the

evangelism.

and seminar

pulpit.

exploratory test

response calls for

and seminar
work

Muslims in Kano State,

or

might be comparing the

two--

Muslim

a

or

clear division in the church about the

evangelism.
were

discovery

evangelism

could be
and

as a

the pastors

participate

the part of the pastors to realize this call to

ultimate

goal

now

negative response.

disagreed

of the Church here

of their

result of the

emphases

for the

the elders and members who

an

identify the goal

elders of the churches that did not

might be responsible

on

able to

This

evangelize

strongly disagreed

or

on

earth and this sole

Evangelism

as a

Goal of the Church

Frequency

Total

n

Total %

Pastors

Elders

Members

Disagree

3

20

7

30

26

Strongly
disagree

1

6

4

11

9

Agree

6

23

23

52

45

2

4

17

23

20

12

53

51

116

100

Strongly

agree

Total

in

evangelism.

Table 4.1: Muslim

Responses

Muslim

on

The members

more

This

that Muslim

than half of the Elders in the Church

general, the majority of the respondents

exploratory test

goal,

church,

table, therefore,

churches to be Muslims

the

of the

goal

agreed
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Respondents
persecution
responses

groups in this

asked whether

in the table show that all three

in Table 4.2. The

study

in agreement that Sharia law and Muslim

are

to the Muslim

pastors differed in their opinion
emotions in this

findings

evangelism

to this

the

question; perhaps they

are

in Kano

by

persecutions

are

the

either

reasons

Christians. The groups

are

agreed

for

coming

always

are a

use

or

else

history

Sharia law and

teaching more

from

Christians will remain intimidated and zealous Muslims

might

I

assume

have not

respondents objected

that these

experienced

knowledge of the teachings of the New

Christians responses

complaints

of Kano State

Christians to Muslims

to these views of the

might represent

or were

affected

the

sample

Testament about

to it. From this table the

of CAN Kano Branch

on

the

findings

implications

are

in

of the

by the religious

and destmction of lives and property since 1987 to date in Kano State,
tme

Muslim

the Sharia law and violence to stop Christian activities in the land.

majority of the respondents.
that

that

in agreement in their views because

restraining factor amongst the

some

strongly agreed

finding is actually revealing that

Table 4.2 also indicates that few

population

or

in Kano State. Pastors need to double their efforts in

the word of God,

will

of missionaries. The

persecutions

evangelism

only suppressing their

holding back

many instances of religious intolerance have been noted in the

Muslim

are

in Kano State. A little less than half of the

majority of the respondents

Sharia law and Muslims'

since the

persecutions

regard.

general,

evangelism

in Kano State. Their

presented

restraining factors

In

agree that Sharia law and Muslims'

they

restraining believers for Muslim evangelism

are

are

were

or

violence

they have

persecutions

and

agreement with the

of Sharia

on

non-Muslims in

the
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Chapter 2
to

of the literature review that Muslims

stop Christian activities in the land.

Table 4.2. Sharia Law and Muslims' Persecution

Evangelism in

as

Restraining

Factor to Muslim

Kano State

Frequency

Responses

Total

Elders

Pastors

Total %

n

Members

Disagree

3

7

8

18

16

Strongly
disagree

2

2

4

8

6

Agree

2

24

26

52

45

Strongly agree

5

19

14

38

33

12

52

52

116

100

Total

Most

in

Sharia law and violence

always use the

pastors, elders, and members agreed

sharing

of the

that with much

gospel

or

that

strongly agreed

they

now

find fiilfillment

with Muslims after the intervention. This response is

emphasis

or

teaching,

the work of reaching Muslims with the

an

indication

gospel

would

be easier. The failures in the past could have been due to lack of commitment to the
mandate. The pastors would need to know the outcome of the
double their efforts in

teaching

from the

pulpit

on

find fiilfillment in

respondents

either

disagreed

disagreed probably did
was

sharing the gospel

not

conducted earlier and

or

so

teachings and

respondents

motivation for outreach

they

can

were

in favor that

with the notion. Those who

reawakening

outcome

that

Muslims, while less than half of the

in the pretest seminar

did not have the

pastors would do well if they take the
more

with

strongly disagreed

participate

so

the obedience to the Great Commission.

The responses in the table show that most of the

they now

findings

on

evangelism

that

call to the mandate. The

of this research

evangelism

Muslim

to the

seriously

and

intensify

neighborhoods.
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Table 4.3. Members' Fulfillment in

Responses

Sharing with

the Muslims

Frequency

Total

Total

Elders

n

%

Pastors

Members

Disagree

3

14

9

26

22

Strongly
disagree

0

1

2

3

3

Agree

9

29

24

62

53

Strongly agree

0

9

16

25

22

12

53

51

116

100

Total

Table 4.4 presents

towards Muslims

by

findings

a

whether respondents

ECWA members is

Most members and elders either

toward Muslims is

on

a

disagreed

restraining
or

agreed

factor in Muslims

strongly disagreed

restraining factor to Muslim evangelism

words Christians have shown much love to the

Muslims;

most

either way. A division is in this view with the pastors because
that lack of love

on

the side of Christians is

a

evangelism.

that lack of love

in Kano State. In other

pastors agreed. What is

consistent here is the view of the pastors and elders. The elders

agreed

that lack of love

are even

more

restraining

in their views

than half of them

factor to Muslim

evangelism.
In

general

this result

comes

country do believe that Muslims
the love shown to them

comes

because most Christians in Kano State and in the

are

they always

up either in this country

or

particularly troublesome people
react in violence whenever

abroad.

They always point

and that

anything

to the

case

no

matter

about Islam

of the

Mohammed cartoon in Demark that triggered which Muslims in Maiduguri in Bomo
state of Nigeria to attack innocent Christians. This

the

Nigerian

response

to

Christians'

aggression

knowledge on

as

what the

strong opinion might be because of

Qur'an teaches

on

the Muslims

stated in the literature review of Chapter 2 of this

project.
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Table 4.4 Lack of Love by ECWA Members

Evangelism in

as a

Restraining Factor

to Muslim

Kano State

Responses

Frequency

Total

Total

Elders

n

n

Pastors

Members

Disagree

3

15

13

31

27

Strongly
disagree

1

12

20

33

28

Agree

6

12

7

25

22

Strongly agree

2

14

11

27

23

12

53

51

116

100

Total

Table 4.5 presents

findings

ECWA members towards Muslims

respondents

either

agreed

or

to love

a

despite

As

one

loves

seen

as a means

a means

a

in this

encourage Muslims

administered.

that

change

for them. Most of the

improving love
a

change in the

towards the

the fact that most claim that

attitudes of ECWA

chicken, it won't

save

it from

no

matter how much

and seminar that

as

the

so

one

loves

because of the

yanka ba."

"No matter

being slaughtered."

table, the majority of the respondents

improve

long

Muslims, they will continue

and I quote, "Sabo da kaza bata hana

evangelism.

of attitudes of

of improving their love for them. As

of attitudes of the church members will

exploratory test

to

to

not noticed when crises arise. Some Muslims say

saying of some Muslims,
how much

pertaining

positive change of attitudes

the Muslims

Muslim, love is

views

strongly agreed

members towards Muslims is
Christians have

on

are

of the view that

their love for Muslims and

change

can

The result could be attributed to the effect of the

was

carried out before the final

questionnaires

were
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Table 4.5

Change
of

of Attitudes of ECWA Members Towards Muslims

Improving Love

for Them

Frequency

Responses

Means

as a

Members

Elders

Pastors

Total

Total

n

%

Disagree

1

13

5

19

16

Strongly
disagree

0

5

4

9

8

Agree

4

17

26

47

41

Strongly agree

7

18

16

41

45

12

53

51

116

100

Total

Most of the pastors,

Muslims whatever harm

history of religious

or

elders, and members
destmction

they have

are

in agreement that

inflicted

on

means

that the

pulpit has been
will

evangelism

in Kano State among ECWA members in Kano.

respondents

on

forgiveness

in Table 4.6

will motivate ECWA members to
the other

were

obey the

hand,

serve

in agreement that Christian

Great Commission
not in favor. I

probably would

on

denial of these few

to lack of forgiveness of some of the Christian

were

affected

or

who lost their love

This report also confirms the

review of Chapter 2 of the

ones

in any of the

emphasis Tuttle

study.

Great

teaching

on

forgiveness

mandate, though

negligible number,

were

obey the

to enhance the Muslim

here. More

emphasis

the

throughout the

very effective in its

forgiveness

All of the

Christians

violence in Kano State will motivate Christians to

Commission. This result

forgiving

religious

a

attribute the

ftindamentals who

violence in the state.

and other scholars gave in the literature
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Table 4.6

Forgiveness

Responses

as

Motivator to

the Great Commission

Obeying

Frequency

Total

Total

Elders

n

%

Pastors

Members

Disagree

0

5

2

7

6

Strongly
disagree

1

3

2

6

5

Agree

5

28

21

54

47

Strongly agree

6

17

26

49

42

12

53

51

116

100

Total

In Table

seminars

on

evangelism
means

Muslim
is not

that the

those who

most of the

4.7,

evangelism will

optional

for

and seminar

The result of this

state to arise and teach

are

in agreement that

having more

make ECWA churches understand that

Christians, but

exploratory test

participated.

pastors in the

respondents

or

a

mandate. The outcome of the

were

indeed

project will,

have

frequent

an

opinion

eye-opener for most of

therefore encourage the ECWA
seminars

on

evangelism

in their

churches.
In

general, though,

most of the

evangelism

optional

for Christians. On the other

favor of it. The

opinion represents

with the vision of the church

always resists
difficult
on

any

change

no

that

many Christians who do not

comes

teachings.

These

are

into the church. For these

even

come

evangelism

the fact that in the church few

matter the

They may not

in favor of more seminars

hand, few of the respondents who

to witness to and if care is not taken

Christian faith.

were

churches understand that

to make ECWA

Muslim

respondents

they

can

study.

is not

were

not in

people will hardly

the

go

minority who

few, Muslims

are

very

attack anyone who talks to them

attend the seminar

for Bible

on

even

if it is

organized,

as
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Table 4.7 Muslim

Responses

Not

Evangelism

Optional

for ECWA Churches

Frequency

Total

Total

Elders

n

%

Pastors

Members

Disagree

1

3

2

6

5

Strongly
disagree

1

3

2

6

5

Agree

3

25

17

45

39

7

22

30

59

51

12

53

51

116

100

Strongly

agree

Total

In

general, Table 4.8

shows that most of the

ECWA churches in Kano could be rated

The result

can

in

the

sharing

as

gospel already.

While

on

not in favor of

hand,

report. Therefore, the report gives

doing

so

because

immediate responses of some

headquarters
seen or

on

gospel

teams of the

on

are

failures of the past and the
so

the conflict in views

Many Christians

from the missionaries

not be

of ECWA churches

evangelism

of

of the denomination, ECWA,

emphasis

evangelism

were

interesting finding because

present More

therefore, talk about witnessing to the Muslim will

adherence to the call for Muslim

respondents

to the various district churches.

emphasis

negative rating of the participation

of the

respondents

to the Muslims or those who

they are comparing the

evangelism

heard the

some

an

witnessing

could be understood because of the constant

have

in support that

excellent in their outreach to Muslims.

the other

the past failures of the church members in

might

were

be attributed to the intervention and the commitment of the

not in favor of the

from the

respondents

by

strange
some

of some churches.

and,

to many. The

could be due to poor
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Table 4.8

of ECWA Churches in Muslim

Participation

Responses

Total

are

repealed.

That

28

2

5

5

12

10
40

5

23

19

47

2

7

16

25

22

12

53

51

116

100

findings that half of the pastors, elders,

agreed
and

repealed
are

or

strongly agreed that members

more

reprisals

knowledgeable

are on

of the

and John in Acts

opinion

shows their

ignorance

knowledge of the

obey

in

are

disobey the

the increase. This

finding also

teaching of who they ought

chapter 4.

Some pastors,

in

disobeyed

a

to

obey

elders, and

even

if they

ignorance of the teaching of the word

are

not

of God when

situation when the ralers want to take the

place

of

indeed shows the condition of the church about members'

word of God. It becomes

worse

the leaders of the church do not know what the

findings

and members of

should

of the view that Sharia laws should not be

has to choose whom to

God. This

%

Members

32

example of Peter

members

one

Elders

11

that Christians

fi-om the

Total

n

18

ECWA churches either

means

Total

3

Table 4.9 presents

Sharia laws if not

in Kano State

Frequency
Pastors

Disagree
Strongly
disagree
Agree
Strongly agree

Evangelism

when the pastors and elders who

Scriptures

agreement with the saying that the blind

teach in this

area.

are

These

cannot lead the blind.

Therefore, the finding calls for reawakening of the church towards teaching of the word
of God to the members

a

so

that

they will

know their stand in situation when

someone or

law demands their obedience instead of obeying God. Christians will be able decide

whom to

obey.
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Table 4.9 ECWA Churches Disobeying Sharia Law
Frequency

Responses

Total

Total

n

%

9

33

28

3

6

11

10

2

27

27

56

48

4

3

9

16

14

12

53

51

116

100

Pastors

Elders

Members

Disagree

4

20

Strongly
disagree

2

Agree

Strongly agree
Total

Table 4.10 presents views of the
prayers in small groups

mosques

or

in their

on

Fridays

in the mosque is

are

role model to other

opinion.

The

respondents

in agreement that

a means

churches, yet

opinion

are

are

a

small number of the

might be

The few that

understand what the power of prayer

grounds

so

respondents

because

can

objected to

as

a

the

do in Muslim

especially on Fridays

serve as a

not of this

key to opening of any

probably do

evangelism.

not

Their pastors will

meetings

for the

successful, they

can

that could include the district church

council in Kano State. The implementation of this research
states of the

are

while

when the Muslims go to their prayer

twenty-four hour prayer chains

churches in the northem

in the

large number of the

this strategy

at 1:15 p.m. to 1 :45 p.m. each week. If the prayer is

introduce the

are

to other churches. The

do well to teach and encourage the need for small groups of prayer

salvation of Muslims,

holding

of bringing Muslims to Christ and will

of the three groups

evangelism.

Christians

organizing Friday prayers

of understanding of the power of prayer

door to Muslims

to

from 1 : 1 5 to 1 :45 p.m. while Muslims

praying grounds thereby become models

table shows all the three groups
Muslims

respondents pertaining

country. Similarly it

can

can

be

applicable to

the

motivate all churches in
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Nigeria,

whichever part

they

are, to observe that time

weekly in prayers

for the

salvation of the Muslims in the country. The issue of prayer for Muslims evangelism
here has support of biblical teachings

on

the power of prayers in Muslim

treated in the literature review of Chapter 2 of the

Table 4.10

Prayers

at 1:15 to 1:45

Fridays

While Muslims

on

Prayer

Grounds

Total

Total

Pastors

Elders

n

%

Disagree

3

9

2

14

12

Strongly
disagree

0

3

8

11

10

Agree

3

21

13

37

31

6

20

28

54

47

12

53

51

116

100

Strongly

agree

Total

The responses in Table 4.1 1

members of the church
members in
their

only.

witnessing to

relationship to

God

from

Muslims. The

encouraging because these
Commission

as a

aimed at

question

conceming their

evangelize.

questionnaires

was

was

evangelism

is the

evaluating the participation

designed

to

is to

give towards

are aware

of every Christian based

hostility that

of

into

on

Christians face in

the
a

or

elders of the

the salaries of the pastors

The responses of the members to this

responsibility

probe in-depth

duty of the pastors

show that many members

of believers. The

administered to the

obedience to his mandate. In the past

responsibility of the members

their job is to

priesthood

Members

This survey

members have had the notion that
church. The

are

as

study.

Frequency

Responses

so

on

evangelism

question is

of the Great

teaching of the

place dominated by
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Muslims and characterized with violence against them is

an

to the

1

Master's commandment,
In

witnessed

general,
to

a

(Acts

the responses indicated that the

Muslim since

responses either way is

witnessing to

to be his witnesses

being in Kano, while

helpful

to the

pastors not

:8).

majority
a

acid test to their obedience

of the members had

negligible number has

not. The

to assume that the message

the Muslims in Kano State has been taken

by

of

all ECWA members in

Kano.

Table 4.11 Church Members Who Have Witnessed to Muslims Since

Being

in

Kano

Responses (Members Only)

n

%

Disagree

4

7.8

Strongly disagree

2

3.9

30

58.8

15

29.4

51

100.0

Agree

Strongly

agree

Total

The

respondents

been affected

findings

in this

by any religious

from the members

study were

crisis. Their responses

can

help generalize

pastors and elders might have responded
more

mature

In

they have

spiritually and

general,
ever

member, while

asked if any of their

that is

to

a

the

are

presented

findings

question

such

why the questionnaire

family members

to the

as

was

this

in Table 4.12. Such

population.
one

more

by the religious

crisis

The

because

they

are

not administered to them.

the responses indicated that less than half of the members

been affected

had

directly or through

a

agreed that

family

than half among them have not. The number of those who
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indicated they have been affected directly
among them

they

are

or

indirectly

hardly cultivate the mind of forgiveness.
licking their wounds

either

or

still

serves as

Another

many years back. The

findings

affected, yet they have learned

Table 4.12

Family

are a

to

thing of joy to

Members Affected in

Strongly disagree
Agree
agree

Total

is

respondents, mainly pastors,

emphasized

when

in Table 4.13. This

the

ones

who

are

they

are

Some

Religious

because many have been

Crisis Since

Being in

41.2

6

11.8

15

29.4

9

17.6

51

100.0

were

saddled with the

asked if as pastors, Muslim
the

pulpit.

administered

responsibility

In

that
or

to

general.

obey

of their

Their responses

only to

of preaching and

responsibilities

evangelism
are

presented

the pastors because

teaching
a

they

are

the mandate
lot about the

to the members in terms

of

the Great Commission.

Table 4. 1 3 shows that

over

half of the ECWA church pastors

they do emphasize Muslim evangelism fi-om their pulpits

preach

Kano State

%

of the Great Commission of the Lord Jesus Christ. The table also reveals

motivating them

still be

characterized Kano State

21

ministering fi-om

quesfionnaire was

understanding of the pastors

be because

might

n

Disagree

The

might

some

forgive their violators.

Responses (Members Only)

Strongly

me

why

reason

reason

counting their losses.

remembering the history of so much religious violence that

the

about the salvation of Muslims. A very

negligible

or

agreed

they deliberately

teach

number of pastors do not.
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The response of the few pastors who do not

pulpit reveals

the

emphasize Muslim evangelism

ignorance of these pastors about the

really represent the

group in the

same

population

who

Great

Commission, and they

adamant to the

are

from their

teaching

the Great Commission. The response also may reveal the trend of this century
many

people

vision of the

are

flooding the pastorate

ministry comes from God and

needing

Table 4.13

God's vision for Muslim

Frequency

Pastors

are

not called

they

of Blackaby and

cannot receive

Blackaby

Emphasize

Muslim

Evangelism

from

16.7

Strongly disagree

1

8.3

Agree

6

50.0

Strongly agree

3

25.0

12

100.0

seminars

presented

Muslim

the pastors

evangelism

as

evangelism

in Table 4.14; this

questionnaire to
Muslim

on

asked whether

question

only was

the pastors of the churches
for their churches

was

asked

to find out

if they

challenge

ever

was

they

Their responses

seminars

on

meant to motivate

awareness

that members will leam that Christ died for the Muslims, too.

agree

The intention of this

organized

findings

of creating

they

frequently.

only of them.

in their churches. The result of the

the pastors in Kano State to rise to the

the

%

n

2

were

on

Pulpits

Disagree

organize

so

they

evangelism (69).

Total

are

once

emphasis

Responses (Pastors Only)

The pastors

whereby

without the call of God. It likewise shows that

from God. This statement agrees with the
church

of

in the churches
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In

Muslim evangelism
not.

most of the

general, the table shows that

These few represent the

of educating the church for
State and how to

Table 4.14

in their

once or more

a

respective

churches while

population who

are

a

one or

seminar

Pastors

to

ignorant of the strategies
in Kano

other churches in Kano State.

Organize

Seminars

Responses (Pastors Only)

on

Muslim

Evangelism
%

n

Disagree

2

16.7

Strongly disagree

0

0.0

Agree

9

75.0

1

8.3

12

100.0

Strongly

agree

Total

Summary
1

.

Subjects'

reaching the

of Major

Findings

responses indicated that Muslim

of every church in order to create
Muslims with the

on

two have

change in attitudes towards Muslim evangelism

bring changes

Frequency

in the

same

pastors have organized

awareness

gospel,

evangelism ought

within the

congregations

to be the

goal

of the need for

which will lead to obedience of the Great

Commission mandate.
2.

strong

Subjects' responded

reasons

withdrawn
3.

or

why many members

Subjects' reports

to hear the

gospel.

that

crises have been

are

mandate to reach the Muslims with the

indicated that

are now aware

religious

of the ECWA churches in Kano State

neglecting the biblical

many members

right

that Sharia law and several

no

through

matter

the

gospel.

teaching of Muslim evangelism,

how difficult

a

sinner is, he

or

she has the
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4.

Subjects' reports identified changes

Muslims in general will lead Christians
of loved

ones

of attitudes of ECWA churches towards

to love and

forgive Muslims

and the destmction of property. Attitude

adjustments

for all the

killings

will also foster

good

relationships between them.
5.

The

participants

especially about Islam and

misunderstanding

indicated that Christians need

Muslims. Lack of such

about the

religion

a

great deal of education,

knowledge

creates

animosity and

and blocks the chances of witnessing to its

followers.
6.

Subjects reported

that prayer for the salvation of Muslims is the

door of their hearts and must be

emphasized

key to

the

in churches because of its role in the

conviction of hardened, overzealous Muslims.
7.

Subjects' reports urged

confrontational

Qur'an,

or

8.

and judgmental attitudes about Islam and

prejudices,

Muslims, the

the person of Muhammad.

Respondents' reports

Christianity and
Muslims.

approaches,

that Christians must do away with all

indicated that Muslim

Christian beliefs constitute

a

serious

misconceptions

challenge to

about

Christian witness to
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION
Introduction

This

project originated

out of a desire to

change the

evangelism and

Churches in Kano State toward Muslim

attitudes of ECWA churches toward Muslims with the
Muslim

or

evangelism,

just the

whether such restraint

Christians'

study created, tested,

implemented

due to Sharia

was

change their

In

evangelism, knowledge

have

a

are

to

be

forgiven heart

obeyed.

religious crises,

attempted to

analyzing specific

areas

measure

the

where the

obey the Lord's

mandate and reach

on

mandate, the hindrances

to Muslim

Muslims, the type of attitudes Christians ought

later

disciple them

the Christians have

changed

and love for the Muslims

preach

the

from their enemy and what to do in order to reach the

effectively and

help

Lord's mandate to

foundations

about Islam and

persecutions

Muslims for Christ

presented,

the

gospel.

Chapter 2, theological

to have toward

law,

be used to educate the church members to

can

attitudes towards Muslims and to

Muslims with the

change of

of the Great Commission. The

statistical tool that

a

attitudes of the ECWA members in Kano State,

church needs to be at work. The data

to correlate the

alleged factors restraining

complacency toward the mandate
and

attitudes of ECWA

the

gospel

The Lord Jesus has

are

discussed. All the

attitudes toward Muslims and to

despite

the violence shown to them. The

to all nations is not meant to be

already warned

principles

believers that

negotiated but to

persecution

sake is eminent. Christians in the Muslim-dominated states, which

sectarian violence in the country and elsewhere, must be ready

are

to say

for his name's

"hotbeds" of

like Peter and
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John before the Sanhedrin,

"Judge for yourselves whether it is right

obey

(Acts 4:19). When

you rather than God"

in God's

I interviewed Mr. James

sight to

Wuye,

an

official of the Christian Association of Nigeria, CAN, he said:
Before now, I so much hated Muslims and Islam that I could kill anyone
of them if 1 had the opportunity. I was fiill of hatred in the effort to

protect the church. But today we thank God because we are now
changed agents working for peace and religious harmony.

Kano, change has

For the Christians in

who lost his

overcame

right

his hatred

teamed up with

violence,

arm

to

a

to do with their attitudes and

during a religious

by leaming about

Muslim

preacher,

disturbance in Kaduna in 1992, said he

Muhammad

Participation in

outcome of the

to the

Muslims

Nigeria.

the survey

understood the

who took the time to

church

was

reason

complete

study and

a

to the

nongovernmental organization

Profile

voluntary.

As

requested on

for the survey and

and retum the

knew what the

the survey

happy to participate.

were

questionnaires were people

project

form,

could do to the

Those

who desire the

relationship

of the

Muslim communities in Kano State. To examine how Sharia law and

persecution
The

Ashafa, who also lost relations

building interreligious cooperation.
Participants'

respondents

studying the Quran. Today he has

Islam and

form Inter-Faith Mediation Centre,

committed to

forgiveness. Wuye,

can

participants

be

a

major hindrance

of this survey

were

to Muslims'

evangelism

three groups of the

in Kano state of

population of the

twelve Churches, Twelve pastors of the twelve churches, sixty elders of the twelve

churches, and sixty members of the twelve churches

only

were

104 of the 120 elders and the members retumed their

given

the

questionnaires,

questionnaires.

These

but
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participants
significant

are

currently investing in their respective

responses to the

This

questions

churches

and, therefore, provided

in the survey.

study examined information

about the

their

participants,

churches, the

duration of their membership in their churches, gender, age, and marital status to

identify other intervening variables that may affect the perception of the role of the
church in Muslim
to be

a

effect

strength

on

the

evangelism.

of this

study.

the

goal

Muslim

These

intervening variables proved

variables, if ignored in such

a

will have

study,

an

project.
Muslim

In

The identification of these

general,

Evangelism

65 percent of the

Goal of the Church

as a

respondents

of their church while 35 percent either

evangelism

is the

goal

indicated that Muslim

disagreed

of their church. In

or

is

evangelism

strongly disagreed

that

conflict in the

a sense one can see

reports, though the larger percentage indicated Muslim evangelism may be the goal of
the church. This conflict

might be

a

result of the written mission statement in the

denomination' constitution that reflects their belief and

respondents might be positive,

but in

practice might not mean,

actually happening effectively. Evangelism
national church
been

a

emphasis

alluded to

Evangelism

is

by the founding missionaries.

hallmark of the

Evangelical

by Verkuyl

practices.

one

of the

The

perception

Muslim

evangelism

legacies passed

The strong

of the

on

is

to the

evangelistic emphasis has

Church of West Afiica. This

opinion agrees

with the

and McGee in the literature review of Chapter 2:

is the task of the church and all Christians. Because the members of this
of their constitutional

emphasis, knowing the

Bible

church

are aware

helpfiil

if the pastors and the elders of these churches will go back to the

can

be very

teaching of the
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Bible

on

the

necessity of evangelism and teach their members

deal with their

own

unbelief and lack of conviction in the

word. Unbelief in the

saving power of God has been

reaching the Muslims because
be very difficult, if not

Christians think

impossible.

one

so

that the members will

saving power of God and his

of the hindrances to Christians
with the

reaching Muslims

than

evangelize

people

of other

and lives of young missionaries to get

Ghana,

my

own

Country" (13).

One

a

For

religions.

breakthrough

only

interesting thing I

Christianity though

Another

point

indicated that the

noted about these

goal

goal

of the Church

was

not Muslim

are aware

the constitution of the church. This report,

of the

Muslim

the attitudes of Christians from the

again

1

am

difficult to

some

reports of groups of

respondents

evangelism.

emphasis

or

The report

might

the mission statement in

emphasis

gospel. Teaching

perception

from the altar

from the

that Muslims

are

Scriptures

will

difficult to

reminded of what Azumah says: "To say Muslims

evangelize is

who

therefore, confirms the need for the pastors

about the need to reach the Muslims with the

even

was

is the

City of Kano.

and the elders to wake up to the task of teaching and much

are

findings

of the church

of interest is the other percentage of the

indicate that not all the members

group

more

instance, it took many decades

I have

Muslims called the seekers and secret believers in the

reach. Here

any

then the church will have current reports of many converts. I have noticed

few converts from Islam to

change

are

among traditional believers in

absence of many Muslim converts in Kano State. If the

evangelism,

can

This notion is what Azumah calls the "Jonah

Mindset" of many Christians. He says, "I do not accept that Muslims
difficult to

gospel

or

any

people

to doubt the power of God to reach out and convict

the most hardened hater and persecutor of the faith like Paul"

(13).
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Christians in Kano State must

come

to terms with the fact that salvation is the

work of God and not theirs. Luke 1 8:27 says, "What is

perspective is possible with God.

addition. Christians need

In

from

impossible

a

human

to know the power

of the

Word of God to convict the heart of a sinner. Hebrews 4:12 says, "For the word of God
is frill of living power. It is

innermost
been the

thoughts

sharper than the sharpest knife, cutting deep

and desires. It exposes

testimony of many Muslim

made them discover the tmth and

us

for what

converts.

They

brought them

so

Jesus. Christians must rediscover the

really

confess that

to the

about the

reality

we

into

our

are." Of course this has

Bible had

reading the

saving knowledge

of the Lord

saving power of God

and his

word if they must be effective witness to the Muslims.

of the church to be Muslim

Making the goal
the members know and

practice

is

more

council in Kano State needs to have
will

bring the pastors

a

are

are

waiting

on

important,

but to let

ten-year strategic plan of Muslim evangelism that

overtaken

Muslim communities around them. This
churches

is

For this reason, the district church

important.

to the very need of preaching

the members until the members

evangelism

or

teaching

by the emphasis

emphasis

can

the Lord for revelations just

only

as

Muslim
and

come

Blackaby

evangelism

reaching to

to

the

if the pastors of the
and

Blackaby

emphasize.
Risks in
One of the obvious

Muslim

persecution is

a

Witnessing to

findings

restraining

of this

study was

factor to

among the Christians in Kano State. The
cannot do Muslims

Muslims in Kano State
the report that Sharia law and

reaching the Muslims

with the

majority of the respondents agreed

evangelism freely because

of the Sharia law and the

gospel
that

they

persecution.
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Unless Christians have

evangelism

to deal with their fear and

to Muslims cannot take

of witness is very acute amongst

Muslim countries. There

witnessing to

can

inflicted

country

on

are

innocent

to the

(16). Many Christians live

Muslims and the

people during

duty is

Muslims discover that

by the

to

are

punishment

astray when they

for any Muslim who is

Muslim converts in the church

they will

come

on

the non-Muslims

This fear is such that Muslim

tumed away from churches. Christians

church

are

in fear of the

sectarian violence in Kano and other parts of the

evangelize the Muslims.

some

Nevertheless,

community in

the real risks involved in

denying or minimizing

no

bound to be afraid of the consequences of Sharia laws

seekers and converts

Christians.

section of minority Christian

For many Christians who have witnessed the violence

Christianity.

who know their

somewhere

large

a

of Muslims and Islam,

Azumah says, "The fear of the consequences

Muslims in Islamic societies"

consequences of witnessing
converted to

be

place.

suspicion

are

or are

afraid if the

being hidden

and bum down the church

or

could attack the

Jesus wamed his followers to be cautious that

they

are

not led

persecuted:

All this I have told you that you will not go astray. They will put you
out of the synagogue; in fact, a time is coming when anyone who kills
you will think he is

offering a service to

God.

They will

do such

things

I have told you this, so
because they have not known the Father
that when the time comes you will remember that I wamed you. I did not
or me.

tell you this at first because I
As

long

as

the devil is

the church is the

against

Again,

with you.

world, it will undergo

some

(John 16:1-4)

forms of persecution because

it.

my call to the believers in Kano State is to remember the

the Lord Jesus Christ about
in themselves

was

persecution

knowing that suffering

teachings of

in order to encourage them to have confidence

for the sake of Christ is

an

integral part

of the
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gospel, and, therefore, they must not mn
Matthew 16:24

are a

away from it.

waming to them: "Take up his

Again the words

cross

and follow me." Instead of

allowing the fear of persecution to stop them from witnessing.
the Lord and pray for wisdom and boldness just
John

were

ordered not to

speak

have allowed those threats to
did not.

the first

as

teach at all in the

or

wear

them down

or

name

of the Lord in

Christians need to tum to
did when Peter and

disciples

of Jesus. The

make them to

apostles

could

compromise but they

Instead, they prayed and the place where they had gathered together was

shaken, and they were filled with the Holy Spirit and began

to

speak the

word of God

with boldness.

Sharing

the

More than half of the

gospel

with Muslims

now

Gospel

respondents

conducted earlier and the

common

characteristics of a

Muslim-dominated states.
as a

indicated

they find

than before the intervention. This

attributed to the outcome of the

was

with the Muslims in Kano State

exploratory test

emphasis

large

They

seminar

from the

pulpits.

on

witnessing only to

gospel.

are

overtaken

Three years ago I noticed that

than the Muslim

by

such

are now

delighted

that many

are now

making

of attitudes

Muslims

are

the
be

can

evangelism

animosity inflicted

that

the most

even

the

in the

on

sharing the gospel

them that

Muslims with the

Team at the ECWA

gospel

many seminars

on

By so doing they extend

reaching the

gospel outings mainly to

community. With

that many

sharing

section of minority Christian communities in

the non-Muslims rather than

church in Kano redirected its

change

Fears and hatred

result the Christians would rather withhold their peace.

their

fulfillment in

English

the brothels in Kano

Muslim

I noticed

Evangelism,

with the Muslims to

fiiends with the Muslims in their work

places

city rather

an

as

extent

well

as

in
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their

neighborhoods. Many Christians

are

interfaith

joining the

peacefiil coexistence alongside with other religions. This

move

support among Christians and Muslim clerics. The

a

Christians

must seek to release the

Due to the

that
vital

conflict before

change of attitudes

receiving great

step in the right direction, for

today,

to make their presence

a

very

public in the Muslim neighborhoods

Azumah affirmed the

public religion

public unlike Christians.

among many Christians and

are

and wherever

joyfiilly they

are

Muslims make their presence known wherever

they

as a

beginning to

they

This realization is indeed

are

a

they tend

great

taking the challenge gradually.

of the Christians of Islam when he

awareness

to the Muslims.

many do understand

of witnessing to the Muslims. Christians in Kano State

understand the fact that Islam is

awareness

and

is

doing evangelism

of many Christians

they must make their presence visible
means

act is

religious advocacy for

explained

that

are:

community, the call to Prayer can be heard
bellowing fi-om loudspeakers five times each day and Muslims can be
seen saying their prayers anywhere, even in moving trains. The
distinctive veil worn by the women folk also publicly announces the
presence of Islam. (18)
Wherever there is

Christians
times

are now

some

beginning to

of them

are now

a

Muslim

express their presence at their offices in that at break

holding prayer meetings

to

the notice of Muslim

counterparts. Friday prayer meetings in offices for the salvation of Muslims while the
Muslims go for their Jumat prayer

today. Parshall recognizes

catalyst between

God and

Christians
those who win

a

are

grounds

are

being noticed

the power of prayer and also

in Kano and

emphasizes

some

states

that prayer is

a

people (Muslim Evangelism 260).

gaining more knowledge

soul to the Lord and therefore

trom the

Scripture

about the rewards of

changing their hates

for love for
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Muslims that they might reach them for Christ just
"Those who
to

wise shine like the

are

like the stars for

righteousness,

Scriptures

are a

of the

brightness

ever

as

the book of Daniel 12:3

heavens, and those who lead many

and ever." These and many

motivation to Christians.

They

are

promises,

determined to

the Lord Jesus when he called the believers to be the

light

promises from

the

obey the teachings

of

of the world:

the

light of the world a city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither
people light a lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its
stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house. In the same way, let
your light shine before men, that they may see your good deeds and
praise your Father in heaven. (Matt. 5:14-16)
You

are

do

As Christians all know darkness refreats from the

darkness. That statement should be the

dispel

darkness and become

a

members
the

respondents

can

were

restrain Muslim

respondents

This

are

Today

he is

The

evangelism.

an

anywhere they are

finding is interesting:

was a

than half of the

lack of love

was a

restraining factor to

respondents

transform his hate of Muslims

Muslim

preacher

are

going

to

either

Muslim

are

still

holding back.

Unless these

Wuye, Muslim evangelism will suffer.

advocate of peaceful coexistence with Muslims. He allowed the

Spirit to

factor

many Christians in Kano State and other

attitudes like Pastor

they

to

by ECWA

restraining

more

finding explains why so

and

so as

Less than half of

while

witnessing to Muslims

changed

from the

Restraining Muslim Evangelism

known of sectarian violence

Christians have

light

asked whether lack of love towards Muslims

disagree or strongly disagree that

states that

of Christians

delight

indicated that lack of love towards the Muslims

to the Christians

evangelism.

and not the

vital witness to Muslims.

Lack of Love

The

light

loving them.

about

Holy

He is able to team up with

preaching the gospel

a

of peace and love for
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one

another. Love made him to leam

know the Muslims and their culture

about Islam and

more

so

that he

can

reach them with the

Unless Christians will pray and ask God to

religious

violence in Kano in

2004,

so as

to

gospel.

change their attitudes of hate to love,

they will always be attacking and standing in judgment
the

study the Qur'an

on

Islam and Muslims.

many Pentecostal churches

prayed

During

God to send

down fire from heaven upon their enemies. The govemor of that state invited the

pastors of Christian churches and other religious leaders

meeting, which I also

attended. In his

speech he said,

that Allah should send fire in heaven and

embarrassing to

us

and indeed

a

destroy us

challenge.

enemies and pray for those who persecute
Because

larger percentage

a

love towards Muslims is not

preach

and teach from the

seminars
of Hope

on

change

Ministry,

of the

pulpits

the

a

Lack of love

on

of you

the Muslims." That

respondents

are

witnessing to

importance

seminar lecture

some

are

a

praying

was

The Bible says, "But I tell you: love your

of the

the

opinion

that

lack of

a

Muslims, pastors

must

of love. The church needs for

of attitudes towards Muslims.

in

"I hear

government house for

you" (Matt. 5:44).

hindrance to

a

to the

Hussaini,

a

more

staff member of the Call

said.

the side of Christians makes Christians

so

confrontational and judgmental and that is not helpfiil in witnessing to
Muslims. Such approaches tum Muslims off so quickly, causing them
not to listen to the

when

Sometimes

some

trying to

gospel

and

making them

even

hostile to Christians

witness to them.

Christians wish and

rejoice when

some

form of calamity strikes

Muslims. Just after the 2004 sectarian crises in Kano, cholera stmck Muslims in Kano

City.

Some Christians

against

rejoiced, feeling

that God vindicated them for the atrocities

them. Lack of love made Jonah reluctant to go to Nineveh. Christians

ought

to
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have the mind-set of God whose desire and interest is the salvation of all people

including the Muslims that some people

consider to be enemies. This

conformity with what Asemota concluded when he
kind where they offer up
leam to love,

are

area

of Attitudes,

change

improve their love

percent do

improve

the

respondents

ones

are

are

today in

larger

group

or

Kano State whom

the

spreading love

encourage Muslim

that answered that

willing to change

relationship to

change

of attitudes cannot

the

teachings

committed to

their

are

filled

about Islam and

perceptions

can

bring

Muslims.

respondents represent

and

while 24

evangelism,

to any innovation that

ears

the greater number of Christians

of the church and the

building interreligious cooperation have

promoting peace

among the

country. The church in Kano will do better if it takes

religious harmony

for Muslims

likened to Christian fundamentalists who

not

through

nongovernmental organization
succeeded in

can

who close their

in attitudes towards their

The

Improving Love

attitudes, the majority of the respondents (76 percent)

their love for Muslims

are

Means of

for Muslims and

not agree. The

Muslims. These

a

of attitudes of ECWA church members towards Muslims

with hatred for Muslims and

change

prefer the

something else, anything but themselves. Unless Christians

of changing

of the view that

will

said that most Christians

in

they can hardly give themselves for the sake of Muslims conversion.

Change
In the

finding is

among the interfaith. Love

can

the kind of changed attitudes that occurred in Mr.

a

people in

leading role in

only take place
Wuye

Kano and the

the

campaign

of

if all Christians leam
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Changes
towards

in attitudes of ECWA members must be considered

improving

their love for Muslims

or

else

as a

major factor

motivating them towards Muslim

evangelism will be difficult. Lack of change in attitudes for the Christians towards
Muslims is really

a

restraining factor:

Muslims, Christians have to admit, pray and work
on our stereotypes and deep-seated prejudices against Muslims. If we are really
honest with ourselves, what feelings do we have towards Muslim neighbors?
Fear? Suspicion? Do we respect them or despise them? Are we friendly, cool,
indifferent or even hostile towards them? Stereotypes and prejudices are major
stumbling blocks to Christian witness. (Azumah 1 0)
To be effective witnesses to

Like the

of attitudes is in order to

Apostle Peter a change

created in the

image

of God who

equally are

see

Muslims

containing

human

beings

destined for salvation and need love.

Before God could have Peter reach out to Cornelius, God had to work

changing his prejudices against

as

the Gentiles. God had to

give him

a

on

him

by

vision of a sheet

all kinds of unclean animals:

being let down to earth
by its four comers. It contained all kinds of four footed animals, as well as
reptiles of the earth and birds of the air. Then a voice told him, get up, Peter, kill
and eat. Surely not Lord! Peter replied "I have never eaten anything impure or
unclean." The voice spoke to him a second time, "Do not call anything impure
that God has made clean." This happened three times, and immediately the
sheet was taken back to heaven. (Acts 10:1 1-16)
He

saw

heaven

Unless Christians

opened

the

are

teachings

in

something like

passionately admit the need to

of the salvation of God, and

conclusions

and

are

a

see

large

Muslims

reachable, much will

harmony with

what many

sheet

not be

psychologists

as

human

being worthy

achieved. These

such

as

Staats and Staats and

of the Old and New Testaments in the literature review have

about Christians

changes

in attitudes towards their responses to

emphasized

aggressions.
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Obedience to the Great Commission Mandate

Forgiveness Bringing
When the

motivate them to

respondents

were

asked whether Christian

Great Commission

obey the

mandate,

a

forgiveness

larger number (88.7 percent)

indicated that it would. This result indicates that the church needs

forgiveness. Though
recent

past

Christ

on

to many

a

lot of religious violence has caused untold

Christians, they need

would

to remember the

more

teaching on

hardships

teachings

in the

of the Lord Jesus

forgiveness.

Chapter 2
to the Muslims.

mentions

one

of the

strategies

The church must have the

Muslims to be in the

kingdom of God.

the church must consider in

passion

witnessing

and the vision of desiring the

As Christians

forgive, they will develop

the

desire of saving the lives of those who persecute them.
Tuttle affirms this conclusion about the

of lack of forgiveness toward the

disposition

of mind and

spirit,

loving and forgiving God

evangelism

of any sinner. He says

relentless in its

who is

delivered. Tuttle fiirther agrees

willing

importance of forgiveness

willingness to

forgiveness

is hard but it is

is

as a

release the resentment to

to take it the moment someone is

forgiveness

and the evil

possible (How

a

willing to be
can

1

forgive? 1).
The

policies

with bittemess. The

much

goodwill

lives. Hatred

of segregation of South Africa in the past have filled many hearts

injustices have hurt

exists among

was

growing

so

and

many

very

1

deeply.

many who have been discriminated

expressing

and others led the reconciliation

people

campaign

itself in violent outburst.
and

blacks and the whites. That reconciliation gave

forgiveness
room

for

took

am

amazed at how

against

for all their

Archbishop

place amongst

peacefiil

coexistence.

Tutu

the
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Followers of Jesus in Kano State have

no

doubt about the way he wants them to behave

towards those who persecute them.

By behaving this
or

her persecutor to

he

or

way,

powerless

a

overplay his

she is. As Christians

or

he would open

unjust,"

3:18).

In the way Christ
The

The
Muslim

finding

evangelism

members to know

a

was

set

Importance

confirms that

more

in

an

respondents

important

witnessing to

through many seminars

about Islam

or

more

respect

one

another

The

study

come as a

cycle of

suggestion

area

is

despite their differences

showed that

a

Pet.

a

study

Evangelism
consider seminars

long way in encouraging

a

to

come

accepted
and

on

ECWA

improve

opinion, I suggests

solid foundation in their

religious

Muslims, and this leaming

evangelism by the pastors

given

(1

for all who would follow in his steps.

about Islam and

Muslim

persons in the

with

unjust

By his death, "the just for

the Muslims. In support of this

long way in fostering understanding

a

changed

on

Muslims. If this

will go

cross.

about Islam and Muslims. The seminars will

Christians need to leam

resource

the

of this

and will go

having enlightened themselves

for

for himself or herself how

of Seminars to Muslim

further that

arranging

on

example

passion

come

allows his

the evil done to them breaks the

focused

Christians'

teaching.

see

suffering injustice

way for sinful human to be reconciled with God

died, he

very

her hand and

forgive Muslims,

violence. The whole life of Jesus
the

person who is

can

in their churches

or

and teach the church members

and

helping

implemented,

I believe it

Christians and Muslims to

in the faiths.

lot of hindrances to Muslim

evangelism

in Kano State

result of lack of understanding between faiths. Some Christians have

their attitudes towards Muslims

only when they have gained

some

knowledge
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about Islam and Muslims. For these reasons, I suggest that Christians should hold
seminars

conferences to

or

knowledge about Islam
and will

help

them to

provide a forum

for

and Muslims will enhance Christian

a

am

positive that

result of the

with Muslims

relationships

intensify their efforts to reaching the Muslims

Performance of ECWA Churches in Muslim
As

I

enlightment.

Evangelism

with the

gospel.

in Kano State

intervention, this study evaluates the performance of the

ECWA churches in Kano state and their involvement in Muslim

suggests that the churches

are

rated excellent in their

recommend that churches should not jubilate

Efforts should be intensified in their

on

approach

to Muslim

the result of this

to research

strategies

evangelism.

more

finding

evangelism

on

Islam

give lectures

to the Muslim communities. If these

to, they will increase their performance, and

more

and relax.

are

or

modem methods of
and adhered

accepted

converts from Islam will be reached

for Christ.
ECWA Churches' Reaction to Sharia Law

The

should

not

be

hold to the

point

study suggests

when

obeyed

example
a

that the

of Peter and John in Acts

person has decided whether he

suggest that churches choose
human law is
in

majority of the respondents agreed

if the government of Kano State fails to

against

witnessing to

to

obey

chapter 4.

or

she

to

it because

obey

God

or

God rather than the human orders

the law of God. Christians should be

Muslims in Islamic

repeal

that Sharia law

When the matter

ought

I

methods of witnessing

on more

suggestions

study

evangelism.

to Muslims. Churches should encourage members to attend interfaith lectures

national conferences where experts

The

aware

they

comes

people,

as

long

to the

I

as

the

of the risks involved

societies, for sufferings and sacrifices

are an
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integral part

of the

potential persecution

to freeze

a

pray for wisdom and boldness

when

witness. Rather than allow the risks and

gospel and, therefore,

person into

as

the

did. 1

early Apostles

will, however, advise that

engaging in conversation with Muslims, Christians should be

and stand in judgment

Mohammed the
be blamed for

on

prophet.

being the

Islamic beliefs and

The

practices,

or

Qur'an

careful not to attack

or

the person of

and Christians

hostility,

can

cause.

at 1:15 to 1:45

study suggests organizing prayers

praying grounds

the

Such confrontations will result in

Organizmg Prayers

their

Christians need to

reneging on witness.

on

on

Fridays

Fridays

at the hour Muslims

mosques for their salvation. This act will

serve as

are on

role models

for others. Because the church believes in the power of prayers, for prayer is effective
in

bringing

down

strongholds

that stand in the way of the

church in Kano state to take the prayer program
Muslims very

seriously. Through

ground yielded great results
revealed himself to them in

dream and

are some

through

their Savior. Sharia law in Islamic societies is

employed by Muslim leadership to prevent
they
the

are aware

Spirit

suggestion
such

as

of the power of the

of God fi-om
is

accepted,

prayer chains

reaching
then the

or

the

Fridays,

prayer for the salvation of

this prayer at the hour Muslims

because there

a

on

I will suggest to the

gospel.

Muslims who

the prayer

testify that

gospel

of restrictions and
from

impediments

reaching Muslims

gospel. Unfortunately, they cannot restrict

the individual Muslim

leadership of the

thirty days

month of Muslims fasting. During such

period

or

following him.

Church should

of prayer and
a

Christ has

that many have received Christ to be

a means

the

were on

because

or

stop

If this

organize other tools

fasting during the Ramadan,

Chrisfians

can

fast

alongside

the

their
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Muslims counterparts for God

to

reveal Himself to them. Parshall

of the church to share Christ in the culture of Muslims

(New

emphasizes

the need

Paths in Muslim

Evangelism 100).
Members' Performance
The

study suggests

that

some

have been in Kano State, and not all
State. The result of the

are

involved in the

Muslims

m

Evangelism in

members have witnessed to Muslims since

were

finding suggests

affected in the

that members

sharing of the gospel

them for

obeying the great

and have

pastors

study suggests that pastors

organized

were aware

emphasis

constant

Muslims

so

that

seminars

on

and

they,

organizing

written
that

they, too,

ineffective in

evangelism,

can

an

understanding and

despite the hostility against

witnessing to

the Muslims

Evangelism

always emphasized

evangelism.

The

Muslim

finding also suggests

in tum, will take the Great Commission

vigorous research

on

and

seriously.

on

witnessing to

to the church. If they fail to be

Muslims. Besides

I will advise that

that the

they also

attend

conducting
some

or

I will advise

modem methods of

magazines

scholars in order to brace themselves up with the

pass it

evangelism

seminars to educate members about Islam

evangelism through reading up-to-date joumals

by renowned

gaining

crisis while in Kano

motivating and encouraging Muslim evangelism by

that the pastors still lend themselves to

Muslim

have

Muslim

of their roles in

are

they

Commission.

Pastors' Role in Muslim

The

religious

with the Muslims

them. 1 suggest to the Christians not to let the risks in

discourage

Kano State

that

are

being

knowledge

so

informed, then they will be

seminars

on

Muslim

of the national interfaith
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conferences that

are

been conducted

by some international bodies

or some non

governmental organizations.
of the

Implications
This

study provides

some

good groundwork

knowledge regarding hindrances to
scientifically

created

participation of the
instmment
before it

was

was

Muslim

Muslim

tested in few churches amongst

finally implemented
strength

to the

of the

State is to have

forgive

knowledge

a

change

study was
some

the

exists about the

pastors, elders and members
of the

findings

study.

discovered

ECWA churches and

why

on reasons

some

on

the Muslim

evangelism.

witnessing to

This

individual

study suggests

the Muslim

of attitudes towards the Muslims'

about Islam and Muslims and

Christians

can

evangelize

to

improve

by including

as a

religion

ignore

the threats that Muslim

gospel

with the Muslim

have the

leaderships

right

to

the

that

society in Kano
love

begin to acquire
educate their children

in their schools' curriculums.

their mindsets that tell them Muslims

accepting that Muslims

principles

intensify their efforts to

Islam

on

reprisals by leaming to

all that Muslims have done to them. Christians should

about Islam and Muslims

the

some

was

in Kano State. The

evangelism

general population

the best way for the church to succeed in

to

The survey instmment

However, the findings of the study were shown to have greater effect

attitudes of the church members

and

expanding the existing

through testing the body of knowledge that

evangelism was neglected by

Christians.

for

evangelism.

ECWA churches in Muslim

The greatest

Study

are

very difficult to

hearing the gospel. They

create in order to

can

stop them from sharing the

community. This study has exposed the churches and members

of witnessing to Muslims and to the

strategies

of Muslim

leadership

to
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slow down Christian activities within Muslim

society in order to spread

the

gospel

among Muslims.
Limitations and Weaknesses of the
This

evangelism

is limited in the

study

that it fell short in

some

in Kano State. The method of survey distribution

weakness, because the

English-speaking
settings

sense

Study

were

survey

Churches.

ignored

and

was

conducted in

English

and

aspects of Muslim

posed

was

a

potential

limited

Many Hausa-speaking churches mostly in

as a

result, their views

are

only to

some

not included in the

mral

findings.

survey involved pastors and elders which could have made it bias because these
more

of ministry leaders

or

the insiders and could have had

some

knowledge

The

are

of the

Great Commission mandate.

Another weakness of the

study is

that it is limited

Because it does not include other churches in Kano

only give subjective findings.

If it included other

only to

ECWA churches.

State, it might be one-sided.

churches,

It

can

it would have ensured wider

responses and stronger conclusions.

Recommendations and Conclusions
I make the

following recommendations

based

on

the

findings

of this

study.

First, the three groups of Christians in the study believe that Muslim evangelism
must be

emphasized

Kano State have the

more

right

in the Church. Muslims who

to hear the Christian

gospel.

are

the dominant

For Christians in ECWA

churches in Kano State, Muslim evangelism must be made the
Pastors are,

therefore, saddled with the responsibility to make

church for

period

a

often years. The church should set

population

a

goal
a

of the church.

strategy plan for the

targeted period

within the

of
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strategy plan

the

goal.

Calls have been made for greater

amongst the pastors, elders and members of the church and in their students

awareness

at

in which it will achieve this

secondary schools.

In

support of these suggestion, the I recommends fiirther that

having armed themselves with the solid foundation in their own religious teachings.
Christians should make the study of Islam
senior

a

secondary school level. They should

theological training
witnessing to
the time he

or

for the pastors in the

the Muslim is

also make the

theological

into the

of the

goal

and

accepted

of Muslim

the Great Commission

and, by

so

doing,

and

a

part of

schools. When the concept of
student in

training

simpler to implement

implemented,

evangelism

study of Islam

psyche of the

she is out of school that will make it

this recommendation is
awareness

implanted

part of training, preferably beginning from

it will go

making the

in the field. If

long way to

a

and at

enhance the

Christians' obedience to

many Muslims will be reached with the

gospel.
Second, the majority of the respondents thought that Sharia law

persecution

is

a

major hindrance

to Christians'

witnessing to

Muslims in Kano State.

The fear of the consequences of witnessing is very acute among

minority Christians

in Kano State and not

hotbeds of violence in

seekers and

Nigeria.

only in

they

are

a

large section

of

Kano State but other states that

This fear has caused

converts away because

and Muslims'

some

are

churches to tum Muslim

afraid of Muslims

reprisals.

that instead of resorting to threats and intimidations of Sharia law and

I recommend

persecution.

Christians should read the word of God about persecutions for the sake of Christ (e.g.,
the

example

of Peter and John in Acts 4; Paul and Silas in Acts

16).

Jesus also calls
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believers

to take up their crosses and follow him.

not mn
away, for

Christians should accept

suffering and

suffering is part of their witness for him.

Third, the study showed that Christians believe that loving Muslims makes the
great difference in

witnessing

to Muslims

despite their attacks

on

them. Christians must

believe the Bible is their guide for daily Christian living and, therefore, for their

behaviors; thus,
injunctions

the

about

respondents

loving their enemies

recommend that Christians must

against Muslims.

still maintained that Christians should

adopt

a

as

youths

"City

practical

ways.

They

care

"almajirai" meaning disciples.

These children go

are

used

show love to them and

recommendation is

harvesting Muslims

holistically

go out and

bring

during

any

are

begging in the

religious

crises.

streets.

and

implemented,

bring the love

called the

They

are

Some have

By taking them in, churches

by so doing they will get to hear the word

accepted

indigenous

street children to

youth

roaming in the city.

gospel. They

an

seek to

of them. Kano State has many

who have left their homes and

become gangsters and
can

I

deep-seated prejudices

Ministries of EMS/ECWA" in Jos,

rehabilitations homes and take

youth

their

in order to reach them with the

made up of several urban ministries that

of Jesus Christ in very real and

Muslim

on

suggestions,

ECWA churches in Kano State should take the initiative of
creating

program such

organization

themselves. In support of these

pray, and work

admit,

programs that will attract Muslim
can

as

obey the biblical

it will make

a

of God. If this

great difference in

into the Christian faith.

Fourth, the study showed that Christians believe that
towards Muslims is the greatest tool
Christians should pray

so

to normalize their

that God may

change

a

change

of attitudes

relationship with

Muslims.

the hearts of the troublemakers. In
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support of these suggestions, 1 fiirther recommend that religious groups should stop

passing

comments about each other's beliefs and

people who demonstrate

injuries suffered,

and

the

are

accepted

change of Christians'

make their presence known in

Muslim

They suggest
a

suggestion

a

groups of the

that Muslim

serious

and

Muslim

respondents suggested that conducting

about

three

of God and that

need to know the

says about the

things they ought

Christianity is

a

giving Muslims

lot of understanding that will

with the Muslims for

peacefiil

acceptance of one another without prejudices.

a

am

Westem

the

in support of this

give

worshipping

religion. Christians

Muslims

excuse

accepted

even

coexistence.

on

Christian beliefs

Christians

witnessing to

are

seminars

organized for various Christian

virgin birth.

of the Lord Jesus Christ. If the recommendations
churches will get

long way to

of Islam and Muslims.

Christianity and

to avoid when

do not attack Muslims beliefs and risk

dialogue

understanding

to Christian witness to Muslims. I

Qur'an

son

a

opponent. If

neighborhood.

and fiirther recommend that Seminars be

Jesus the

go

an

instead of

attitudes toward Muslims and will encourage them to

groups to know what the

gods,

implemented, they will

misconceptions

challenge

means

suffered from

injuries

would enhance the Christians

evangelism

constitute

in protest for

should respect

(1) patient endurance of

(2) redress of injuries suffered through legal

these recommendations

Fifth, all

social behaviors:

following

retaliating or broken friendships

harness the

practices. Christians

and

so

that

they

to attack the person

implemented,

Christians the freedom for

They will

create confidence and
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Suggestions
This

study was limited

for Further Studies

in its scope. It left untouched many related

should have been studied in order

to enrich these

fiirther and for similar studies be conducted
of which

are

suggested here.

relevant issue, the
cannot be

over

First,

a

in Kano State.

on

Because

importance

study may be
Second,

a

conducted to

study may be

Sixth,

a

people

conducted

education

on

study may be

using other

this

as

on

investigate the

carried out

on

of Kano State. Third,

the church

one

deals with

topics,

a

some

current

to

a

on

churches in Kano State

the

as

the

carried out

crises in Kano State.

on

the

Fourth,

a

in the midst of persecutions in Kano

study the

same

of interreligious crisis

study may be

effects of Christian

the social behavior of Christians

conducted

causes

the effects of interreligious crisis

interreligious

growth

Fifth, other researchers may like

religious

such

and other related

suggest

of motivating other scholars to carry out research in it

Christians and Muslims response toward

State.

topic

For this reason, 1

that

emphasized.

the social life of the

study may be

the

on

study

a

findings.

areas

topic,

case

or

Islamic

Muslims in Kano State.

Muslim

study

or

and not

evangelism

in Kano

limiting it only to

State,

a

denomination, but to other denominations and independent churches in Kano State.

Personal Reflections

When I

initially

chose this

would find much writings
not

lay my hands

on

any

on

the

topic

topic

for my

project,

I did

so

because I

thought

I

from other researchers. To my amazement, I did

existing material

on

the

topic. Many had

written

on
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interreligious
churches for

crises in northem

delighting in witnessing to

Through this study,
and many

Nigeria but nothing about what hinders

key principles

now

know

I have grown in my

understanding of Islam

of witnessing to Muslims. I

clearly the mission of the

redemptive purposes

among Muslim societies

is

reaching the

Muslims.

Spirit,

now

no

a

earth, that it exists for God's

Call of Hope whose

Christ). Every Christian

advantage of every moment

God

is

responsible to

to submit to the

gives

facilitator of seminars

me

to the

ministry is

whose mission

witness to

leading of the Holy

to witness to Muslims

Muslim

on

but for any church that

only of my denomination

to reach.

longer relegate Muslim evangelism

My sincere desire and commitment is

to take

know that the Great

Evangelical Missionary Society of ECWA,

or

and Muslims

thought were impossible

on

special ministries (e.g..

or

Muslims for

wherever I am, and to be
not

Church here

in the world. I will

experts in Islamic studies

or

Muslims.

Commission mandate also includes Muslims whom I
I

Christians

evangelism

gives me

the

churches,

to

and

privilege

opportunity.
Muslim

evangelism remains

complexity of Islam,
I

am

honored to have

a

very

complex

mandate for the Church due to the

cultures of Muslims, and the risks involved worldwide. However,

played

will enhance the Muslim

a

small part in the exposure of findings in this

evangelism

not

only in

study that

Kano State among ECWA churches

but of others, too.
1 will

request that

pray for the church in

and

any reader of this

Nigeria

motivating the members

project would kindly take

and Kano State, in

particular,

it

as a

to be zealous in

to witness to the Muslims. Muslims have the

mandate to

teaching

right

to hear
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the Christian
way of the

down the

gospel. Prayer is

gospel.

A

strongholds

case

in

effective in

point is how

bringing

down

strongholds

that stand in the

Christians' prayers contributed in

bringing

and dominions of conununism in the last few decades.
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APPENDIX A

EXPLORATORY

QUESTIONNAIRES AND RESULTS

Kindly read through these questionnaires and circle the
number that agrees with your feelings or the question.
1

.

appropriate

statement of each

Islam has threatened the peace world-wide

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
2.

There is

3.

All Muslim scholars world-wide urge the

straggle within Islam today;
Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
a

not all Muslims advocate violence.

adoption of Sharia

Law.

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
4.

The

ordinary Muslim

has little time for

hostility to

Christians.

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
5.

I believe Islam at its

core

please.
Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree

is

incapable of allowing

non-Muslims to

worship

as

they
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Strongly disagree
6.

Islam is the

only religion that has

used violence to advance its

causes.

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Christianity has
Christianity.

7.

never

used force to make it easier for non-Christian to accept

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Christian powers have
controlled.

8.

always encouraged missionary activity

in the

areas

they

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
The Lord Jesus has commanded

9.

us

to

communicate the

gospel

to the Muslims.

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
10. Muslims deserve to be

ignored by Christians doing evangelism.

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
11

.

Jesus died

partly because he ministered to everyone, even Samaritans,
collectors, good and bad men and women as well as to children.

tax
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Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
12. Jesus love for Samaritans encourages

me

to love

Muslims.

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
13.1 will do my best to befriend

Muslims; I believe they are

worth

knowing well.

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
14. I believe that when I reflise to relate to Muslims for

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
15. Some Muslims

are

peace-loving

and

approachable.

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
1 6. Most Muslims

are

Strongly
Agree

peace-loving

agree

and

approachable.

Christ,

I

am

disobeying Him.
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Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
17. Muslims

can

be both

peace-loving

and

hostile; but they are usually peace-loving.

and

hostile; but

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
1 8. Muslims

can

be both

peace-loving

Strongly agree
Agree
Mildly agree
Mildly disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

are

usually hostile.
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RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY FINDINGS

Before the introduction of the intervention,

exploratory questionnaires
ECWA,

in Kano and three

to 120

members of the

aggression

or

Evangelical

as

Church of West

areas.

This

to their attitudes to

violence, and what they have been doing

Muslims communities around them with the

findings

decided to administer

nearby local government council

get the feelings of the generality of the Christians
responses to

we

gospel. Following

are

in

was

Africa,

meant to

Muslims,

reaching the

the results of the

in percentage distribution.

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ON WHY THEY DON'T
SHARE THE GOSPEL TO MUSLIMS.
A survey

was

carried out to get the views of Christian

reference to Islam

on

eighteen questions
an

analysis
1

of the

why they do

were

asked, which

were

gospel

to the

with

particular

Muslims. A total of

divided into two broad

categories. This

is

findings.

Percentage

.

not share the

respondents

Distribution of Respondents'

According

to their

Perception

of Islam.
A vast

majority of the respondents (77.7 percent) agreed
threat to world peace. When asked

"why?" most

when asked that

of the

Islam is

a

percent)

concluded that Islam advocates violence to advance its

clear in all the atrocities carried out

However,

not all of the

Islam

religion

as a

Westem values

respondents

by

threat to their

resist it. To buttress this

point,

respondents (61 .4

cause

and that it is

Islamist within and outside the country.

share this

that advocates violence.

as a

indeed,

view;

23.7

Rather, it is

a

percent believe that it is
few extremists who

culture-Islam-and, therefore,

are

26.8 percent do not agree that the

not

see

fighting violently to

ordinary

Muslim is
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hostile to Christians

as

they cited

many incidences where Muslims reacted

violently to

to their

Perception

trivial matters.

Percentage Distribution of Respondents According

2.

of

Christianity.

In the survey,

and these
A

not

use

which
On

were

asked about the tenets of the Christian

large number of the respondents (89.2 percent)

force to make non-Christians accept the

coerces

people

or uses

spreading the gospel,

gospel.

95 percent of the

area

of outreach.

area

agree Jesus' love to the Samaritans has

Christians.

Similarly,

gospel

agree that

is

no one can come

to the

a

they

are

religion.

Christianity
for

project

to the father

faithfiil,

Muslims; after all, within the

gospel.

neighbour,

encouraged

carried out

40 percent agree

into the

to the violent nature of the Muslim

of expressing love for one's

they have

people

respondents strongly

lost souls who need the

trouble and atrocious acts

that of Islam,

Everyone, especially Muslims,

many Christians would rather not take the

In the

Christianity does

religion, contrary to

"Jesus is the way, the tmth and the life that

community are

agree that

financial inducements to convert

except through him" (John 14:6). Due

Christian

religion,

their responses.

were

is not selective in the
the

respondents

60 percent of the

respondents

them to love Muslims in

spite

of the

against non-Muslims, particularly
trying by God's

grace to befriend

Muslims because of the instractions stated in the Bible. However, 14 percent of the

respondents

are

not

quite

satisfied with this

victims either

asked why, they responded that they

are

violence; nevertheless,

vast

as a

whole,

a

position; they only mildly agree.

majority

directly or indirectly

97 percent agrees that

When

of Muslim

they do

not
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have

a

Christ,

choice but to befriend and love Muslims because it is
and their reftisal would

mean

outright

a

command from Jesus

disobedience.

The researcher, therefore, concludes that 85 percent of ECWA church members

in Kano State will need to leam

awareness on

reaching the lost

This lost world includes Muslims. The results of the

informed the plan for

a

seminar

on

Muslim

exploratory test

evangelism

were

gospel.

what

for twelve ECWA churches in

Kano State. The seminar will teach them that Muslims have

gospel.

world with the

a

right to

hear the Christian
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APPENDIX B
INTERVENTION
I

days

designed

for the

of the

a

seminar

of the

churches and took

evangelism of Muslims that was

study. The first

place

on

the 1

the twelve churches and took

free

on

Saturdays

so

seminar included

July 2006.

place

members fi-om the twelve churches
intervention

conducted for three

in Kano for three weeks for the various groups of the

subjects

subjects

on

on

15

29

that those who

group of pastors firom twelve

The second group included

July 2006,

was on

a

sixty elders of

while the last group of sixty

July 2006.

are

participants

We chose to hold the

civil servants will attend

being

a

work-

day.
After the seminar

questionnaires
ECWA

were

English

on

Muslim

evangelism,

administered to the 132

Section Kano at 5:00 p.m.

the

fi-equency

participants

on

26

distribution

August

2006 at the
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OUTLINE OF THE SEMINAR ON MUSLIM EVANGELISM

CONDUCTED AT 1:15 29 JULY 2006
I-

Why very few
a)

Christians witness to Muslims.

Fears

b) Lack of knowledge and experience
IL

How do

we

witness to Muslims

III.

How do

we

prepare the heart of a hard-hearted Muslim?

a)

effectively?

Make him to understand Jesus Christ

b) Prepare the ground,
c) Consistency

your

neighbor through friendship,

in your Christian

d)

Be zealous for what is

e)

Know your Bible very well

f)

Check your

through his book, Qur'an
kindness

lifestyle.

right

attitudes, don't present yourself as

a

cmsader but

as a

witness
IV.

How to share with Muslims.

a)
b)

You must
Know

c) Share

something

your

testimony on
V.

How

a

experience

the

gospel yourselves

about your God

personal testimony to

a

Muslim and do not force your

them

Muslim thinks of the Bible

a)

The Bible is

b)

The Bible is outdated and

c)

Method of revelation is God and

cormpted

wrote and not God.

abrogated
quoting Paul

makes them feel Paul
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That Mohammad's

d)
VI.

VII.

How

a

name

is erased in the Bible

Muslim thinks of Jesus the Son of God.

blaspheme

a)

Thinks

b)

Praying in his

we

for

calling Him the

Son of God.

name?

Problems from the Muslims about

our

Bible;

a) inaccuracies from the translations
1

.

2

Kings 24:8

�Ahmaziah

was

five years old when he

throne, and in another place he was
2. 2 Chronicles
3. 2 Chronicles.

to the

old;

4:5-3,000 chariots; 1 Kings 7:26--2,000;
9:25-4,000 chariots;

4. 2 Samuel 24:24-of 50

of gold;

1 5 years

came

shekels;

1

Kings 4:26-40,000;

1 Chronicles 21:24-25-600 shekels

and,

5. 2 Samuel 24:9-

800,000/500,000;

1 Chronicles 21:5-

1100,000/500,000.
In Muslim

evangelism

if you

are

able to convince him to believe the Bible you have

done 85 percent of the work. You need to know the Bible very well and

some

knowledge of Islam.
VIII.

Conclusion
At the end of the

seminar, the participants

various churches and take concrete actions for

neighborhoods.

First

they

various churches should

churches

to make

were

advised to go back to their

example, organize

should establish their presence in the

organize gospel

teams to go out to the

friends with the Muslims with the

hope

to

outreaches to their

neighborhood.
areas

Their

around their

reaching them

with the
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gospel. Form smaller

Fridays

groups to pray for the salvation of Muslims

at 1 : 1 5 to 1 :45. Embark

Muslim friends.

on

especially each

distributing Christian tracks and literature

to their
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RESULTS OF THE SEMINAR

After the seminar, 1 called

find

on some

out the outcome of the Intervention

pastors that participated

on

Muslim

evangelism.

the survey to

on

The

following is

the

result of the seminar:
1

.

Many ECWA

churches

today have organized

p.m. for the salvation of Muslims while

they

the prayer at 1:15 p.m. to 1 :45
in their prayer

are

grounds

on

Fridays.
2.

The ECWA District Church Council in Kano State has also take action

organizing

a

twenty four-hour prayer chain all

over

by

the ECWA churches in

Kano State.
3.

An

appeal

was

made to the Radio

stations to broadcast

accepted

and

Miracles

happened,

some

Nigeria for the

U.

a

Christian program

being

one

once

of the

in

a

independent radio

week. This

appeal

was

of these churches contributed towards the cost of the
the program

S.,

I received

Muslims received Christ
now

Pyramid,

was

airing.

broadcasted for three months. Before I left

reports fi-om Elder Dele Onamusi that eight

through listening to

counseled. All have been

given

a

this program. All of these
copy of the

Holy Bible.

individuals have been attached to these converts for Bible

eight

are

Some

study and

discipleship.
4.

One of the

couples
areas.

churches, ECWA English Section, has employed five missionary

and has sent them to do

evangelism

The Hausa Church No. 1 too, has

has sent them to the

,

and church

engaged

Maguzawa settlements with

three

planting

in the rural

missionary couples

Kano State for

and

evangelism

and
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church

planting.

From the

report, others churches

are

also

planning to

do the

same.

5.

Right

in the

Church.

City of Kano where up

Today there

been reached

are

to tomorrow there is

thirteen tme seekers. These

are

only one

Christian

Muslims who have

by some Christians, and they meet regularly to study the Qur'an

and the Bible. These Christian leaders meet with them and

answer

their

questions.
6.

Individual members
their

7.

A

are now

coworkers, which had

lady by name

establishing friendship type of evangelism with

never

been done before the seminar.

Malama Hannatu received Jesus Christ. Her husband threatened

her life if she would not retum to Islam. She stood her
invited the Hisbah

of having her

renounce

Today Hannatu
State. She has

her and she

on

is

an

was

taken to Court and

and the husband

detained, all

as means

her faith. She is divorced yet content with her condition.

evangelist to

planted

ground,

a

the

women

and

men

in and around Kano

church and prayer house in two

villages

in Gani local

government. She has stood for many women whom she reached for Christ and
who

were

taken to court

by the

Hisbah Muslim group. Some of them have been

set free because of her efforts. She

keeps

because of their faith in her house and
8.

There is great revival
Muslim

evangelism

or

those

disciples

awakening today

women

who

are

divorced

them.

in ECWA churches in Kano State

due to the intervention and the

practicum.

on
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APPENDIX C
Pastors'

of the

Questionnaire

Kindly read through this survey questions and complete or put a check on each
questions you think appropriate. Thanks for being a partner in this research.

Name of the Church you

are

currently the

Pastor.

The Name of the Town in which the Church is located

Your age bracket

(

20-30

yrs)n (31-40yrs)n (

41-50

yrs)n (51-65yrs)n

Gender
Male

?

b. Female

?

a.

Marital Status

Singled

?

b. Married

?

a.

c.

Widowed

d. Other

?
?

Number of years you have served in Kano D.C.C in pastorate.

1

.

a.

(5 years) ?

b.

(lOyrs)n

c.

(15yrs)n

d.

(20 yrs) ?

e.

(25

yrs and

above) ?

Would you say Muslims evangelism is the goal of your Church? ? Yes

? No
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2. What
percentage of your Church annual budget went into Muslims
the five years? (Please circle the percentage that is appropriate).
a.

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

2001
_

b. 2002
_

c.

2003
_

d. 2004
_

e.

2005
_

3. Would you say Sharia law and Muslims

evangelism

persecutions

are

the hindrance Muslims

in Kano State of Nigeria?

a.

Disagreed ?

b.

Strongly disagreed

c.

Agreed

d.

Strongly agreed ?

e.

Strongly disagreed

?

?

?

4. Would you say your Church members take

delight

in

going out

with Muslims?

a.

Yes

b.No

?
?

5. What would make Christians in Kano State love Muslims?

a.

evangelism for

Abolition of Sharia laws ?

b. Submission to God ?

of attitudes towards Muslims ?

c.

Change

d.

Forgiveness ?

to share the

gospel
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8. How would
you rate ECWA churches in Kano State in their outreach to Muslims?

(Tick one)
a.

Very poor ?

b. Good in their

c.

approach ?

Excellent in their

?

approach

9. What should ECWA churches do if the Sharia laws

hostility against witnessing to
should stop

Muslims is

a.

They

b.

They devise methods

c.

They should disobey the

preaching to

are

on an

not

repelled

and

more

increase?

the Muslims ?

of reaching Muslims ?
Sharia laws ?

10. What could ECWA churches do in terms of Muslim

evangelism

in order to be role

models to other churches in Kano State?

11

.

outreaches ?

a.

Have

b.

Organize prayers

c.

Organize Friday prayers while

How often do you

planned

preach

a.

not at all ?

b.

once

c.

quarterly

d.

always ?

12. When last did you

in

are

in their mosque ?

to humankind with

emphasis

on

Muslims?

?

beforeD

once a

evangelism

Muslims

while ?

organize a

a. never

b.

a

on

chains for Muslims salvation ?

year ?

seminar for your church

on

evangelism

to Muslims?
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c.

quarterly

?

d. other ?

13. What would you consider

as

major hindrances

to Muslim

evangelism

on

the part of

Christians?
a.

laziness ?

b.

no

c. no

love for Muslims ?

knowledge

of it ?

d. fears of Sharia laws ?
14. In your

opinion

evangelism

do you consider ECWA churches in Kano to be interested in
to Muslims in Kano?

Yes ?

No ?

15. What needs to be done to set the flame of Muslim

evangelism

in the life of ECWA

churches in Kano State?

a.

Set the

b. Get
c.

agenda

more

Provide

d. Train

from D. C. C. ?

EMS missionaries to do the

more

more

Northwest conferences

visionary leaders ?

evangelism
on

?

evangelism

to Muslims ?
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APPENDIX D
Elders'

Kindly read through this
of the questions you think

survey

appropriate.

Name of the Church in which you
The

name

Questionnaires

questions

and

Thanks for

are an

complete

being

a

or

put

a

check

by

each

partner in the research.

elder

of the town in which the church is located.

Your age bracket: ?

20-30yrs ? 31-40yrs ? 41-50yrs ?

51-65 yrs ? 65 yrs &

above
Gender
a.

Male ?

b. Female ?
Marital Status
a.

Single ?

b. Married ?
b. Widowed ?
d. Other ?
1 Number of years you have served in the church
.

a.

as an

elder.

5 years ?

b. 10 years ?
c.

1 5 years ?

d. 20 years ?
e.

25 years and above ?

2. Would you say Muslims
a.

No ?

evangelism

is the

goal

b. Yes ?

of your Church?
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a.

To open

witnessing to Muslims ?

b. To media
c.

preaching

To Christian

d. To the

?

religious teaching in

spread

of Christian

schools ?

publications ?

4. Would you say your church members take

delight in going out to

share the

gospel

with Muslims?
a.

Unconcemed ?

b. Yes ?
c.

5. In your

No ?

opinion,

what would you consider

reach out to Muslims with the

a.

gospel

as a

hindrance to Christians not

in Kano State?

desiring to

(choose one).

Laziness ?

b. Sharia laws ?

c.

Lack of love for the Muslims ?

d. Lack

knowledge

of reaching to Muslims ?

6. What would make Christians in Kano State love Muslims?

a.

Abolition of Sharia laws ?

b. Submission to God ?
of attitudes towards Muslims ?

c.

Change

d.

Forgiveness ?

7. What would motivate ECWA members in Kano State to want to

the Great Commission in

a.

More

preaching

evangelizing Muslims?
from the altars ?

obey the mandate

of
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b. Revivals
c.

on

evangelism ?

More seminars

on

evangelism to

Muslims ?

d. Practice freedom of religion ?
8. Is

evangelism optional for Christians?
a.

Yes ?

b. NoD
9. How would you rate ECWA churches in Kano State in then outreach to Muslims?

(tick one)
a.

Very poor ?

b. Good in their
c.

approach

Excellent in their

?

approach

?

1 0. What should ECWA churches do if the Sharia laws

hostility against witnessing to
should stop

Muslims is

a.

They

b.

They devise methods

c.

They

should

preaching to

on an

are

not

repelled

and

more

increase?

the Muslims ?

of reaching Muslims ?

disobey the

Sharia laws ?

1 1 What could ECWA churches do in terms of Muslims
.

evangelism

in order to be role

models to other churches in Kano State?

outreaches ?

a.

Have

b.

Organize prayers

c.

Organize Friday prayers

planned

2:15. ?

chains for Muslims' salvation ?

while Muslims

are

in their mosque at 1 :45-
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APPENDIX E

Members'

Kindly read through this
of the

questions

you think

Name of the church you

survey

appropriate.

are a

Questionnaires

questions

and

Thanks for

complete or put

being

a

a

check

by each

partner in this research.

member of

Name of the town in which the church is located
Your age bracket:

(15-20)0 (21-30)

?

(31-40)0 (41-65)

Gender

a.

Male ?

b. Female ?
Marital Status

a.

Single

?

b. Married ?

c.

Widowed ?

d. other ?
Number of years you have been
a.

a

member of ECWA.

1 -5 years ?

b. 6-10 years ?
c.

1 1-15 years ?

d. 16-20 years ?
e.

21-25 years ?

f 26-30 years ?
g. 3 1 years and above ?

?

(75 and above)D
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1

.

Would you say Muslims'
a.

2. Have you

3. Do you

goal

of your church?

b. Yes ?

witnessed to

a

Muslim

Christian since you have been in Kano?

as a

b. Yes ?

No ?

enjoy going
a.

the

No ?

ever

a.

evangelism is

out

sharing the gospel

with

a

Muslim?

b. Yes ?

No ?

4. How often does your church

lay emphasis

on

the

evangelism to

Muslims from its

altar?

a.

Never

once

?

b. Few times ?
c.

Frequently

d.

Only

?

at mission work

5. Have you been affected

?

anytime during the religious

crisis

or

any of your

family

members?

a.

6. What in your

gospel

b. Yes ?

No ?

opinion

is the

reason

why many ECWA members

with the Muslims?
a.

Laziness ?

b. No love for Muslims ?

c.

No

knowledge of doing it ?

d. Fears of Sharia laws ?

do not share the
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7. In your

opinion what would make

Christians in Kano State love Muslims?

a.

Abolition of Sharia laws ?

b.

Change

c.

Christians'

of attitudes towards Muslims ?

forgiveness ?

d. Submission to God ?

8. What would motivate ECWA members in Kano State want to

the Great Commission in

a.

More

c.

on

of

evangelizing Muslims?

preaching from

b. Revival

obey the mandate

the altars ?

evangelism ?

More seminars

on

Muslims'

evangelism

?

d. Freedom of religion ?
9. Is

evangelism optional
a.

to Christians?

b. Yes ?

No ?

10. How would you rate ECWA churches in Kano State
a.

on

their outreach to Muslims?

Very poor ?

b. Good ?

c.

11

.

Excellent ?

What should ECWA churches do if the Sharia laws

hostility against witnessing

to Muslims is

a.

They should stop evangelism

b.

They should do

c.

They should disobey

it

on an

are

not

repelled

increase?

Muslims ?

tactfrilly ?
the Sharia laws ?

and

more
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12. What could ECWA churches do in terms of Muslim

models to other churches in Kano State?
Have

planned

outreaches ?

b. Hold

all-night

prayers

a.

c.

grounds
d. Become

at

in order to be role

(Tick one)

monthly for Muslims'

once

Organize Friday prayers

evangelism

1:45-2:15, while they

salvation ?

are on

prayer

?

more

aggressive

in

reaching out to

the Muslims ?
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